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Chapter 1. Introduction

In July 1993, a house in Tilburg, in the Netherlands, was damaged and plastered
with racist slogans by local residents. This prevented the house being rented to a
Turkish family after a Dutch fellow had been thrown out by the housing
corporation. Two Turkish families lived on the street and the local residents
declared that they did not want another Turkish family living on the same street.
After the incident, one of the neighbours reacted with the following comment:
"We want to have a say too. The street thinks it is outrageous that a Dutch
fellow has to leave for a Turkish family" [Wij willen ook iets te zeggen hebben.
De straat vindt het schandalig dat een Hollandse jongen moet gaan ruimen voor
zo'n Turks gezin] ("Buurtbewoners ageren," 1993).

Negative behaviour between groups constitutes one of the main topics in the
newspapers. The example described above is one of many instances of negative
intergroup behaviour we read about every day. In the present dissertation we
will attempt to answer the question why people react this negatively to other
groups.

Norm Violation Theory (DeRidder, Schruijer 8z Tripathi, 1992) is a
theoretical framework which may help provide an answer to this question. It
describes the influence of attribution and the context variables group
identífication, intergroup attitudes, perceived power differences, and fraternal
relative deprivation, on reactions to norm violation in intergroup relations.
DeRidder, Schruijer and Tripathi stated that perceived power differences
constitute an important variable in reactions to norm violation. They explain
the incident described above by referring to the power the local residents
perceived themselves to have and the inability to retaliate by the Turkish
family. We believe, however, that the local residents did not believe they had
much power. The neighbour's comment indicates that the local residents feel
that their say in what happens in the street had been threatened. The negative
behaviour may have been a reaction to a perceived threat to the power of the
local residents, caused by the arrival of the Turkish family. The main objective
of the research described in this dissertation is to elaborate Norm Violation
Theory so as to elucidate the effect of the perceived power relation between
groups on reactions by members of one of the groups to norm violation by the
other group or one or more of its members.

In several studies (DeRidder 8z Tripathi, 1992), it was found that members
of groups who scored high on a scale of perceived power over the outgroup
generally reported that they would react more negatively to norm violations by
outgroup members than people who scored lower on a scale of perceived
power. The explanation given by DeRidder 8c Tripathi (1992) for this finding
was that members of more powerful groups perceive themselves as having
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more potential to react negatively to the outgroup and fear less retaliation by
the outgroup than members of less powerful groups. We believe that the
relationship between power differences between groups and reactions to norm
violation is more complex. We propose that perceived power not only affects
reactions to norm violation as an enabling factor for negative reactions, but
that the implications of a norm violation for the perceived power relation must
also be taken into account. More specifically, we assume that a norm violation
will elicit negative reactions when it is perceived as a threat to the power
relation. In our opinion, the local residents reacted negatively to the Turkish
family because they perceived the arrival of the Turkish family as a threat to
their power relation with immigrants on their street.

Our assumption about the effects of perceived threat to the power relation
has been inspired by the explanation given by Deutsch and Krauss for
participants' negative reactions to threat in experiments with the interpersonal
trucking game (Deutsch 8c Krauss, 1960). These authors define threat as "the
expression of an intention to do something detrimental to the interests of
another." In the trucking game, threat consisted of obstruction: preventing the
other party from achieving its goal. Deutsch and Krauss interpret the negative
reactions to threat observed in their studies as follows:

Why then did the Ss' reactions differ so markedly as a function of the
availability of threat? The explanation lies, we believe, in the cultural
interpretation of yielding (to a peer or subordinate) under duress, as
compared to giving in without duress. The former, we believe, is perceived
as a negatively valued form of behavior, with negative implications for the
self-image of the person who so behaves. At least partly, this is so because
the locus of causality is perceived to be outside the person's voluntary
control. No such evaluation, however, need be placed on the behavior of one
who "gives in" in a situation in which no threat or duress is a factor. (p.
188)

Apparently, giving in to a peer or subordinate is not the same as giving in to a
superordinate. We believe this to be the case because the former constitutes a
greater threat to the power relation than the latter: a superordinate can be
expected to give orders and even threaten to use harsh methods, a subordinate
or peer who does so threatens the power relation, because he or she challenges
the power of the other party. While the behaviour by the superordinate is as
detrimental to the interests of the other as the behaviour of the subordinate or
peer, it is not as disturbing to the power relation, because the power balance
between the parties is not affected.

While the concept of threat to the power relation can explain why
superordinates often react more negatively than subordinates, it can also
account for the finding that members of less powerful groups do at times
display more negative behaviour towards a more powerful group than vice
versa (Ohbuchi ác Saito, 1986; Richardson et al., 1986; Rijsman, 1970). Also,
in the studies reported by DeRidder and Tripathi (1992) members of less
powerful groups indicated that they were more inclined to react negatively to
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certain norm violations than members of more powerful groups. From an
overview of the norm violations to which members of the less powerful group
reported to have a stronger tendency to react negatively, it appears that in
those cases a norm had been violated which was more important to the less
powerful group than to the more powerful group. For example, in Dutch
employee relations, subordinates reported to be more inclined to react
negatively when their supervisors neglected safety regulations than vice versa
(DeRidder Bc Tripathi, 1992, p. 126). Since safety regulations normally apply
only to subordinates, one can assume that they will regard it as a domain
which is especially important to them. We suppose that the norm violations to
which members of the less powerful group reacted more negatively were
perceived by them as more threatening to the power relation than by members
of the more powerful group.

In the research described in the present dissertation we will examine whether
perceived threat to the power relation plays a role in negative intergroup
behaviour. We will employ an experimental approach in order to study actual
behaviour as well as self reported behaviour. Before describing the
experiments, we will first elaborate the theoretical background on which our
research is based.

1.1 POWER DIFFERENCES IN NORM VIOLATION THEORY

An underlying assumption of Norm Violation Theory (DeRidder 8c Tripathi,
1992) is that a norm violation can trigger a sequence of negative intergroup
behaviours. Norm Violation Theory is a framework which illustrates how
various factors can affect such a sequence. This framework is depicted in
Figure 1.1 (see p. 5). The central sequence illustrates how a norm violation by
members of one of the groups triggers different kinds of attributions and
reactions by members of the other group. When people are confronted with a
norm violation, they try to find reasons for it. Given that the norm violation
has been committed by the outgroup they tend to arrive at a negative
attribution: they perceive it to be caused by the negative characteristics or bad
motives of outgroup members. A negative attribution can, under certain
circumstances, lead to negative reactions. The occurrence of negative
attributions and behaviours is affected by a number of contextual factors:
group identification, existing intergroup attitudes, perceived differences in
power, and fraternal relative deprivation.

Own group identification refers to the degree to which indíviduals identify
with the group to which they belong. Group members who identify strongly
with their own group are likely to perceive behaviour by members of the
outgroup as a norm violation and attribute it to negative dispositions of those
outgroup members. They are likely to react negatively to a norm violation
because they perceive it as a threat to the integrity of the ingroup (DeRidder,
Schruijer á Tripathi, 1992).
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Intergroup attitudes refer to the total of positive and negative opinions about
the outgroup by members of each group. When group members have negative
attitudes towards the outgroup they are likely to attribute a norm violation to
negative characteristics or bad intentions of the outgroup and are likely to react
negatively.

Perceived power refers to the capacity to exert influence on or to control the
other group's outcomes, as perceived by group members. According to
DeRidder and Tripathi (1992) there are two general classes of power in the
case of co-existing groups. Resource power refers to the social, economic, and
political means or resources each of the groups is perceived to possess by
which they are able to exert influence. Retaliation power refers to all the
means attributed to groups which enable them to become militant and organize
themselves in violent or non-violent ways to resist the other group's attempts
at influence (pp. 29-30). Group members who perceive a power advantage of
their own group over the outgroup will react negatively to a norm violation by
the outgroup because their power gives them the means to react negatively,
while at the same time they do not have to fear retaliation by the outgroup
because of its lack of power.

Fraternal relative deprivation refers to a sense of injustice and the
accompanying feelings of dissatisfaction by group members concerning the
outcomes of the ingroup in comparison with those of the outgroup. Feelings of
fraternal relative deprivation will lead to negative attributions and behaviours.
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Figure 1.1 Norm Violation Theory: a framework

An escalation of negative intergroup behaviour is likely when: (1) members
of both groups identify strongly with their own group; (2) negative intergroup
attitudes exist; (3) the perceived differences in power between the groups are
small; (4) members of the victim group feel their group suffers seriously from
fraternal relative deprivation. Such an escalation is unlikely when: (1) the
identification of inembers of the two groups with their own group is weak; (2)
positive intergroup attitudes exist; (3) the perceived differences in power
between the groups are large; (4) members of the victim group do not suffer
from fraternal relative deprivation. Moreover, an escalation of negative
behaviour can be prevented or turned into de-escalation by the existence of
norms of redress, the function of which is "to maintain, restore, or redress the
intergroup relationship, to the way it existed before the norm violation
occurred" (DeRidder 8i Tripathi, 1992, p. 27).

DeRidder 8c Tripathi assume that a certain amount of power is needed in
order to be able to react negatively to a norm violation by members of an
outgroup; only when group members perceive their group as possessing the
capacity to influence the outgroup to a certain extent will they react negatively
to a norm violation by that outgroup or one or more of its members. An
escalation of negative intergroup behaviour can only occur when both groups
have enough power to retaliate. When there is a large power difference
between the two groups no escalation of negative behaviour will occur,
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because the less powerful group does not have enough power to react
negatively to a norm violation or to a negative reaction by the outgroup.

1.2 GROUPS AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOUR

In the research described in this dissertation, we study intergroup behaviour
in an experimentally controlled setting. We have chosen to use an experimental
approach because we want to study actual behaviour in addition to
self-reported behaviour.

DeRidder and Tripathi, who focus on natural groups which have been living
in the same environment for a long period of time, adopt Sherif's (1967)
definitions of group and intergroup behaviour. Sherif defines a group as:

a social unit that consists of a number of individuals (1) who, at a given
time, have role and status relationships with one another, stabilized in some
degree and (2) who possess a set of values or norms regulating the attitude
and behaviour of individual members, at least in the matters of consequence
to them. Shared attitudes, shared sentiments, shared aspirations and goals
that characterize the closely identified members are related to these
properties, especially to the common values or norms of the group. (p. 12)

Intergroup behaviour occurs "whenever individuals belonging to one group
interact, collectively or individually, with another group or its members in
terms of their group identiftcation" (Sherif, 1967, p. 12).

Since we intend to deepen our knowledge about natural groups, e.g., the
relationship between immigrants and autochthons, we will employ Sherif's
conceptualizations. We realize, however, that it is not possible to create groups
in the laboratory with role and status relationships that are stabilized to a large
extent. In the experimental situations we will employ, the power differences
between the groups and the norm violations will be manipulated by the
experimenter. In order to create a setting which resembles a relationship
between natural groups, the prevailing norms and shared group goals will be
stressed.

1.3 NORMs

1.3.1 Defining features of norms

Everyone has an idea of what norms are and can probably also mention
some examples of norms. Theoretically, however, the concept of norms is
ambiguous and there is no consensus on its defining properties. Some scholars
have restricted the concept so much that it has no relevance to common sense
language. An example is Newcomb's (1950) definition: "The term 'norm',
unfortunately, has several meanings. We shall use it, however, only in the
sense of 'more or less fixed frame of reference,' whether quantitative or
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qualitative in nature" (p. 266). Other definitions of norms are very elaborate.
Rommetveit (1954), for instance, defines a social norm as:

"a pressure existing between a norm sender (A) and a norm-receiver's (E's)
behaviour in a category of recurrent situations (S) manifesting itself as
follows: A expects E to behave in a specific way x; or A wishes E to do x;
or A is satisfied (dissatisfied) when E does (not) x; or A applies overt
sanctions when E does (not) x;

or
E perceives that A expects him to do x~ or E perceives that A wishes him to
do x~ or E anticipates A's (dís-)satisfaction when x~ will (not) be done or E
anticipates overt sanctions from A upon performance (non-performance) of
x~, x; and x~ referring to similar but not necessarily identical modes of
behaviour within the class of possíble behaviours x in S." (p. 51)

Instead of reviewing all current definitions of norms in the social sciences (cf.
Gibbs, 1981; Shaffer, 1983) we will point out the most important defining
properties.

Sharedness
Norms are often referred to as shared evaluative standards for behaviour.

While in empirical research norms are sometimes studied by assessing
individual perceptions, most definitions include the notion that norms have to
be shared (Shaffer, 1983). But how great must the consensus about the norm
be? It is unrealistic to claim that norms only exist when there is 1000~0
agreement. But if it is not 1000~0, any other amount would be arbitrary (Gibbs,
1981). Furthermore, by whom do the norms have to be shared? Do all people
in a society have to adhere to the norm, and if not, which particular groups
have to adhere to it?

Evaluation
Norms typically involve an evaluation of behaviour in that they state how

one ought to behave. They may define what counts as appropriate behaviour,
or what one should do, and what counts as inappropriate behaviour, or what
one should not do. Norms that describe what one should do are called
prescriptive norms. Norms that describe what one should not do are called
proscriptive norms. At first sight these two subtypes of norms seem comple-
mentary, but this is not the case. Shaffer (1983) states that "there is a
fundamental asymmetry between the two subtypes. A prescriptive norm
specifies what behaviours constitute both conforrnity and deviation, but a
proscriptive norm specifies only what is deviant" (p. 285). Thus, a prescriptive
norm states what one should do and the omission of the specified act counts as
deviation. A proscriptive norm, on the other hand, states only what one should
not do.
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Expectation
Many definitions of norms include an aspect of expectation, such as

Rommetveit's definition (1954), cited above. Expectation should be
distinguished from evaluation. While evaluation refers to the "ought"-character
of norms, expectation, in the current sense, refers only to what is anticipated.
When expectation is mentioned as an attribute of norms, it implies that
normative behaviours are expected while non-normative behaviours are not.
This view leads to the assumption that normative behaviours will occur more
often than non-normative behaviours and that the frequency of certain
behaviours points to the existence of a norm. However, at times non-normative
or counter-normative behaviours are expected. For example, parents may think
of their adolescent sons and daughters drinking alcoholic beverages as counter-
normative, but that does not mean that they do not expect them to drink. Thus,
the frequency of inappropriate behaviours may at times be high, even when
proscriptive norms exist. Furthermore, some norms apply only to very specific
situations, such as marriages or other ceremonies. In that case, the frequency of
the appropriate behaviours may be low, even when prescriptive norms exist.

Sanctions
Another aspect of norms concerns the reactions to normative and

non-normative behaviour. Normative behaviours are expected to elicit positive
reactions and norm violations are expected to elicit negative reactions. When a
person applies sanctions in reaction to the behaviour of another person helshe
may be said to be a norm-sender (Rommetveit, 1954). Whether the other
person is actually a norm-receiver is not clear without explicit questioning; he
or she may not have understood the message sent by the norm-sender or may
not accept it. As such, refemng to sanctions as the basic attribute of norms
constitutes a one-sided view of norms, because only the norm-sender is taken
into consideration. Moreover, a norm violation is not always followed by
negative sanctions. There may be various reasons for not reacting negatively to
norm violation. For example, one may fear retaliation or one may think that
the norm violation has not been committed intentionally. Furthermore, a norm
violation may pass unnoticed. Therefore, while sanctions may constitute a
feature of norms, that is not necessarily the case.

Explicitness
While some nonns are verbalized statements, others may be implicit. As

Shaffer (1983) stated: "it does seem credible in terms of contemporary research
that members can conform to expectations that they can articulate barely if at
all, and that members must know much more than they do, for example, when
they engage in verbal transmission of norms" (p. 288). This means that people
may conform to nonns they are not even aware of Implicit norms may be
measured by observing behaviour, but, as mentioned above, behaviours are not
always good indicators of the existence of norms.
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Latitude of normative behaviours
While norms at times define precisely which behaviours are appropriate and

which are not, more often a range of normative behaviours exists (Rommetveit,
1954). Behaviours may be permissable in varying degrees and may be
sanctioned (positively or negatively) only in extreme cases. Behaviours that lie
within the range of normative behaviours are all acceptable, albeit in varying
degrees, and will not be reacted to with sanctions.

We have noted that Rommetveit ( 1954) differentiates between norm-senders
and norm-receivers. Norm-senders and norm-receivers may have different
views of norms and ranges of permissible, appropriate or expected behaviours.
Conflict may result when members of one group perceive the other group's
behaviour as lying outside the range of permissible behaviours.

Speciftciry
Norms differ in their range of applicability. According to Shaffer (1983)

"there are at least three facets of normative regulation which can vary in
specificity: first, the population to which the norms apply; second, the
behaviours actually regulated, and third, the potential sanctions which can be
imposed" (p. 287). Some norms apply to nearly everybody, in almost any
situation and can be followed by a great variety of sanctions. An example of
such a norm is that one should not steal. Other norms apply only to a certain
group of people in a particular situation. Gibbs (1981) referred to normative
contingencies to illustrate that many norms may apply only to a certain group
of people or in certain circumstances. According to Gibbs (1981), "Everyday
experience surely indicates that evaluations of conduct are contingent on
characteristics of the actor, characteristics of the object of the act, and~or
various situational considerations" (p. 12). So, in trying to demonstrate the
existence of a norm one not only has to ask for the approval or disapproval of
a certain behaviour, but has to specify the circumstances under which it takes
place and the persons who display the specific behaviour. For example, it is
not very informative to know that people do not approve of drinking alcoholic
beverages when the age of the drinkers and the circumstances under which the
drinking takes place are not specified.

Norms often refer to the specific social role of the people to which they
apply. Social roles are manifested in uniformities in behaviours and attitudes of
people that have the same position or status. According to Rommetveit (1953)
"individuals occupying the same position may be conceived of as playing the
same role" and "a role can thus be conceived as the dynamic aspect of a status"
(p. 32). When norms are specific to the behaviours that are appropriate for
people who occupy a certain social status, they define the social role that
should be played. As Thibaut and Kelley (1959) stated, "persons are said to be
in the same role if the same norms exist with respect to their behavior" (p.
142). When people do not play the specific role that belongs to their status,
they are violating a specific norm. Specific norms can often be articulated
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more clearly than more general norms. They are o8en formally defined,
together with the sanctions which will follow when they are violated.

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that norms may have various
properties. Different definitions stress the importance of different features, such
as the notion that they have to be shared, the aspects of evaluation and
expectation, sanctions, explicimess, ranges of normative behaviours, and
specificity. Gibbs (1981) proposes abandoning the notion of a general
definition of norms and replacing it with the notion of normative properties.
He states:

Given the litany of seemingly insurmountable problems the only solution is
to abandon that notion of norms when formulating theories or conducting
research and replace it with the notion of 'normative properties', meaning
any characteristic of a type of behavior in a particular social unit having to
do with collective evaluations of that behavior, collective expectations of
that behavior, and~or reactions to instances of that behavior. (p. 14)

Normative properties are not necessarily in accordance with each other and
they can be studied separately. The advantage of studying normative properties
instead of norms is that normative properties can be defined more precisely.
While acknowledging that norms may have many different defining properties,
in our research we limit our attention to norms that group members apply to
outgroup members with the following properties: they are shared by the
majority of ingroup members; they specify which behaviours outgroup
members should perform and from which behaviours they should abstain; they
can vary from rather general to very specific; even though the norms may
normally be implicit, group members are able to articulate them when they
have been violated.

1.3.2 Measuring norms

How we study norms depends on how they are defined. When norms are
explicitly stated rules, people can be asked directly about their existence.
However, as we have seen above, it may be difficult to articulate norms which
are adhered to implicitly.

In every society, many individuals with different needs and goals live
together. Norms help them to attune their behaviour to that of others, so that
individuals and groups can achieve their goals without blocking each other.
Norms restrict the choice of behaviour by stating which behaviours are
appropriate and which behaviours are inappropriate. People may act in
accordance with norms because they adhere to them implicitly, out of
conviction, or in anticipation of sanctions. As such, norms may be said to
regulate behaviour. The occurrence of certain behaviours may be an indication
of the existence of norms. However, a specific behaviour may be caused by a
number of factors and it is difficult to determine the role of norms in causing
the occurrence of it. Therefore, instead of looking at single behaviours, it
seems more sensible to look at the regularity with which certain behaviours
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occur in order to determine the existence of norms. A disadvantage of this
approach is that some norms apply only in very specific circumstances, so the
behaviour will not be performed very often. Moreover, some
counter-normative behaviours may occur very frequently.

Another way of determining if norms exist, is by observing reactions to
normative and non-normative behaviours. It is expected that normative
behaviours elicit positive reactions and that non-normative behaviours elicit
negative reactions. We expect that non-normative or counter-normative
behaviours will more often lead to overt reactions than normative behaviours:
while normative behaviours are often taken for granted, counter-normative
behaviours disrupt the `normal' course of interaction. People can try to re-
establish the predictable environment by reacting to the norm violation.
However, even norm violations do not always prompt negative reactions.

In the present research, we study the reactions to norm violation.
Furthermore, we asked participants if they actually perceived the norm
violation as inappropriate behaviour. An advantage of studying reactions to
norm violation is that a norm violation can raise the awareness of the existence
of a norm. In other words, a norm violation may make an implicit norm
explicit.

1.3.3 Norm violation

The present research project is concerned with reactions to norm violations
in intergroup situations. A norm violation by members of an outgroup is likely
to lead to negative feelings and reactions by members of the ingroup. We
assume that these negative feelings and reactions are caused by a perception of
threat to the power relation.

The focus of the present research will be restricted to norm violations which
are perceived as such, because only then will overt reactions follow. In order
to prevent norm violations passing unnoticed by our participants, they consist
of violations of explicitly stated rules.

1.4 POWER

In social psychological research, power is mostly studied in interpersonal
relationships. In this dissertation we are interested in intergroup power.
Although some power processes which take place on the interpersonal level
can also occur at the intergroup level, intergroup power cannot be studied
without paying attention to the specific aspects of intergroup relations. In order
to arrive at a conceptualization of intergroup power which can be used in our
research, it is useful to explain some important features of the concept of
power which have been mentioned by other researchers.
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1.4.1 Defining features of power

Power is always a feature of a relationship. It is not a characteristic of an
individual, but of a relationship between an individual and the environment,
between two individuals, between members of a group or between groups.
According to Mulder (1982) "Power does not have its place in the other (the
more powerful) or in the one who undergoes the power, but in the relation
itself between the less powerful Person and the more powerful Other. Thus
power is always a power relationship" [De macht heeft niet haar plaats in de
ander (de meer-machtíge) of in degene die de macht ondergaat, maar in de
relatie zelf tussen de minder-machtige Persoon en de meer-machtige Ander.
Macht is dus altijd een machtrelatie] (p. 41).

Power has been defined in different ways. According to Weber, power is
"the probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position
to carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which
this probability rests" (Ng, 1980, p. 52). Dahl (1957) defines power as follows:
"A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that B
would not otherwise do" (pp. 202-203). Another definition is offered by Veen
and Wilke (1986), who define power in a relationship between two persons O
and P as follows: "The power of O over P is the strength with which O can
influence P's beliefs~ feelings andlor behaviour" [De macht van O over P is de
kracht waarmee O de opvattingen~gevoelens en~of het gedrag van P kan
beïnvloeden] (p. 109).

As is clear from the preceding definitions, different scholars stress different
features as fundamental for the definition of power over others. We will now
describe some of these features and their importance in the definition of power.

Potentialiry
An important characteristic of power is that it expresses a potentiality;

someone in power is able to achieve a certain result. The fact that power refers
to a potentiality distinguishes it from the related concepts influence and
control. Influence is the exercise of power. According to Ng (1980) "Power is
potential influence and influence is power in action. The analysis of influence
must hence necessarily require an analysis of power" (p. 157). Thus, in order
to influence there has to be power. On the other hand, power does not
necessarily imply influence. Control is realized when the influence results in
the effects desired by the person in power: control is successful influence. In
short, one can have power over another person without controlling or
influencing him or her, whereas control can only take place when the other is
influenced by the effective exercise of power.

Exchange
Every relationship between individuals and between groups is based on a

number of different dimensions on which the parties can influence each other.
What these dimensions are, depends on what is important for each of the
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parties and on the motives for entering the relationship. Interpersonal relations
are often described in terms of social exchange theory, according to which
someone has power over another person because he or she possesses a resource
that is valued by the other person, while that other person has no better
alternatives outside the relationship (Ng, 1980). The valued resource can be
anything, not only a material good. Because of the importance of the resource
to the less powerful person and because of the impossibility of attaining better
alternatives outside the relationship, he or she is dependent on the more
powerful person. This dependence of the less powerful person is the basis for
the other's power, or, in other words, for the ability to influence the less
powerful person (Emans, 1988. p. 18).

An example of the social exchange perspective is the approach by Foa 8c
Foa (1980). According to these authors, interpersonal relationships are based
on six categories of interpersonal resources, which can be considered means for
power. The six categories are: love, status, information, money, goods, and
services. In a two-dimensional space formed by the axes concreteness and
particularism (which refers to the extent to which the resource is bound to the
person), the interpersonal resources lie on a circle. Resources that are closer to
each other on the circle can be exchanged best.

Power bases and power sources
Thibaut and Kelley (1959) also approach power from a social exchange

perspective. They state: "Generally, we can say that the power of A over B
increases with A's ability to affect the quality of outcomes attained by B" (p.
101). The power bases described by French and Raven (1959): reward power,
coercive power, legitimate power, reference power, and expert power, are
means by which the quality of outcomes for the other can be affected. Reward
power refers to the powerful party's control over the positive and negative
reinforcement desired by the less powerful party; coercive power is the ability
of the more powerful party to threaten and punish the other party; legitimate
power stems from the less powerful party's belief that the more powerful party
has a right to require and demand the performance of certain behaviours;
reference power derives from the less powerful party's identification with,
attraction to, or respect for the more powerful party; expert power exists when
the less powerful party believes that the more powerful party possesses
superior skills and abilities (French 8i Raven, 1959). Another power basis is
informational power, which was later added by Raven (1992). Informational
power is based on the information, or logical argument, that the influencing
agent can present to the target in order to implement change.

Legitimate power can be considered a secondary power basis because it
justifies, and therefore enables, the exercise of power (Veen 8c Wilke, 1983).
According to Rijsman (1983) "Legitimate power is, all things considered, the
capacity to bring someone to action in a desired direction, by appealing to a
role, accepted by this person in relation to the authority." [Legitieme macht is,
wel beschouwd, het vermogen om iemand tot actie te brengen in een richting
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die men wil, door beroep te doen op de rol, die deze persoon heeft aanvaard in
relatie tot de opdrachtgever] (p. 36). The distinction between primary and
secondary power bases corresponds to the distinction made by Emans (1988)
between power means and power sources. Power means are resources which
can be used by the more powerful party to exercise power. Examples are
money, information, and love. The term power sources refers to anything that
enables or facilitates the possession of power means. Examples of power
sources are formal position, personality, competence and informal position
(Emans, 1988, p. 12). Power sources refer to the static aspect of the power
relation, while power means are used in the dynamic exercise of power.

Intentionality
Power is usually conceived of as being exercised intentionally. Having or

exercising power appears to be desirable in itself. People may have a basic
striving for power, like Nietzsche's will to power, which is independent of the
pursuit of pleasure and the avoidance of displeasure (Ackermann, 1990). While
wíll to power in the Nietzschean sense is not necessarily intentional nor
conscious (Ng, 1980), in many definitions of power, intentionality is
mentioned as an essential feature. For example, in Weber's definition,
intentionality is a necessary condition, for he states that one has power when
one is in a position to carry out his own will. One can object to this
assumption that it is also possible to exercise power without being aware of it
or without wanting it. Particularly, when a powerholder has power over many
persons -possibly in indirect ways- on many different dimensions he or she
may be unaware of some of the domains in which he or she can influence
others. For example, politicians may make decisions with which they influence
more people to a larger extent or over a larger range of behaviours, feelings or
beliefs than they intend or realize.

Power tactics
People differ in the ways in which they exercise power. In other words, they

differ in the power tactics they use. Falbo (1977) and Falbo and Peplau (1980)
stated that power tactics can vary along three dimensions: rationality,
directness, and bilaterality. Rationality refers to the extent to which the more
powerful party tries to influence the other by rational argumentation instead of
by allusion to emotions. Directness refers to the extent to which the more
powerful party is clear about his or her goals instead of concealing them to the
other. Bilaterality refers to the extent to which the tactic involves give-and-take
on the part of both the influencer and the target of influence. Lukes (1974)
also differentiates between degrees of directness in the exercise of power. He
states that there are three views of power: the one-dimensional, the two-
dimensional and the three-dimensional view. "The one-dimensional view of
power involves a focus on behaviour in the making of decisions over issues
over which there is an observable conflict of (subjective) interests, seen as
express policy preferences, revealed by political participation" (p. 15). "The
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two-dimensional view of power ... allows for consideration of the ways in
which decisions are prevented from being taken on potential issues over which
there is an observable con~lict of (subjective) interests, seen as embodied in
express policy preferences and sub-political grievances" (pp. 20-21). "The
three-dimensional view of power ... allows for consideration of the many ways
in which potential issues are kept out of politics whether through the operation
of social forces and institutional practices or through individuals' decisions" (p.
24). The three views differ in their conception of the directness of power. In
the one-dimensional view, power is conceived of as very direct. The two-
dimensional view includes a more indirect form of power in which the
environment of the target party is influenced. The three-dimensional view is
the broadest and includes the power over the desires and wants of the target
party. This form of indirect power may be exercised without the less powerful
party being aware of it.

Involuntariness
What is the role of the less powerful person when power is exercised? Does

he or she always do something he or she does not really want to do?
According to Weber's definition, resistance by the person over whom power is
exercised is stressed. However, one can also exercise power by making the
other person want to engage in a specific behaviour, instead of making him or
her do something involuntarily. Lukes (1974) even stressed the superiority of
the power to influence the wishes of the other person, because this power is
not met with resistance. He stated: "is it not the supreme exercise of power to
get another or others to have the desires you want them to have - that is, to
secure their compliance by controlling their thoughts and desires?" (p. 24).

Power intensity and power distance
When studying power, one should distinguish between power intensity and

power distance. Power intensity refers to the strength with which one of the
parties can influence the beliefslfeelings and~or behaviour of the other party.
Power distance refers to the difference in power intensity between the parties
in the relationship. A large power distance between two parties implies a large
power intensity for one of the parties involved. Conversely, a large power
intensity does not automatically imply a large power difference, because both
parties may have the same strong power intensity.

Power versus status
Power is often confounded with status and it is important to distinguish

between the two concepts. Status refers to the position that someone occupies
in relation to others and the emotional value that is attached to it. Sachdev and
Bourhis (1987) define group status as "the relative position of groups on
valued dimensions of comparison such as educational achievement, occupation,
social standing, speech styles, etc." (p. 278). Although status derives its
meaning from comparison with other persons or groups, it refers to a
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characteristic of an individual or a group. Power, on the other hand, has its
place in the relationship between individuals or groups. Power and status are
often related, because a party with high status is frequently more able to
influence the other party in a relationship than a party with low status.
Sometimes, however, someone with lower status may be more powerful than
someone with higher status. For example, secretaries often have enormous
amounts of information about what goes on in a company, which gives them
the potential to influence their bosses to a large extent.

Power over and power to
The aforementioned features of power pertain to power over others, which

should be distinguished from power to (Ng, 1980). Power to is the power to
achieve desired goals or power over the environment. Often, power over other
people is a means to achieve goals. However, power over others may also be
satisfying in itself (Mulder, 1982).

To summaríze, power is a concept that involves many different aspects: it is
a characteristic of a relationship and in order to define it clearly one should
specify to which relationship the definition pertains; there is no agreement
about whether power should be exercised intentionally and whether the
exercíse of power is necessarily met with resistance; power must be
distinguished from the related concepts influence, control, and status; a
distinction should be made between power intensity and power distance; power
differences between parties in a relationship can exist in their power sources,
power bases, and power tactics.

1.4.2 Perceived power

It is difficult to measure or manipulate power explicitly. Since power is a
potentiality that is not necessarily realized in control it cannot be assessed by
observing the behaviour of the parties in a relationship. Moreover, when a
behaviour is observed which is in accordance with the wishes of a more
powerful other party, does that mean that power has been exercised or are
there other motives for the individual's behaviour?

Since power cannot be objectively evaluated, we adhere to the view that
power can be best studied as it is perceived by the parties involved in the
power relation. Perceived power can be measured simply by asking people
about the power relation. It is a useful concept in studying behaviour because
people tend to act in terms of what they perceive and not in terms of objective
properties of the situation. Although it may be difficult for people involved in
a relationship to identify the theoretical categories of power sources, power
bases, and power tactics, we believe that people are able to identify the
specific aspects of the relationship on which the parties can influence each
other. For example, guests may perceive their hosts as more powerful, because
they can potentially influence their guests on the basis of their territory where
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the guests are entertained. In the present dissertation we will concentrate on
how parties perceive the specific power relation under study.

1.4.3 Power fields

There are a great variety of dimensions on which power can be exercised in
relationships. Instead of searching for universal power bases, power sources,
and power tactics that apply to every type of relationship we conceive of
power as specific to a particular type of relationship. The underlying
assumption is that group members do not perceive power in their relationship
with another group in terms of a priori categories: without considering the
specific characteristics of the relationship in which power has its place, power
is a hollow concept. As Emans (1988) put it, "Only when concrete meaning is
given to the concept `means' does the concept of power get concrete meaning
and lose its purely formal character." [Pas wanneer er concrete inhoud gegeven
wordt aan het begrip 'middelen' krijgt ook het machtsbegrip concrete inhoud
en verliest het zijn puur forrnele karakterJ ( p. 11).

We consider each relationship to be characterized by a specific constellation
of dimensions on which, according to the parties involved, power between the
parties is distributed. A dimension can be any aspect of the relationship which
one party is able to use to influence the other party. It may be a material
resource for the attainment of which one group is dependent on the other
~roup, but it may be also a non-material characteristic of the relationship. For
exainple, a street gang may have power over a group of residents on the basis
of the physical force it is perceived to have. The combination of dimensions in
a particular relationship constitutes a characteristic power field, i.e., the pattern
of dimensions in a relationship on which the parties involved can potentially
influence each other to varying degrees. In every relationship there are several
dimensions and it is very unlikely that one of the parties is dominant along all
power dimensions. Even on a single dimension it is unlikely that one of the
parties has absolute power, or, in other words, that one of the parties is able to
influence the other party without the ability to be influenced itself by that other
party on this dimension. In most relationships one party is characterized as the
more powerful party. This may be because (a) it is dominant on the majority
of dimensions in the power field or because (b) it is dominant on the
dimensions that are most important to the parties involved.

A power field can be represented graphically as in Figure 1.2 (p. 18). The
horizontal lines depict the different dimensions in the particular relationship.
The more power the specific party has, the more it is placed to the right on the
particular dimension. The thickness of the lines represents the importance of
the dimensions: the more important the dimension, the thicker the line.

Imagine the relationship between autochthons and immigrant guest workers
in the Netherlands in the sixties. If Figure 1.2 represents this relationship, the
upper line represents the geographical territory. It is a thick line because the
geographical temtory was, and is, the most important aspect of the relationship
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between immigrant guest workers (party A) and autochthons (party B). In fact,
territory is an important dimension in many intergroup relations. The large
number of wars between nations over territory illustrates this importance. Since
it is the autochthons' homeland, the Dutch can be considered hosts and
immigrant guest workers can be considered guests who are expected to
conform to the rules of the hosts. Thus, autochthons can influence immigrant
guest workers on the territory dimension much more than vice versa. They are
therefore located more to the right on the upper dimension in Figure 1.2 than
immigrant guest workers. One dimension on which immigrant guest workers
had more power than autochthons is labour because in the sixties the economic
growth in the Netherlands generated a lack of work force (Entzinger 8i Stijnen,
1990). So, if the middle line represents labour, immigrant guest workers are
located more to the right than autochthons. The lower line represents, for
example, command of the Dutch language. On this dimension autochthons are
again located more to the right than immigrant guest workers. Of course, there
may be a number of other dimensions in a specific relationship between
autochthons and immigrant guest workers. For example, while the relationship
between a group of autochthons and a group of immigrant guest workers is

normally that of host-guest, this will change when they play soccer against
each other: their objectives probably make the competition between teams
more important. Therefore, it is important to examine which dimensions are
essential and salient to the groups involved when one wants to study the effects
of power on behaviour.

(~ Party A

~ Party B

.
power

Figure 1.2 A power field
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In Figure 1.2, the distinction between power intensity and power distance is
evident. The power intensity of a party on a particular dimension is represented
by the distance from the vertical axis: the more the party is placed to the right
on the dimension the greater is its power intensity. The power distance
between the two parties on a specific dimension is the distance between the
two parties on the dimension. In order to calculate the overall power distance
between the parties, one should take into account the importance of the
different dimensions of the power field: the overall power distance can be
calculated by weighing the power distance between the parties on each
dimension with the importance of the dimension and adding up these scores.

In order to understand the processes that occur in a specific intergroup
relationship, it is useful to delineate the power field that is characteristic of the
relationship. One should examine how the parties involved in the relationship
perceive their relative positions on the dimensions of their power field and
which of these power dimensions are important to them. The importance of
dimensions is determined by the type of relationship and the objectives of the
parties involved. Of course, the perceived importance of a dimension will also
depend on the orientation of the group members involved in the relationship.
Rabbie and Lodewijkx (1987) make a distinction between a relational,
evaluative orientation and an instrumental power and task orientation. The
relational, evaluative orientation is directed towards building a mutually
satisfying social-emotional relationship with the other party. People who have
this orientation will consider power dimensions which pertain to the
relationship most important. In the instrumental power and task orientation the
relationship is seen as a means or instrument to achieve satisfying resources
which lie outside the relationship. People who have this orientation will
consider power dimensions which pertain to the objectives of the ingroup most
important.

To summarize, in the present study, we will focus on perceived intergroup
power, which we define as "group members' appraisal of the capacity of the
different groups in a relationship to influence and be influenced on dimensions
in the power field."

1.5 THE RELATION BETWEEN POWER AND NORMS

Norms and power are related in at least four respects:
A. Norms are defined by the powerful. More powerful groups have more
potential to influence less powerful groups than vice versa. This involves
specifying which behaviours are appropriate and which behaviours are
inappropriate. In other words, the more powerful group can define and impose
the norms to a larger extent than the less powerful group. As Tedeschi,
Schlenker 8c Bonoma (1973) put it "It is probably not accidental that most of
the influence modes available to weak individuals are considered immoral;
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those who are most powerful in a given society support a moral order that
successfully defends their prerogatives against pretenders" (p. 109).
B. The power of norms. In the section on the measurement of norms, we
concluded that norms regulate behaviour. In this respect, they may be said to
be powerful: they have the capacity to influence people. Norms define the
social roles of people who occupy a certain social status and state - implicitly
or explicitly - which behaviours are appropriate or inappropriate for them and
which reactions should or should not follow these behaviours. Of course,
norms can only be powerful insofar as they can be imposed upon people. At
times, group members obey the norms out of fear of sanctions, even when they
do not adhere to them. When norms are implicit, they may be observed
unknowingly.
C. Norms as regulators of the power relation. While powerful groups define
and impose norms, the inverse also holds: norms grant power to parties in a
relationship. Thus, the relation between power and norms is reciprocal. In
addition to designating which party is more powerful, norms also specify on
which dimensions and how this power can be exercised. For example, while
judges can decide to imprison a defendant who has been stealing tools, an
employer can not do this with an employee who has done the same.

Norms define which party in a relationship is more powerful by describing
the ranges of permissible and objectionable behaviours for each of them. For
the more powerful group the range of permissible behaviours comprises the
exercise of power over the less powerful group. Norms specify the dimensions
in the power field on which power may be exercised and the ways in which it
may be exercised. For example, they may state how money and goods should
be divided over the groups in the relationship, or they may state that one group
may punish the other group and the ways in which it may do this. Since norms
may influence the power relation on various dimensions they may be said to
constitute a"meta-dimension." This meta-dimension is comparable to
legitimate power, which was defined by Veen and Wilke (1983) as a secondary
power means. In the concept of legitimate power the reciprocality of power
and norms is evident: while norms grant legitimate power to one of the groups,
this more powerful group may influence the other group by appealing to
norms.

The advantage of norms over more direct forms of exercising power is that
they may apply to a large range of power dimensions and that they are not
likely to be met with much resistance. Thibaut and Kelley (1959) state that
"norms are means of influence and control which minimize the problems
created by informal influence" (p. 134). The less powerful party may show
little resistance to the exercise of legitimate power because it may not consider
conforming to norms as being influenced by the more powerful party.

When the more powerful party wants the less powerful party to behave in a
certain way it is dependent on the less powerful party. By appealing to a norm,
the more powerful party conceals its dependency on the other party so that it
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does not suffer power loss. Hence, norms are very powerful in enabling the
exercise of power.
D. Norms as regulators of power struggle. Nonns prevent individuals and
groups from mutually blocking each other's goals. If all individuals and groups
want to increase their power over others in order to achieve their goals,
conflicts will probably result. As Ng (1980) stated: "the only way of proving
that one party has more power than the other party is fighting it out" (p. 100).
If, instead, this power struggle is regulated by norms, an overt conflict can be
avoided. In intergroup relations these norms are called norms of redress
(DeRidder 8i Tripathi, 1992). They are supposed to prevent an escalation of
negative intergroup behaviour.

To summarize, norms, defined by the more powerful party, specify which
party has power on which dimensions and how it can exercise this power. The
relation between power and norms is reciprocal: groups that are defined as
powerfizl by the existing norms have the greatest power to define the norms.
Because of this reciprocality there does not seem to be much hope for the
members of the less powerful group: they will be dominated more and more as
norms expand the power of the more powerful group. However, the dominance
of one party over the other will never be absolute; the more powerful party is
always dependent on the less powerful party, if only for the satisfaction of
exercising power. Moreover, less powerful parties also strive for power. When
the power relation as they perceive it is threatened by the powerful they will
resist and try to obtain or regain power. Norm violation may be an indication
of such an attempt.

1.6 NORM VIOLATION AND THREAT TO THE POWER RELATION: A
THEORETICAL MODEL

How will members of a more powerful group react when a less powerful
group commits a norm violation? Are they likely to respond with another norm
violation? And how would members of the less powerful party react in that
case? Which variables affect the reactions of each of the groups? In this
section we will present a theoretical model (see Figure 1.3, p. 24) which
predicts how negative reactions to norm violation in intergroup relations arise.
The model is not intended to replace Norm Violation Theory. Instead, it is a
specification of the role of power in reactions to nonn violation. The validity
of this model will be tested in the experiments that are described in the
following chapters.

There can be various reasons for the occurrence of a norm violation. It can
be a deliberate attempt to change the existing power relation, but it may also
occur unintentionally, for example if one of the groups is not aware of the
existence of the norm. Since reactions to norm violations will depend on how
these violations are interpreted, we will not concentrate on the causes of norm
violations, but instead on how they trigger negative reactions. The same norm
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violation can have different meanings, depending on the power relation
between groups. We propose that a norm violation will elicit negative reactions
when it is perceived as a threat to the power relation. A threat to the power
relation takes place when the power field is disrupted by the outgroup and the
disruption is evaluated negatively.

Power dimensions differ in importance and groups differ in the amount of
power they have on the dimensions in their power field. We assume that the
extent to which a norm violation is perceived as a threat to the power relation
depends on the importance of the dimension to which it pertains and on the
amount of power of the ingroup on the dimension to which it pertains.
Accordingly, we will make a distinction between Threat to Power Balance and
Threat to Ingroup Power. Threat to Power Balance takes place when the
outgroup violates a norm which pertains to a dimension which is considered
important to the power relation. When a dimension is perceived to be
important, group members will view the ingroup and the outgroup in terms of
their relative power on that dimension: since the ability to influence each other
on an important dimension has a strong impact on the relationship, group
members need to have clarity about the extent to which each group can
influence the other group. An important dimension in a relationship is
therefore always a power dimension. According to us, group members are
more preoccupied with maintaining the status quo between the groups than by
enlarging the ingroup's power. We assume that the more important the
dimension, the more importance group members will attach to the maintenance
of the Power Balance between the ingroup and the outgroup. By ignoring a
norm which pertains to a central dimension, the outgroup threatens the power
relation. The more important the dimension, the larger the threat to the power
relation. Threat to Ingroup Power takes place when the outgroup violates a
norm which pertains to a power dimension in the relationship on which the
ingroup has more power than the outgroup. We assume that such a norm
violation will lead to a perceived threat to the power relation because, by
violating the norm, the outgroup reduces the power of the ingroup on that
specific dimension; the more power the ingroup has, the larger the potential
reduction.

Threat to Ingroup Power and Threat to Power Balance are not independent:
A Threat to Ingroup Power always implies a Threat to Power Balance, because
a reduction of the power of the ingroup disrupts the balance in the mutual
influence between the groups. The extent to which such a threat is perceived as
a Threat to Power Balance depends only on the importance of the dimension to
which the threat pertains and not on the extent to which the ingroup's power is
reduced. Threat to Power Balance does not necessarily imply a Threat to
Ingroup Power, because, theoretically speaking, the threat may affect only the
potential influence of the outgroup on the ingroup without affecting the
ingroup's potential to influence the outgroup.'

The finding by DeRidder and Tripathi (1992) that subordinates reported
reacting more negatively when their supervisors neglected safety regulations
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than vice versa can be an indication of a reaction to Threat to Ingroup Power
as well as an indication of a reaction to Threat to Power Balance. Safety
regulations apply on the shop floor, which can be regarded as the workers'
territory. When workers consider themselves as the more powerful party on the
shop floor, a norm violation on this dimension will be perceived as a Threat to
the Ingroup's Power. Since safety regulations normally apply only to
subordinates, one can assume that they will regard it as a domain which is
especially important to them. If they consider safety on the shop floor
important, a norm violation on this dimension constitutes a Threat to the
Power Balance. In the experiments which will be described in the following
chapters we will vary the importance of dimensions and the amount of power
of the groups on the dimensions in order to study the effects of Threat to
Ingroup Power and Threat to Power Balance separately.

In a certain way, norm violation is always a threat to power to because it
diminishes the predictability of the environment and the sense of control over
the environment. However, this threat to power over the environment is
assumed to be the same for both groups in the power relation. Only when a
norm violation affects the perceived power relation between the groups will
differences in reaction between the groups be found.

We believe that, in everyday life, members of more powerful groups will
react negatively to a norm violation by an outgroup more often than members
of less powerful groups. Members of a more powerful group are more likely to
perceive a norm violation as a threat to the power relation because they have
more dimensions on which power may be threatened. This may be the case
because (a) the more powerful group has larger ingroup power on these
dimensions which makes a Threat to Ingroup Power more likely, or because
(b) its members, precisely because of the ingroup dominance, deem these
dimensions more important than members of the less powerful group, which
makes Threat to Power Balance more likely.

When a norm violation is committed only once, group members will have a
spontaneous tendency to react negatively if they perceive the power relation to
be threatened. When a norm violation is committed repeatedly, reactions
become regulated more by cognition. Then, not only perceived threat to the
power relation plays a role, but also power as a variable which makes negative
reactions possible. Members of the more powerful group perceive themselves
as having more potential to react to threat with negative behaviour than the
less powerful group, precisely because they are more powerful and perceive
themselves to have more means to react negatively. Because of the perceived
lack of such means by the less powerful party, members of the more powerful
party do not have to fear retaliation. Therefore, after repeated norm violations,
members of more powerful groups will react more negatively than members of
less powerful groups, even if inembers of less powerful groups perceive these
norm violations as a threat to the power relation. Since members of a less
powerful group know that in the long run they cannot beat the more powerful
group, they will refrain from repeated negative reactions to the outgroup.
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To summarize, power can be said to affect reactions to norm violation in
two ways. First, a norm violation will evoke negative reactions when it is seen
as a threat to the power relation, that is, when it is perceived as a Threat to
Ingroup Power or as a Threat to Power Balance. Here, a dynamic aspect in the
power relation is expected to affect reactions to norm violation. This influence
is depicted in the central sequence of Figure 1.3. Second, the more powerful
party has more potential to react negatively than the less powerful party and
fears less retaliation. Here, power affects negative reactions as a static
background variable which makes repeated negative reactions possible. This
influence is depicted by the arrow from the perceived power at the bottom of
Figure 1.3 which points to the second reaction of inembers of group B to
group A. The dotted arrows from perceived power to perceived threat represent
the fact that a perceived power relation has to exist before a norm violation or
a negative reaction by an outgroup can constitute a threat to it.

Non Violation by Group A

~
perceived threat to power
by nembers of group B

I
Reaction by members of
group B

perceived threat to power
by members of group A

1

~-~~I

--------I I
~ ~ I ~
I P I I I
I I perceived threat to power ~ ~
~ ~ ~- - by members of group e I I
I W I I I
~ e ~ ~ ~
I ~~~ - Reaction by menbers of --~ I II r I I group B r i ~
'---'

'--------~----------------------`

Figure 1.3 Norm Violation and reactions to Threat to the Power Relation

Norms form a necessary background variable for a norm violation to occur:
only an existing norm can be violated. In Figure 1.3 the mutual influence
between power and norms is represented by the bidirectional arrow at the top
of the figure. Furthermore, the reaction to norm violation will be influenced by
existing norms, which is depicted by the arrows pointing to the reactions by
the two groups. Group members will tend to react with behaviour which is
considered normative and the existence of norms of redress may prevent an
escalation of conflict. The other way around, norm violation and the reactions

Reaction by members of
group A
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by group members may change the definition of what is normative or counter-
normative in the specific situation: norm violation and reactions to it may
change existing norms. This influence is depicted by the dotted arrows that
point from the reactions of the two groups to the norms. A startling example
of this process is the change in how murder is looked upon and reacted to in
times of war. In everyday life, when a young man commits murder, it is
considered a very serious crime. However, when one state starts a war against
another state and the same young man, as a soldier, kills soldiers of the other
party, he may even be looked upon as a hero!

1.7 THREAT TO THE POWER RELATION AND RELATED PROCESSES

In order to fine-tune our approach of threat to the power relation, we will
now describe how it differs from a number of related approaches which predict
the occurrence of negative reactions.

1.7.1 Threat to personal freedom and reactance

Reacting negatively when the Ingroup Power has been threatened is
comparable to reactance to a threat to freedom at the inter- or intra-personal
level (Brehm, 1966; Brehm 8z Brehm, 1981; Wicklund, 1974). The concept of
freedom, as it is used by Brehm (1966); Brehm 8c Brehm (1981) and Wicklund
(1974) is very similar to power to; according to Brehm (1966):

people have the subjective experience of freedom to do what they want, to
do it in the way they want and to do it when they want in regard to limited
and specifiable areas of behavior. From an objective point of view, it is
plausible to assume that behavioral freedom helps a person to satisfy his
needs and to avoid harm and pain. (p. 118)

When a person's freedom to engage in a given behaviour is threatened he or
she will show reactance, which is defined as "a motivational state directed
toward the re-establishment of the threatened or eliminated freedom" (Brehm,
1966, p. 15). Although Threat to Ingroup Power is similar to threat to personal
freedom, it must be differentiated as follows. Reactance refers to a reaction by
an individual whose freedom has been threatened. Negative reactions to norm
violation by an outgroup will occur when group members perceive their
potential to influence the outgroup to be under threat. They will react
negatively even when the norm violation does not pose a threat to personal
freedom and when it does not have material consequences for the ingroup. Our
notion of threat to the power relation could give an explanation for the
unexpected results found by Brehm in an experiment on the effects of
communicator power and threats to opinion freedom on opinion change
(Brehm, 1966, pp. 113-117). In this experiment, students were asked to give
their opinion on the greater use of teaching machines in education. A couple of
days later a student or a professor communicated some facts and his personal
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opinion about the use of teaching machines. The communication concluded
with a statement which was highly threatening: "students must by all means
agree" or with a statement that was not very threatening: "I think that teaching
machines are a great asset to education and that they should be used as much
as possible in educational institutions." Reactance in the form of an opinion
change in the direction opposite to that espoused by the communicator was
expected in the high threat condition and especially when the communicator
was a student. However, an opinion change away from the one espoused by the
communicator occurred only when the communication was highly threatening
and the communicator was a professor. According to Brehm, students may not
consider the statement by another student as threatening or they may perceive
it as a neutral statement instead of an imperative. We assume that only when
the professor made a threatening statement, did the respondents experience a
threat to the power relation: students may perceive the threatening statement as
an attempt by the professor to reduce the power of students as a group. A
fellow student, on the other hand, may strengthen the identification with the
group of students by stressing the importance of the statement. While a
student's individual freedom may be diminished by a threatening
communication by a fellow student, the perceived power of students in relation
to the university board is not threatened and may even be enhanced by it: the
statement by a fellow student that students must by all means agree implies
that students, who stand up as a group, are able to decide what will happen at
the university. Thus, when the communicator was a member of the outgroup,
the message could be perceived as a threat to the power relation. When the
communicator was a member of the ingroup, the threat to personal freedom of
the message could be outweighed by a potential enhancement of relative
ingroup power.

1.7.2 Power reduction and power restoration

A negative reaction to norm violation by an outgroup can be understood as
an attempt to restore the power relation. A similar idea which applies to the
interpersonal level is put forward in power restoration theory (Fagenson 8c
Cooper, 1987; Worchel, Arnold 8c Harrison, 1978; Horwitz, 1958). According
to this theory "power (ego, status, or self-esteem) reduction is viewed as the
instigator of instrumental aggressive conflict and power (ego, status, or
self-esteem) restoration as the means for resolving it" (Fagenson 8i Cooper,
1987, p. 273). As is clear from this statement, power is not defined
unambiguously and therefore it is not clear what exactly will count as power
reduction and power restoration. In a study conducted by Fagenson and Cooper
(1987) power reduction was manipulated by either antagonizing or not
antagonizing the individual participants in the first phase of the experiment: the
participants either received an insulting evaluation by a confederate of a memo
they had written or a neutral, slightly positive critique on this memo. In the
second phase of the experiment participants' power was either enhanced
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relative to the confederate who had antagonized them in the first phase, or was
enhanced relative to another confederate, or was not enhanced at all. Power
enhancement took place by role-playing different positions in an organizational
hierarchy. In the third phase of the experiment, participants were able to
derogate the confederate who, in the first phase, had derogated them. As
predicted, participants' derogation of the confederate was diminished when
their power was enhanced, even, though to a lesser extent, when it was
enhanced relative to a person other than the one who had antagonized them.
Unfortunately, it is not clear if the derogation by the confederate was actually
perceived as a power reduction and if the derogation by the participants was an
attempt to restore their power.

Horwitz (1958) conducted an experiment in which he manipulated power by
giving different weights to desires expressed by participants and a confederate
in choosing between different options. The study was a simulation of a
classroom situation in which the participants were students and the confederate
was a teacher. The students and the teacher had to indicate how they wished
the teacher to give an instruction on a certain topic. Since the relationship
between students and teacher was studied, it can be conceived of as an
intergroup situation. In one situation, the teacher had more power to decide
than the students. In the second situation, the students had more decision
power. In both situations, after the participants and the confederate had
indicated how they wished the teacher to give instruction, the teacher acted
contrary to the wishes of the participants. While this behaviour was legitimate
and did not change the power relation in the first setting, in the second it was
illegitimate and reduced the power the participants expected to have. As
predicted, participants in the second setting expressed more hostility and dislike
toward the teacher than participants in the first setting. These results are
compatible with our prediction that group members will react negatively when
they perceive an outgroup's norm violation as a threat to the power relation.

1.7.3 Threat to Social Identity

Basic to Social Identity Theory (Tajfel 8i Turner, 1979) is the assumption
that people strive for a positive social identity. Social identity is that part of
the individual's self-concept which is based on the cognitive and emotional
meaning of being member of a group. A positive social identity can be attained
by a positive distinction of the ingroup from the outgroup. Having higher
status than the outgroup contributes to a positive social identity and a threat to
the ingroup's status is therefore negatively evaluated. Group members will
react to a threat to the ingroup's status by ingroup bias or favouritism (Ng,
1982). Van Knippenberg ( 1984) stated it as follows:

When ... the ingroup's superiority is threatened, measures have to be taken
to secure its position. Subjectively perceived instability of the status
relationship will first lead to an enhanced concern with the intergroup
relationship. It sensitizes the higher status group for downward intergroup
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comparison, i.e. it makes this comparison more salient, and therefore leads
to an enhancement of perceived intergroup differences. Secondly, the higher
status group will try to re-establish a comfortable positive intergroup
difference in order to reduce the threat. This is achieved by accentuating
positive intergroup differences and allocating more value to ingroup
characteristics. (p. 565)

Threat to the power relation differs from threat to social identity in that
ingroup members react to the decrease in the ingroup's power or to the
disturbance of the balance that existed between the degrees to which the groups
could influence each other. Of course, ingroup members may also perceive a
threat to their social identity, especially when their Ingroup Power has been
threatened. We believe, however, that they react negatively to the perceived
threat to the power relation, instead of to the threatened social identity.

While threat to social identity can be resolved on a cognitive level by social
comparison processes, threat to the power relation will be reacted to on a
behavioural level because only in this way can potential influence be proven to
be effective. According to Ng (1980) "unlike social comparison, power
comparison is ofren made with turbulence through conflict. In this way, power
generates conflict" (p.100). Thus, it is not a positive evaluation of the ingroup
which has to be regained, but the influence the ingroup can exert on the
outgroup, relative to the influence the outgroup can exert on the ingroup.

1.7.4 Power Distance Theory

The central concepts in Mulder's Power Distance Theory (Mulder, 1982) are
the power distance reduction tendency of a less powerful individual towards
more powerful others, and the power distance enlargement tendency of a more
powerful individual towards less powerful others. Mulder predicted that the
power distance reduction tendency would be stronger the smaller the power
distance between the parties. The power distance enlargement tendency was
predicted to be stronger the larger the power distance between the parties.
Underlying these predictions is the idea that people strive for power because
they derive satisfaction from having and exercising power. We share this idea,
but expect that people are more motivated to preserve the existing power
balance than to obtain more power. This was exactly what Bruins and Wilke
(1992) found in two experiments designed to test Mulder's power theory.
These experiments were simulations of an investment trust in which the
hierarchical position of the participants could vary. The task they had to
perform consisted of buying and selling stocks. After the task, participants
were asked to fill in a questionnaire on their and others' position in the trust,
their satisfaction with it, identification with and evaluation of people in other
positions, and willingness to take over others' positions. Bruins and Wilke's
results indicated that participants were more concerned with maintaining the
relative power position they had than with gaining more power (p. 38).
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We expect that reactions to threat to the power relation will be more
negative than the expression of the power distance reduction tendency and the
power distance enlargement tendency, found in studies on Power Distance
Theory. The power distance enlargement tendency is generally expressed by
negative evaluations of the less powerful other. The power distance reduction
tendency is generally expressed by positive evaluations of the more powerful
other and the willingness to take over his or her power position. As described
in the previous section, threat to the power relation will elicit negative
behaviour.

Another difference between Power Distance Theory and our conception of
threat to the power relation is that the former pertains to individuals who
occupy different positions in a power hierarchy, while the latter involves group
members in a relationship between two groups.

In sum, Power Distance Theory describes how individuals perceive and
evaluate their and others' positions in a power hierarchy and how they react to
it. The focus of the experiments described in the following chapters will be on
negative intergroup behaviour originating in a perception of threat to the power
relation.

1.8 LIMITATIONS

There are many different types of intergroup relations and norm violations
and this book does not intend to study reactions to all possible types of norm
violation in all possible types of intergroup relations. Instead, we will limit our
research with regard to the following issues:

We will study relationships between two groups which have no alternative
partners outside the relationship;

We will study relationships consisting of a limited number of power
dimensions specified by the experimenter;

Except for threat to the power relation caused by norm violation, all aspects
of the power relation between the two groups remain constant over time;

Although many different types of norms exist, we limit our attention to
explicitly stated rules. Norm violations will be violations of these explicitly
stated rules;

Although norm violations may, in some instances, be perceived as positive
disruptions of the power relation, we will only concentrate on norm violations
with negative consequences for the power relation;

We will not study the possíble motives for violating a norm.

1.9 PROPOSITIONS

In this chapter, we have described the theoretical background of the four
studies which will be described in the following chapters: we have presented
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conceptualizations of intergroup behaviour, norms, intergroup power, and
threat to the power relation. We propose that group members will react
negatively when, in their view, their power relation with the outgroup is
threatened by an outgroup which violates an explicitly stated rule. More
specifically, we make the following propositions:

1. A norm violation by outgroup members will elicit negative reactions
when it is perceived as a Threat to Power Balance.

2. A norm violation by outgroup members will elicit negative reactions
when it is perceived as a Threat to Ingroup Power.

3. When an overall power difference exists between two groups, members of
the more powerful group will react more negatively to a norm violation by
members of the less powerful group than vice versa. Overall power difference
is the sum of the power differences between groups over the different
dimensions in the power field, weighted by the importance of the dimensions.
There are several reasons to expect that members of the more powerful group
react more negatively than members of less powerful groups. First, since
members of more powerful groups have more dimensions on which they have
more relative power, their Ingroup Power is more likely to be threatened.
Second, since members of more powerful groups tend to give more importance
to the dimensions on which the ingroup has more relative power, they are
more likely to perceive a Threat to the Power Balance. Third, members of
more powerful groups have more potential to react negatively than members of
less powerful groups. Therefore, they will react more negatively to repeated
norm violations than members of less powerful groups. Fourth, members of
more powerful groups have to fear less retaliation than members of less
powerful groups. Therefore, members of less powerful groups have a stronger
tendency to refrain from negative reactions to repeated norm violations than
members of more powerful groups.

Note

1. Since power becomes meaningful only in relation to the power of another
party, we believe that, in specific situations, it will be difficult to determine
if a norm violation leads to a reduction in ingroup power or an increase in
outgroup power. In the present research we will not examine this distinction.
Instead, we will concentrate on the distinction between the effects of
perceived importance of dimensions and the effects of perceived amount of
ingroup power on dimensions.



Chapter 2: Power, importance of power
dimensions, and negative reactions to norm
violation: An intergroup experiment with the
Holiday Park Paradigm

2.1 HYPOTHESES

Based on the propositions described in the preceding chapter, the following

four hypotheses will be tested. When the outgroup observes the norms, there is

no reason to react negatively. Therefore, we expect that:
Group members will react more negatively to the outgroup when it violates a

norm than when it observes the norms (Hypothesis 1: effect of Norm

Violation).
Since we suppose that a perceived Threat to Power Balance depends on the

perceived importance of the dimension to which a norm violation by the outgroup

pertains, our second hypothesis is the following:
Suppose that a power relation between group A and group B is characterized

by dimension X and dimension Y. When members of group A or group B

consider dimension X as more important than dimension Y, an outgroup's

norm violation pertaining to X will be reacted to more negatively than an

outgroup's norm violation pertaining to Y(Hypothesis 3: effect of Threat to

Power Balance).
We suppose that a perceived Threat to Ingroup Power depends on the amount of

ingroup power on the dimension to which a norm violation by the outgroup
pertains. Our third hypothesis is therefore the following:

Suppose that a power relation between group A and group B is characterized
by dimension X. When group A has more power on dimension X than group
B, an outgroup's norm violation pertaining to X will be reacted to more
negatively by members of group A than by members of group B(Hypothesis
2: effect of Threat to Ingroup Power).

We believe that when a norm violation is committed only once, group members

will have a spontaneous tendency to react negatively when they perceive the

power relation to be threatened. When a norm violation is committed repeatedly,

reactions become regulated more by cognition. Members of the more powerful

group perceive themselves as more able to react to threat with negative behaviour

than the less powerful group, precisely because they are more powerful and

perceive themselves as having more means to react negatively. Because of the

perceived lack of such means by the less powerful party, members of the more

powerful party do not have to fear retaliation. On the other hand, members of a

less powerful group know that, in the long run, they cannot beat the more

powerful group. Therefore, they will refrain from repeated negative reactions to

the outgroup. We predict that:
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When a norm violation is committed repeatedly, members of the group which
is perceived as the more powerful group in the relationship will react more
negatively than members of the group which is perceived as less powerful
(Hypothesis 4: effect of Overall Retaliation Power).

2.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to test the hypotheses derived from our theory, an experimental
paradigm is required with some specific features.
Firstly, there are some prerequisites for the experimental situation. The
experimenter has to design it in such a way that, according to the participants, it
has the following properties:
- There are two groups.
- There is a focm ofinterdependence between the two groups which allows them

to react to each other.
- The relationship between the groups is characterized by different power

dimensions which vary in importance and on whích the groups differ in the
extent to which they can influence each other.

- There are explicitly defined nonns which apply to the different power
dimensions in the relationship.

Secondly, the experimental situation must allow the experimenter to manipulate
the following aspects:
- Norm violations are, apparently, committed repeatedly by the outgroup.
- The norm violations supposedly committed by the outgroup, must vary in the

extent to which they constitute a threat to the power relation. That is, they must
vary in the extent to which they will lead to a decrease in power ofthe `victim
group' and the extent to which the dimensions to which they pertain are
considered important.

Thirdly, the paradigm must enable the measurement of the following dependent
variable:
- We are interested in behavioural reactions to norm violation. Therefore, in

addition to self-report measures, participants must be offered possibilities to
react positively and negatively to the outgroup.

We examined existing paradigms which have been used to study intergroup
behaviour, power processes or both for the specified prerequisites. We will now
briefly describe these paradigms and indicate the most important points on which
they fail to meet the prerequisites. The result of our examination is presented
schematically in Table 2.1 (pp. 38-39).

In many experiments, researchers have used the Minimal Group Paradigm
(Tajfel, 1982, Sachdev 8c Bourhis, 1985) to study intergroup behaviour. In the
Minimal Group Paradigm (MGP), participants are assigned to one of two groups
on the basis of their alleged preference for the work of one of two painters. In
reality, the assignment to the groups occurs at random. The minimal group
situation has the following features: members of the in- and outgroups are
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anonymous to the participant; there is no conflict between the groups; there is no
contact within or between groups; and, except for their own group membership,
participants do not know which participants belong to which group. Participants
are asked to divide points between members of the ingroup and members of the
outgroup. The Minimal Group Paradigm does not meet the required conditions for
studying our hypotheses. There is no intergroup contact except for the division of
points between an anonymous ingroup member and an anonymous outgroup
member. Furthermore, no power dimensions are manipulated on which the groups
can influence each other and no norms are defined which regulate the intergroup
behaviour. Adapting the Minimal Group Paradigm in order to include the aspects
needed for testing our hypotheses would change its essential characteristics.

In contrast to the Minimal Group Paradigm, Fisher, Grant, Hall, Keashly 8i
Kinzel (1990) developed a more elaborate experimental paradigm for studying
intergroup relations: the Intergroup Conflict Simulation (ICS). In this paradigm,
two groups have to negotiate about development plans for five tracts of land. The
intragroup contact in the ICS is very extensive (five 2-hour sessions). The
intergroup contact, on the other hand, is very limited. It consists of short meetings
between representatives of both groups. Although the intergroup contact by
representatives makes it possible for the groups to react to each other, we do not
consider it appropriate for research which is designed to study the effects of
power differences between groups, because the role differences within the group
may interfere with the effects of the intergroup power differences. In the ICS, no
intergroup power differences are manipulated and no norms are defined which
regulate the behaviour. However, the design could be adapted so as to include
these aspects. The dependent variables in the ICS consist predominantly in
questionnaire measures, but also the negotiating behaviour and the outcomes of
the negotiations are examined. A practical disadvantage of the ICS is that it takes
very long, which causes difficulties in controlling for possibly disturbing factors.

In most experiments in which the effect of power differences was studied,
researchers examined how participants perceive and evaluate different
interpersonal power positions. For example, in the experiments conducted by
Bruins 8c Wilke (1992), participants were assigned to a certain position in a
hierarchy. The task consisted of deciding to buy and~or sell various stocks.
Participants were told that the higher a person's position in the hierarchy, the
more power he had in an assigned task, which was presented as participating in
an investment trust. Power was defined as the amount of money and shares each
person had in the investment trust; the larger the amount of money and shares, the
greater the power to decide which shares to buy and sell. Participants could give
advice about buying or selling a number of shares by written messages on a
computer to a person in a lower position. They were advised by a person in a
higher position to buy or sell a number of other shares. After this task,
participants were asked to answer a number of questions such as how satisfied
they were with their position, how much they identified with people in other
positions and how willing they were to take over another position. The method
used by Bruins 8i Wilke does not meet the specified prerequisites on the
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following points. Interpersonal power differences are studied instead of intergroup
power differences. There is only one power dimension in the relationship, namely
the amount of money and shares each person had in the investment trust. No
norms as to how the participants should behave are specified. Finally, only self-
report measures are used as dependent variables. In this paradigm, one could
introduce norms which specify how participants should advise to each other.
However, it would be difficult to create different power dimensions which are not
directly related to money, since the aim of the investment trust is to earn money.

Not only have the effects of existing interpersonal power differences been
studied, but also the effects of threat to power. Threat to power was manipulated
in experiments designed to test Power Restoration Theory (Worchel, Arnold 8z
Harrison, 1978, Fagenson 8L Cooper, 1987, Horwitz, 1958). In the studies
conducted by Worchel, Arnold and Harrison (1978), threat to power was
manipulated by insulting individual participants. Participants were told that they
were involved in an experiment on the effects ofdifferent reinforcers on learning.
In the first part of the experiment, a participant had to write an essay which
would later be evaluated by a confederate who was posing as a participant. Before
the second phase of the experiment, the participant read the evaluation given by
the confederate. In half of the cases, the evaluation was positive; in the other half,
it was negative. In the second phase, the confederate had to answer questions read
by the participants. When the confederate gave a wrong answer the participant
could deliver an electric shock. He or she could choose between varying shock
levels. The hypothesis which predicted that participants who had been insulted
would react more negatively than participants who had not been insulted was
confirmed. Fagenson 8t Cooper's experiment (1987) was described in the
preceding chapter (see page 31). Power reduction was manipulated by either
antagonizing or not antagonizing the participants in the first phase of the experi-
ment. In the second phase of the experiment, the participant's power was either
enhanced relative to the confederate who in the first phase had antagonized them,
or enhanced relative to another confederate, or not enhanced at all. Power
enhancement was manipulated by role-playing different positions in an
organizational hierarchy. In the third phase of the experiment, participants could
derogate the confederate who in the first phase had derogated them. As predicted,
participants' derogation of the confederate was diminished when their power was
enhanced, even, though to a lesser extent, when it was enhanced relative to a
person other than the one who had antagonized them. In the experiments by
Worchel, Arnold and Harrison and by Fagenson and Cooper, interpersonal
behaviour was studied. In both experiments an individual's power was reduced by
an insult, though the meaning of power was not clearly defined. We presume that
in these experiments, participants' power was threatened on only one dimension.
If this paradigm were used to test our hypotheses, the existing power dimension
shouldbe delineated clearly and other power dimensions introduced. Furthermore,
participants would have to be group members who would interact with members
of another group. In short, adapting this paradigm to realize the required features
would imply the development of a totally different paradigm.
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Horwitz (1958) conducted a series of experiments in which power was
threatened by a norm violation (see page 17, section 2.6). The participants were
students whose power was threatened by a teacher who violated a norm in half
of the conditions. Although only one person, the teacher, violated a norm, helshe
may have been perceived as an outgroup member. Therefore, Horwitz's
experiments may be said to study intergroup behaviour. In Horwitz's experiments
there was only one power dimension on which participants' power could be
threatened: the weight of the different votes in the final decision. In this
experiment, the introduction of more power dimensions would again mean a
fundamental change of the paradigm. Furthermore, the reactions by the
participants to the teacher were only measured by a questionnaire.

Some experiments have been designed explicitly to study intergroup power
differences (Azzi, 1992, Grant, 1991, Ng, 1982, Rabbie 8i Lodewijkx, 1983,
Schopler, Insko, Graetz, Drigotas 8c Smith, 1991).

Azzi (1992) conducted a study in which he related justice judgments to the
division of power between groups. Participants had to imagine that they were
members of an ethnic group which constituted a majority or a minority in relation
to another ethníc group living in the same country. They read a scenario
describing the history of relations between the two groups. The participants were
then asked to fill out a questionnaire about how to distribute power and resources
between the groups. The method used by Azzi can be adapted to comprise many
different aspects of intergroup power relations. However, as we are interested in
real behaviour and not only in intentions or attitudes, a questionnaire is not
appropriate for our study.

Ng (1982) conducted two experiments in which he studied the effect ofpower
differences between groups on different kinds of outgroup discrimination.
Participants were told that they were members of a group which had to play a
game with another group. Winning the game had positive consequences for the
group members. In the different situations, the power of the in- and outgroup to
determine the probability of winning was varied. Participants had to divide
properties between an ingroup member and an outgroup member. There were two
types of properties: properties for power, which were resources with which groups
could realize their will, or in other words, could win the game; and properties for
use, which were resources with only consumption value. The power of the
ingroup was restricted in some conditions by the power of the outgroup who had
the ability to decide if the game would be played with the division of properties
proposed by the participants. In the second experiment, a third party could decide
to accept or reject the proposed division of properties for power by the
participant. This party consisted of in- and outgroup members. Power was varied
by varying the proportion of ingroup members in the third party. In Ng's
experiments, there was only one power dimension between the groups, which
determined the probability of winning. However, the groups could exert power on
this dimension in different ways. The ingroup could propose a division of
propertíes for power with which it could affect the chance of winning. The
outgroup could, in some conditions, accept or reject the division proposed by the
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participants and in this way alter the probability of winning of each group. The
importance of the power dimension did not vary across conditions. The
participants did not actually perceive outgroup behaviour, but only anticipated an
interaction with an outgroup member. Therefore, no norm violations were
committed. Different power dimensions and norm violations could be included
only if the interdependence between the groups were considerably extended. Such
an extension would imply a drastic change in the basic characteristics of the
paradigm.

Grant (1991) manipulated power differences between groups in a method
similar to the Intergroup Conflict Simulation. Groups had to negotiate by written
messages about the division of five tracts of land. During the negotiation, groups
could threaten each other by indicating that they were not willing to negotiate
about a certain tract. Power was manipulated by varying the number of times a
group could use this threat. Hence, also in this experiment, there is only one
power dimension between groups: coercive power. The use of this power was
regulated by a norm; the number of times each group could threaten the other
group was specified. The norm has the same meaning for both groups involved,
hence we expect that the violation of the norm will have the same meaning for
both groups. It would therefore be difficult to manipulate threat to the power
relation by a variation in importance of the dimension on which a norm is
violated in this paradigm. Furthermore, the dependent measure was a
questionnaire consisting of bipolar scales which measured ingroup-outgroup
differentiation along stereotypical dimensions.

In the experiments conducted by Schopler et al. (1991), participants played a
Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG) in which they had to make decisions about the
division of money between their own group and an outgroup. In a PDG, the
outcomes for the parties depend on the choices they make. In three studies
conducted by Schopler et al., participants first had to choose between two
alternatives concerning the division of money or points between the groups. After
making the choice, they had to discuss it with the outgroup and then make a final
decision. In the first and third experiments each group had one representative
discussing and deciding with one representative of the outgroup. In the second
experiment the two groups discussed and decided together. The only power
dimension in these experiments was the extent to which each group could
influence the amount of money or points the other group received. No norms were
specified as to how groups and group members should behave. One could
introduce norms in this paradigm as to how to make decisions, for example "be
cooperative". However, such norms would always pertain to the division of
money or points. Hence, it would be difficult to vary the importance of the
dimension to which the norm violations pertain.

Rabbie 8c Lodewijkx (1983) employed a Power Allocation Game (PAG),
modelled after the Prisoner's Dilemma Game. In this game, as in the PDG, two
parties, Blue and Green, had to choose between two alternatives, A and B,
concerning the division of money. The outcome matrix of the game is presented
in Figure 2.1.
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A "GREEN" B

A

"BLUE"

allocation no allocation
FL.6,- to be Grcen
divided FI.O,-between Blue
Blue and loses
Green FI.1,50

no allocation no allocation

Green loses Green loses
FI.1,50 p1.1,-

Bluc BlueF1.0,- loses Fl.l,-`

Figure 2.1 Outcome matrix of the PAG
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If Blue, in a simultaneous play, makes an A-choice and Green does the same,
Blue confers power on Green to divide the six guilders between them. If Green
divides the six guilders in an equitable way, a mutual A-choice is the best strategy
to maximize the outcomes of both parties. In this experiment, only the Blue party
consisted of participants, while the Green party was simulated by the
experimenter. The game consisted of four trials, in which each party had to try
to gain at least F1.6.50. In the first two trials, the Green party divided the six
guilders equally over the two parties, thus implicitly creating an equality norm.
In the third trial, Green violated this norm by allocating only F1.0.25 to the Blue
party. Participants could react to the other party by sending white noise of varying
intensities. The amount of white noise sent to the Green party was the dependent
variable. T'he power allocation experiment was conducted with individuals as well
as groups playing against each other. In fact one of the hypotheses on which this
research was based predicted that groups would show more aggression to the
norm violation ofanother party than unaffiliated individuals would do (Rabbie 8c
Lodewijkx, 1983). The results supported this hypothesis. The Power Allocation
Game meets most of the criteria required for our research paradigm. Only one
criterion is not met, namely the existence of different power dimensions on which
the groups can influence each other to differing degrees. The relationship is based
on earning money and the only power dimension involved concerns the power to
decide how the money will be divided. Of course, one can consider sending white
noise to the outgroup as a power dimension. However, only the participants'
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Table 2.1
An overview of the presence or absence of prerequisites of the experimental
paradigm in existent paradigms

Prerequisites

two interdependence different power di-
groupsa between groups which mensions varying in

enables reactions of importance on which
groups to each other groups differ in

powera

MGP (Tajfel, t
1982, Sachdev 8c
Bourhis, 1985)

ICS (Fisher et al., t
1990)

Bruins 8c Wilke -
(1992)

Power restoration -
(Worchel, Arnold
8z Harrison, 1978,
Fagenson 8i
Cooper, 1987)

Horwitz (1958) }

Azzi (1992) f

Ng (1982) f

Grant (1991) -~

PDG (Schopler et t
al., 1991)

PAG (Rabbie 8L t
Lodewijkx, 1983)

a
b

f

These aspects must be perceived as such by the participants.
The intergroup contact by representatives enables the groups to react to each
other, but the role differentiation within the group may interfere with
intergroup power differences.
Only one norm violation which is manipulated by the experimenter.
Norms exist as to how often each group is allowed to threaten the other group.
The norm is not explicitly specified but develops during the game.

~
d

~
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Prerequisites

defined normsa different norm threat to power by dependent
violations by out- norm violation by measures other
group manipulated other party than question-
by experimenter naire

t

t

f

f

f

f~d ~-~` -~ f
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group is able to influence the outgroup on this dimension. Hence, each group has
only one dimension on which it can influence the other group; although the
participants' group might try to influence the outgroup by choosing B in the last
trial, this would not prevent the outgroup from reaching its goal: earning Fl. 6.50,
while it would prevent the ingroup from reaching its goal. Therefore, the
participants' group can not be considered to have power on this dimension. This
means that each group has also only one dimension on which it can violate a
norm because it is not able to react on the other group's power dimension.
Therefore, it is very difficult to have norm violations committed which pertain to
dimensions which vary in importance. From the foregoing discussion we could
conclude that the desired paradigm for testing our hypotheses could be developed
by adapting the Power Allocation Game so as to include different power
dimensions. However, creating different power dimensions in the Power
Allocation Game is not as easy as it initially seems. The principle of the game is
rather specific, namely, dividing money or points between two parties. Although
one could make the parties divide other things besides money, the act of dividing
remains the same. Violations of the rule of dividing equitably could vary in threat
to the power relation only if the different "items" which are to be divided concern
different power dimensions on which the power of the groups varies. Therefore,
the PAG could be preceded by an introduction in which the participants learn of
the existence of different power dimensions on which the power of the groups
varies and ofthe importance of the items which have to be divided. Devising such
an introduction which would get participants really involved in the task is rather
complicated. We decided to devise a new paradigm because in the PAG only one
kind of norm violation can be committed, namely dividing things unequally, and
especially allocating more to the ingroup than to the outgroup. Although in real
life it often happens that parties violate norms to benefit the ingroup or to punish
the outgroup, many norm violations also occur which have no material
consequences for any of the groups. We have decided to develop a new paradigm
so that these kinds of norm violations could also be studied.

Table 2.1 summarizes the results ofour examination ofthe paradigms discussed
in terms of the points on which they meet or do not meet the specified conditions.
The conditions which are met by the specific paradigm are indicated by a f, the
conditions which are not met are indicated by a-, the conditions which are partly
met are indicated by a}~-. It should be noted that these symbols refer only to the
extent to which the paradigms meet the required conditions for studying our
research questions, and not to the quality of the paradigms themselves.

In view of the foregoing considerations, we have decided to develop a new
experimental paradigm: the Holiday Park Paradigm.
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2.2.1 Design

The design of our first experiment with the Holiday Park Paradigm is a 2 X
3 factorial between-subjects design (see Table 2.2), with the factors Power
Distribution and Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour. Power Distribution has two
levels which are determined by the amount of power along the two power
dimensions, X and Y, in the relationship under study. Dimension X is more
important than Dimension Y. The first level of Power Distribution consists in
more power than the outgroup on Dimension X and less power than the outgroup
on Dimension Y. The second level of Power Distribution consists in less power
than the outgroup on Dimension X and more power than the outgroup on
Dimension Y. Since Dimension X is more important than Dimension Y, we
expect that the group with more power on Dimension X and less power on
Dimension Y will be perceived as having more overall power than the group with
less power on Dimension X and more power on Dimension Y. Norm-related
Outgroup Behaviour has three levels. The first level consists of Norm Violation
pertaining to Dimension X. The second level consists of Norm Violation
pertaining to Dimension Y. The third level, which is a control level, consists of
Norm Respect.

Table 2.2
The Design of Experiment 1

Norrn-related Outgroup Behaviour

Norm Norm Norm
Violation Violation Respect

Power Distribution Dimension X Dimension Y

More power on Dimension
X, Less power on Dimen- 1
sion Y

3 5

Less power on Dimension
X, More power on Dimen- 2
sion Y

4 6

The effect of Norm Violation (Hypothesis 1) was tested by comparing negative
reactions in Conditions 1 to 4 with negative reactions in Conditions 5 and 6. The
effect of Threat to Power Balance (Hypothesis 2) was tested by comparing
negative reactions in Conditions 1 and 2 with negative reactions in Conditions 3
and 4. The effect of Threat to Ingroup Power (Hypothesis 3) was tested by
comparing negative reactions in Conditions 1 and 4 with negative reactions in
Conditions 2 and 3. The effect of Overall Retaliation Power (Hypothesis 4) was
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tested by comparing negative reactions in Conditions 1 and 3 with negative
reactions in Conditions 2 and 4 at different points in time.

2.3 1VIETHOD

2.3.1 Instrument: The Holiday Park Paradigm

In the Holiday Park Paradigm, two three-person groups have the task building
a flourishing holiday park together. We have chosen to use three-person groups
because, on the one hand, the groups should be sufficiently small to assure that
experimentation is feasible and, on the other hand, we did not want to use dyads
because of their distinctive characteristics. Dyads seem to be essentially different
from larger groups: participants, especially male participants, tend to react more
negatively to an outgroup when they are members of a dyad than when they are
members of a triad (Lodewijkx, 1989). Since the data with dyads may not be
generalizable to larger groups, the groups in the Holiday Park Paradigm consist
of three persons. Members of both groups are of the same sex. One group is
called `the Landowners,' the other is called `the Temp Agency.'

The task consists of four assignments, which the groups have to complete
successively. The assignments are: `Build 10 bungalows,' `Build a restaurant,'
`Build a shop,' and `Build a swimming pool.' Various materials are available for
completing the assignments. First, there is the land on which the holiday park has
to be built: region G, which is a table of 178 cm by 156 cm, with a green cloth
on it. Second, there are employees; construction workers to build the holiday park
and service personnel to work in the facilities. The employees are little wooden
figures; construction workers are blue; service personnel are white. Third, there
are miniature buildings, standing on wooden plates which are half blue and half
white. The groups have to put the buildings in the place they consider most
amactive and then deploy the most profitable number of employees.

The two groups have to work on the assignments altemately. The first group
begins by making an arrangement on the table. They have two minutes to
complete this task, after which they leave the workroom while the second group
sets to work on the assignment. This group can agree with the arrangement of the
first group or modify it. If they modify the arrangement, the first group comes
back after two minutes and works on it again. This goes on until one of the
groups agrees, or until the maximum amount of time, 12 minutes, has passed.
This completes the assignment and the groups can go into the next task. If there
is no agreement between the groups within 12 minutes, they proceed to the next
task. This means that the assignment is not accomplished and the specific facility
will be unprofitable.

Within this setting, Power Distribution is manipulated as follows. One group
is called the Landowners; the other group is called the Temp Agency. The
Landowners own region G(dimension X). Region G is divided into two halves.
The Landowners decide on which half of region G the holiday park is to be built.
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In the instructions, it is mentioned that, after the holiday park is built, the
Landowners can decide what to do with the vacant half of region G. The
Landowners also have 15 construction workers (blue figurines marked with a G),
but the largest amount ofpersonnel (dimension Y) is owned by the Temp Agency:
this group has 35 construction workers and 35 service employees.

We assumed that the Landowners would be considered more powerful than the
Temp Agency for two reasons. Firstly, we believe that the Land dimension has
some specific connotations which are associated with power. Landowners have
authority over what happens on their territory; they can be seen as hosts who
decide with which norms their guests have to comply and they are generally seen
as wealthy people with high status. Secondly, the Landowners would be perceived
as more powerful, because they have some power on the Employees dimension,
while the Temp Agency does not have any power on the Land dimension.

In the instructions the participants receive (see Appendix A), four rules
concerning the assignment are stated. Two of these rules pertain to the power
dimensions: The norm which pertains to region G states that `buildings may only
be placed in an area designated by the Landowners.' The norm which pertains to
the employees states that `Construction workers may only do construction work.
Service personnel may only perform services, for example in a restaurant or in a
shop. Construction workers will only be placed on the blue parts of the plates
under the buildings and service personnel will only be placed on the white parts.'

The groups do not see each other. They can communicate by writing messages
to each other in a logbook, which is kept in the workroom.

Besides the logbook, members of each group can express their approval or
disapproval of the other group's arrangements by determining the sound that is
broadcast in the workroom while the other group is working there. For that
purpose, each group member goes into a separate cubicle. Within these cubicles
there are boxes with buttons; a green button, a red button, and ten grey buttons
(see Appendix A). When a participant presses the red button, a disturbing,
unpleasant beep is broadcast in the working room where the outgroup is working
at that moment. When he or she presses the green button, the muzak is played,
which is pleasant, relaxing music. Each time group members enter the cubicles,
they have to make a choice between the two coloured buttons. Additionally, they
have to press one of the grey buttons to determine the duration of the chosen
sound. Since each group's turn to work on the holiday park in the working room
takes maximally two minutes, each group member can determine the sound in the
workroom for 40 seconds.

After each assignment, the profits or losses of the holiday park are displayed
on a little screen on the boxes in the separate cubicles. Actually, these profits and
losses do not depend on the arrangement of the holiday park made by the groups,
but have been preprogrammed by the experimenter in such a way that the
proceeds are positive in the first two assignments and negative in the last two.
After the proceeds are displayed the participants write down which percentage of
the proceeds of the particular assignment should be allocated to each of the
groups.
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In the experiment, there are participants in only one group. The behaviour of
the outgroup is simulated by the experimenter. In Conditions 1, 2, 3, and 4 the
outgroup ostensibly commits a norm violation during the second and fourth
assignment. In the `Land Norm Violation' condition (Norm Violation on X), the
violation involves placing the restaurant and the swimming pool outside the area
which was designated by the Landowners for building the holiday park. In the
`Employees Nonn Violation' condition (Norm Violation on Y) the alleged
outgroup hires its own construction workers to work in the services, by putting
its own blue figurines on the white part of the plates under the restaurant and the
swimming pool. The alleged outgroup does this twice for each assignment. In the
'Norm Respect' condition, no norm is violated. Except for the norm violations,
the behaviour of the alleged outgroup is standardized for all conditions. The
alleged outgroup writes a few messages in the logbook, such as `we agree'; `we
cannot agree with this arrangement'; `not good'; and `change is needed.' The
messages by the outgroup were the same in all conditions.

2.3.2 Participants

One hundred and eight undergraduates at Tilburg University (55 males and 53
females) participated on a voluntary basis in the experiment. They received 10
Dutch guilders (about SS) for their participation. The data of two male
participants and two female participants had to be discarded because they had not
understood the instructions. A total of 104 participants were used in the final
analyses. In all cells, there were 6 groups of participants. In Condition 1 and 4,
these were all three-person groups. In the other conditions there were 5 three-
person groups and 1 two-person group because not all participants showed up at
the time agreed upon.

2.3.3 Procedure

At the campus, students were approached individually and asked to participate
in a study on `planning and decision-making in groups.' When they agreed, a time
was specified at which they would come to the laboratory. In the laboratory (see
Figure 2.2), they were introduced to the other two members of their group. They
were told that the pucpose of the experiment in which they were going to
participate was to study the effectiveness of two work groups with limited means
of communication (see Appendix A).

In the workroom, the experimenter explained that the participants had to build
a profitable holiday park together with another group, which supposedly was
getting instructions from a second experimenter in another room. The participants
were told the labels of their own and the other group and they were shown which
materials they had at their disposal. Subsequently, they received written
instructions about the task (see Appendix A).

When all participants had read the instructions, they were shown the cubicles
with the boxes. In the meantime, the second experimenter was supposedly
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showing the workroom to the other group. In the cubicles, participants read the
instructions on the use of the buttons and the allocation of proceeds and losses.
When they had finished they could start reading the first assignment. They were
told that the outgroup had the same type of cubicles on the other side of the
laboratory. After three minutes, the second experimenter told them that his group
was ready. Then the participants went back to the workroom to start on the first
assignment.

The participants were recorded on video while they were working on the
assignments.

When participants had worked for two minutes on the holiday park they were
escorted to their cubícles and escorted back two minutes later.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the experimental space

In the first and third assignments, the outgroup changed the set-up made by the
participants in their first turn, but agreed with the second set-up. In the second
and fourth assignments, the outgroup never agreed with the arrangement made by
the participants.

After the fourth assignment, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire
about the experiment in their cubicles. When they had answered all questions,
they came back into the workroom. The real aim of the study was explained and
the participants received 10 Dutch guilders (about ~5).
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Work on the assignments took a bit less than an hour. The total experiment
took about 75 minutes. In Figure 2.3, the sequence of events for the participants
in the Holiday Park Paradigm is depicted schematically.

2.3.4 Dependent variables

The main dependent measure was the amount of times participants chose to
broadcast noise for the outgroup. Furthermore, we examined the percentages of
proceeds allocated to the ingroup and the answers given on the questionnaire,
which consisted of questions on the evaluation of the noise, the muzak, the task,
the ingroup, the outgroup, the perceived power relation between the groups and
the behaviour of the outgroup (see Appendix B). On the group level, we studied
the messages written in the logbook and the intragroup communication recorded
on video (see Appendix C).

2.4 RESULTS

Since group members interacted with each other during the assignments, the
responses of individual members are not independent of each other. Therefore, in
our analyses we used a hierarchical analysis of variance design with individuals
nested within groups and groups nested within the experimental variables Power
Distribution (Landowners, Temp Agency) and Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour
(Land Norm Violation, Employees Norm Violation, Norm Respect) (Kenny 8c La
Voie, 1985; Koomen, 1982; Myers, 1972).

2.4.1 Manipulation checks

Muzak, noise
Four questions about the evaluation of the muzak and the noise (how pleasant,

how enjoyable, how disturbing and how annoying) were included in the
questionnaire. The four questions on the muzak had a Cronbach's alpha of .79.
The four questions on the noise had a Cronbach's alpha of .74. The muzak was
evaluated positively: on a scale ranging from 4 ( completely positive) to 16
(completely negative) the mean was 6.88 (SD - 2.30). The noise was evaluated
negatively: on a scale ranging from 4(totally positive) to 16 (totally negative) the
mean was 13.56 (SD - 2.13). This means that our manipulation of a positive and
a negative reaction possibility had been successful.
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Entrance in the workroom and acquaintance with other ingroup
members
Instructions on the task and on the cubicles
The Landowners decide where to build the holiday park

Start Assignment 1(Build 10 Bungalows) by the participants
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 1 P

The ingroup works on Assignment 1 h
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 1 a

The outgroup agrees and the proceeds are 2700 s
e
1

Start Assignment 2(Build a Restaurant) by the participants
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 2

(the outgroup is uncooperative)
The ingroup works on Assignment 2
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 2 P

(the outgroup is uncooperative) h
The ingroup works on Assignment 2 a
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 2 s

(the outgroup is uncooperative). The outgroup does not agree and the e

proceeds are 2500 2

Start Assignment 3(Build a Shop) by the participants
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 3
The ingroup works on Assignment 3
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 3
The outgroup agrees and the losses are 1900

Start Assignment 4(Build a Swimming Pool) by the participants
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 4
(the outgroup is uncooperative)
The ingroup works on Assignment 4
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 4 P
(the outgroup is uncooperative) h
The Ingroup works on Assignment 4 a
The ingroup is in the cubicles, the outgroup works on Assignment 4 s
(the outgroup is uncooperative). T'he outgroup does not agree and the e
losses are 1800 3

Group members fill out the questionnaire in the separate cubicles

Debriefing in the workroom

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of the sequence of events in the Holiday
Park Paradigm
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Power
Since we defined power as the `capacity to exert influence on the other party,'

the questionnaire contained items about the extent to which the ingroup could
exert influence on the outgroup and the extent to which the outgroup could exert
influence on the ingroup as checks for Power Distribution. Perceived influence
was indicated on a three-point scale (no - 1, a little - 2, yes - 3). According to
the members of the Temp Agency, the outgroup could exert significantly more
influence on the ingroup (M - 2.67) than according to the Landowners (M -
2.13) (F(1,10) - 13.31, p ~.01). There was no significant difference between
perceived influence of the ingroup on the outgroup by Landowners (M - 1.73)
and members of the Temp Agency (M - 1.84). Two other checks for Power
Distribution were questions about the extent to which the ingroup was dependent
on the outgroup and the extent to which the outgroup was dependent on the
ingroup. On a scale ranging from 1(not at all dependent) to 4(totally dependent),
the Landowners indicated that the outgroup was significantly more dependent on
them (M - 2.71) than the members of the Temp Agency (M - 2.25) (F(1,10) -
29.96, p ~.001). On the same scale, the Landowners indicated that they were
significantly less dependent on the outgroup (M - 2.65) than the members of the
Temp Agency (M - 2.83) (F(1,10) - 5.09, p ~ .OS). Thus, as we expected,
comparisons between the groups indicate that on three of the four manipulation
checks for Power Distribution, Landowners were seen as more powerful than the
Temp Agency. However, comparisons of the means for these variables within
each group show that, while members of the Temp Agency considered the
Landowners to be more powerful, Landowners did not consider themselves to be
more powerful than the Temp Agency. According to the members of the Temp
Agency, the outgroup could exert significantly more influence on the ingroup than
vice versa (t(17) - 8.50, p ~.001) and the outgroup was significantly less
dependent on the ingroup than vice versa (t(17) --6.15, p ~.001). Landowners,
on the other hand, did not perceive the outgroup to be significantly more
dependent on the ingroup than vice versa (t(17) -.53, p-.60) and they perceived
the influence of the outgroup on the ingroup to be even larger than the influence
of the ingroup on the outgroup (t(17) - 2.76, p ~ .02).

Importance ofpower dimensions
Participants indicated on a scale ranging from 1(not at all important) to 4

(very important) how important they considered region G, construction workers
and service personnel for fulfilling the assignments. Participants indicated that
they considered construction workers to be significantly more important (M -
2.73) than service personnel (M - 2.43) (t(36) - 3.43, p ~.O1) and region G(M
- 2.20) (t(36) --4.26, p ~ .001). This is contrary to our prediction that region G
would be considered to be more important than employees. There was a
significant main effect of Power Distribution on the perceived importance of
construction workers. Members of the Temp Agency considered construction
workers to be significantly more important (M - 2.95) than Landowners (M -
2.52) (F(1,10) - 10.40, p ~.O1).~ Thus, it is not always possible to manipulate
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perceived importance of a dimension independently of ingroup power on that
dimension. This poses a problem for the interpretation of effects in terms of
Threat to Power Balance and Threat to Ingroup Power.

Norm Violation
Participants were asked to indicate on a scale from 1(completely appropriate)

to 5(completely unacceptable) to what extent they considered the behaviour by
the outgroup in each assignment to be inappropriate. In Table 2.3, the perceived
inappropriateness of outgroup behaviour is depicted for the three levels of Norm-
related Outgroup Behaviour in the four assignments.

Table 2.3
Perceived inappropriatenessof outgroup behaviourfor the three levels of Norm-
related Outgroup Behaviour in the four assignments

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Land Employees Norm M
Norm Norm Respect

Assignment Violation Violation

Assignment 1 1.47 1.29 1.53 1.43

Assignment 2 3.38 3.26 2.72 3.11

Assignment 3 2.06 2.00 2.17 2.07

Assignment 4 3.29 3.29 3.06 3.21

Note. Means can vary between 1 and 5(1-completely correct 2-barely acceptable
3-inappropriate 4-very inappropriate 5-completely unacceptable).

Although participants considered the outgroup behaviour in Assignments 2 and
4 in the Norm Violation conditions somewhat less appropriate than in the Norm
Respect condition, this difference did not reach significance. A MANOVA on the
group level, with Assignment as a within-subject variable, showed a main effect
for Assignment (F(3,23) - 48.63, p ~.001). Planned comparisons showed that the
outgroup behaviour in Assignments 2 and 4 was perceived to be significantly
more inappropriate than the outgroup behaviour in Assignments 1 and 3(t -
107.09, p ~.001). Thus, in the assignments in which the outgroup behaved in an
uncooperative manner, the outgroup behaviour was perceived as more
inappropriate than in the assignments in which the outgroup was cooperative. As
can be seen in Table 2.3, even the outgroup behaviour in the Norm Respect
condition in Assignment 4 is considered inappropriate. Thus, although our
manipulation of inappropriate norm violations was successful, we were not
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successful in creating a condition in which the outgroup behaviour was perceived
to be appropriate.

The task
In their article on experimentation in social psychology, Aronson, Brewer, óc

Carlsmith (1985) stressed the importance of experimental realism and mundane
realísm of experimental situations. Experimental realism refers to the extent to
which the experimental task is challenging enough for the participants to become
involved. Mundane realism refers to the extent to which the experimental situation
bears resemblance to situations in real life, known by the participants. In order to
test the experimental realism of the Holiday Park Paradigm, participants were
asked how pleasant, interesting, annoying, and boring they considered the task.
Cronbach's alpha was .80. The task was considered very involving: on a scale
from 4(completely engaging) to 16 (not at all engaging) the mean was 6.18 (SD
- 2.09). In order to test for mundane realism of the task, participants were asked
to indicate to what extent the task resembled a situation which can occur in
everyday life. On a scale from 1(no resemblance at all) to 4(total resemblance)
the mean was 2.6 (SD - .88). Hence, the mundane realism of the task was
moderate.

Ingroup bias
In order to explore whether social identity processes took place as a reaction

to the outgroup behaviour, the questionnaire contained items about participants'
evaluation of the in- and outgroups' achievements, competence, hostility, and
openness to the suggestions of the other group. The questions on achievements
and competence had a Cronbach's alpha of .68 for the ingroup and a Cronbach's
alpha of .78 for the outgroup. According to social identity theory, if respondents
perceive a threat to social identity, they will try to restore a positive social
identity by ingroup bias, that is, they will evaluate the ingroup more positively
than the outgroup (Van Knippenberg, 1984). In fact, on a scale ranging from 1
(not at all) to 7(certainly so), the ingroup was evaluated as more competent and
successful in the task (M - 4.89) than the outgroup (M - 3.12) (t(36) - 11.30, p
~.001). Furthem~ore, the outgroup was perceived to be more hostile (M - 4.78)
than the ingroup (M - 3.58) (t(36) - 8.12, p ~.001) and less open to suggestions
of the ingroup (M - 3.19) than the ingroup was to suggestions of the outgroup (M
- 5.17) (t(36) --8.60, p ~.001). Hence, it appears that in the Holiday Park
Paradigm, participants tried to restore a positive social identity by accentuating
positive intergroup differences. We did not, however, find any significant effects
of our experimental variables on the evaluations of the ingroup and the outgroup
or on the differences between evaluations of the ingroup and those of the
outgroup. Thus, while social identity processes took place, they were not affected
by the experimental variables Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour and Power
Distribution.
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2.4.2 Reactions to the outgroup

Negative behaviour
The number of times that participants inflicted negative behaviour ( noise) upon

the outgroup was divided into three phases: two reaction possibilities before a
norm violation had taken place (Phase 1), two after the first norm violation (at
least in the Norm Violation Conditions) ( Phase 2), and two after the second
violation had taken place (Phase 3).

Figure 2.4 ( p. 53) depicts the mean frequency of negative behaviour towards
the outgroup on two occasions for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour in the three consecutive phases by members of the Landowners and by
members of the Temp Agency respectively.

In Table 2.4, the mean frequency of negative behaviour towards the outgroup
on two occasions for the three levels ofNorm-related Outgroup Behaviour and the
two levels of Power Distribution in Phase 2 is depicted.

In Phase 2, there was a main effect for Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour
(F(2,15) - 4.73, p ~ .OS). Planned contrasts show that participants reacted more
negatively to the Employees Norm Violation and to the Land Norm Violation
than to Norm Respect (t --2.87, p ~ .02), which is in accordance with
Hypothesis 1. The difference in reactions to the first two was not significant. In
Phases 1 and 3 there were no significant differences in the experimental condi-
tions. In Phase 3, there was, however, an effect for groups, nested within the
experimental conditions (F(45,98) - 2.77, p ~.O1), which suggests that at the end
of the experiment reactions to the outgroup are determined to a larger extent by
differences between groups than by the experimental variables. This result is in
accordance with the conclusion of Rabbie and Lodewijkx ( 1994, 1995) that, in
research on negative behaviour, the largest part of the variance is explained by
differences between groups.

Table 2.4
Mean frequency of negative behaviour towards the outgroup out of two occasions
for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour and the two levels of
Power Distribution in Phase 2 of the experiment

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Land Norm Employees Norm Norm
Power Distribution Violation Violation Respect

Landowners .31 .32 .21

Temp Agency .24 .33 .09

M .27 .33 .15
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Figure 2.4. Mean frequency of negative behaviour towards the outgroup on two
occasions for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in the three
consecutive phases by Landowners and by the Temp Agency
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In order to check ifnegative behaviour towards the outgroup was related to the
perceived power relation, conrelations were calculated between the checks for
perceived Power Distribution and the mean frequency of negative reactions
towards the outgroup in the three phases of the experiment. There was a
significant negative correlation between the reported amount of influence the
ingroup could exert on the outgroup and the mean frequency of negative
behaviour towards the outgroup in the third phase of the experiment (r - -.33, p
~.001). Individual participants more often chose a beep for the outgroup in Phase
3 of the experiment when they later indicated that they could influence the
outgroup to a lesser extent.

Percentage of proceeds allocated to the ingroup
Besides determining which sound the outgroup would hear while working on

the task, participants could react to the outgroup by dividing the proceeds of the
holiday park between the groups. We believe that the percentage of proceeds
allocated to the ingroup may be an indication of a reaction to a perceived threat
to social identity: allocating a larger part of the profits and a smaller part of the
losses to the ingroup than to the outgroup is a less costly way to regain a positive
social identity than reacting negatively to the outgroup. The percentage of
proceeds allocated to the ingroup after each assignment was analyzed with
Assignment as a within-subjects variable. In Table 2.5 the mean percentage of
proceeds allocated to the ingroup after each assignment is depicted for Land-
owners and Temp Agency.

Table 2.5
Mean percentage ofproceeds allocated to the ingroup after each assignment by
Landowners and members of the Temp Agency

Assignment

Assignment Assignment Assignment Assignment
Power Distribution 1(profit) 2(profit) 3 (loss) 4(loss)

Landowners 62.56 66.19 54.10 49.44

Temp Agency 50.63 54.42 40.63 33.02

T'here was a main effect for Power Distribution (F(1,10) - 35.55, p ~.001).
Landowners, the more powerful party, claimed more profits, but were also willing
to pay a larger part of the losses than members of the Temp Agency. There was
also a main effect for Assignment (F(3,66) - 17.94, p ~.001). For the
assignments in which the holiday park suffered a loss (Assignment 3 and
Assignment 4), group members allocated a smaller percentage to the ingroup than
when the holiday park was profitable (Assignment 1 and Assignment 2) (t - 6.96,
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p ~.001; the level adjusted by the Bonferroni procedure -.013). Thus, both
groups made self-serving allocations.

2.4.3 Types of inessages in the logbook

Three independent observers assigned each of the messages written in the
logbook by the participant groups to one of the five following categories:
messages pertaining to the location of the buildings; messages pertaining to the
employees; messages pertaining to the unacceptability of the outgroup behaviour;
messages in which groups asked the other group to give reasons for its behaviour;
and messages which were not classifiable in one of the above categories. Since
the total number of inessages was large and since some could be assigned to more
than one category, we used frequency data in our analyses. For the three
observers, Cronbach's alphas were .93, .96, .93, .92, and .82 for the five
categories respectively.

A 2(Landowners, Temp agency) X 2(Land Norm Violation, Employees Norm
Violation) X 2(Males, Females) Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)
conducted on the mean frequency of inessages pertaining to the unacceptability
of the outgroup behaviour showed a significant effect for the interaction between
Sex and Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour (F(1,17) - 5.13, p ~.OS). This
category contained messages like `follow the rules' or `What you have done is
illegal.' Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour had only two levels, because in the
Norm Respect condition none of the groups wrote that the outgroup behaviour
was illegal. In the Employees Norm Violation condition female groups wrote
more messages pertaining to the unacceptability of the outgroup behaviour (M -
2.90) than male groups (M - 1.28) (t(7.7) --3.20, p ~ .02; the level adjusted by
the Bonferroni procedure -.025). In the Land Norm Violation condition the
difference between female and male groups, which was in the opposite direction,
was not significant (M - 1.89 and M- 2.72 respectively). This result suggests
that norm violations are not perceived in the same way by all participants. Female
groups may be more sensitive to norm violations pertaining to employees than
male groups.

2.5 DISCUSSION

The results confirm Hypothesis 1: in Phase 2 of the experiment, participants
showed more negative reactions to the outgroup when the outgroup violated a
norm than when the outgroup respected the norms.

We did not find an effect of Threat to Ingroup Power, predicted in Hypothesis
2: group members did not react more negatively to a norm violation on a
dimension on which the ingroup had more power than the outgroup than to a
norm violation on a dimension on which the ingroup had less power than the
outgroup. Although members of the Temp Agency did react most negatively to
the Employees Norm Violation, Landowners reacted to this Norm Violatíon as
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negatively as to the Land Norm Violation. Besides, the negative reactions of
Landowners in the Land Norm Violation condition are difficult to interpret, since
participants had already reacted rather negatively in Phase 1, before the outgroup
had violated a norm.

We predicted that Land would be perceived as the most important power
dimension in the relationship, but we found that participants considered the
construction workers to be more important than region G. If construction workers
make up the most important power dimension, the finding that most negative
reactions took place in the Employees Norm Violation condition supports
Hypothesis 3: it suggests that there was an effect of Threat to Power Balance on
negative behaviour. Most negative reactions took place when the outgroup
violated a norm on a dimension which participants considered the most important
dimension for completing the assignments. On the other hand, the finding that
Landowners were considered more powerful than the Temp Agency, at least by
members of the Temp Agency, indicates that Land was also an important power
dimension. Thus, it appears that a distinction should be made between importance
of power dimensions in defining the power relation at large and the importance
ofpower dimensions in completing assignments. This distinction is consistent with
the distinction between relational and instrumental interdependence between
indivíduals in a group (Rabbie óc Lodewijkx, 1994). Power on a dimension which
defines the relationship at large is a static variable which pertains to the relational
interdependence between the groups. Power on dimensions which are important
in showing specific activities is instrumental and changes when the activities of
the groups in the relationship change. While, in the present study, region G was
important for the definition of the relationship, the construction workers were
important for completing the assignments. The results suggest that, when two
groups are working together on a task, the instrumental importance of a power
dimension in particular affects negative reactions to norm violation on that
dimension. We believe that instrumental importance affected negative behaviour
to a larger extent than relational importance because, in the Holiday Park
Paradigm, the main goal was instrumental: working on a common task, instead
of relational: building a relationship with the other group. The results of the
Holiday Park Paradigm may therefore not be generalizable to intergroup
relationships in which working together on a common task is not a central
characteristic. As noted in the previous chapter, one should take into account
which dimensions are essential and salient to the groups involved when studying
the effects of power on behaviour.

Although comparisons between the groups showed that Landowners were the
more powerful party in the relationship, from comparisons within the groups it
appeared that Landowners did not perceive themselves as having more power than
the Temp Agency. Landowners may have underrated their ingroup power in order
to give socially desirable answers, because power has unfavourable connotations
(e.g., Ng 1982, pp. 255-257). It is also possible that the perceived ingroup power
of the Landowners had diminished during the task, because the outgroup had not
complied with the ingroup's attempts a influence. It is quite conceivable that
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Landowners considered themselves to be more powerful than the outgroup at the
start of the experiment. In order to check this supposition in the experiment in the
following chapter, perceived power is measured at different points in time.

Hypothesis 4, on the effect of Overall Retaliation Power, was not confirmed.
As can be seen in Figure 2.4, members of the Temp Agency reacted somewhat
less negatively than the Landowners after repeated norm violations, but this effect
was not significant. Since Landowners did not consider themselves to be more
powerful than the Temp Agency, at least at the end of the experiment, it is not
striking that they did not react more negatively than members of the Temp
Agency. Furthermore, although Landowners were perceived to be more powerful
than the Temp Agency by members of the Temp Agency, they did not actually
have more chances to react negatively than the Temp Agency: both groups could
inflict the same noise upon the outgroup and could make the same changes in
planning the holiday park.

The effect of Power Distribution on the perceived importance of construction
workers indicates that it is not always possible to manipulate ingroup power
independently ofperceived importance of a dimension. It is quite conceivable that
group members will consider a power dimension more important the more power
the ingroup has on it. If this is the case, one should be cautious in attributing a
difference in negative reactions between a more powerful group and a less
powerful group to the power difference as such. When members of a more
powerful group consider more dimensions important than members of a less
powerful group, they are more likely to perceive a Threat to Power Balance than
members of a less powerful group. Therefore, if the net effect of power on a
specific dimension is under ínvestigation it is important to check for perceived
importance of these dimensions.

The significant negative correlation between the reported amount of influence
of the ingroup on the outgroup and the frequency of negative behaviour towards
the outgroup in the third phase of the experiment corroborates our supposition that
the more a norm violation is perceived as a threat to the power relation, the more
negative reactions it will elicit. Since the questionnaire was filled out after the
experiment, the amount of influence on the outgroup which was reported could
have been affected by the experiment itself; it is likely that the amount of
influence which participants expected to have before the experiment, was
diminished by the behaviour of the outgroup. If this is the case, the amount of
influence reported can be an indicator of the amount of loss of influence: the
larger the expected influence before the experiment, the less the actual influence
would seem during the experiment. The negative behaviour towards the outgroup
in Phase 3 of the experiment can be conceived of as a reaction to this Threat to
Ingroup Power. It should be noted that, unlike the Threat to Ingroup Power in
Hypothesis 3, this Threat to Ingroup Power is independent of the initial amount
of ingroup power: it refers to the extent to which the ingroup power is diminished
as a result of the uncooperative behaviour by the outgroup. An alternative
explanation is that group members perceived the ingroup's influence on the
outgroup as diminished after realizing that their negative behaviour did not make
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the outgroup alter its behaviour. In the experiment described in the next chapter,
the decrease in perceived influence will be tested by asking participants to give
an estimation of potential ingroup influence on the outgroup at different points in
time during the task.

From our results on the evaluation of the ingroup and the outgroup we
conclude that participants did perceive a threat to social identity during the task.
Apparently, this threat to social identity was caused solely by having to work with
another, uncooperative group, but was not dependent on Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour or the Power Distribution between the groups. The evaluations of the
ingroup and the outgroup and the differences between the evaluations of the
ingroup and the outgroup also did not correlate significantly with the frequency
of negative behaviour towards the outgroup. Apparently, reactions to threat to
social identity and reactions to threat to the power relation are independent
processes.

Also, the data on the allocation of the proceeds suggests that participants
reacted to a threat to their social identity during the task: their self-serving
allocations may have been a way to regain a positive social identity. When the
holiday park was profitable the Temp Agency observed the norm of equality in
dividing the proceeds, while Landowners felt they could depart from equality;
since they were more powerful they could claim a larger part of the profits. When
the holiday park was unprofitable, the Landowners fell back to equality, while
members of the Temp Agency departed from it; since they were less powerful
they had less responsibility for paying the losses than the Landowners. Thus,
members of both groups were willing to depart from equality, but only when it
was advantageous to the ingroup. This result is in accordance with the findings
of several researchers (Azzi, 1992; Deutsch, 1979; De Dreu, 1996) that people
have a self-serving bias in their justice considerations when they have to distribute
valuable resources. Like the evaluations of the ingroup and the outgroup, the
allocations of the proceeds were not affected by norm violations by the outgroup
and did not correlate with the frequency of negative reactions to the outgroup.

Since participants' behaviour was no longer affected by variations in Norm-
related Outgroup Behaviour in the third phase of the experiment, it is interesting
to consider which behaviours should qualify as norm violations. A norm violation
can violate explicitly defined rules, as well as implicit rules, at least when it is
considered a violation by people who observe the behaviour. If one supports the
second view, our Norm Respect condition would be a condition in which an
implicit norm, the norm that one should cooperate when working together on a
task, was violated, because even in the Norm Respect condition the outgroup was
not willing to make any concessions. After the third assignment (just before the
third phase) the holiday park had become unprofitable. Since the outgroup was
stubborn in all conditions, even in the Norm Respect conditions, the losses were
apparently caused by the outgroup. Therefore, we assume that in the last phase
of the experiment the negative reactions towards the outgroup were to a loss of
income caused by the outgroup instead of reactions to threat to the power relation.
It may be for this reason that the outgroup behaviour in the Norm Respect
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condition was not considered significantly less inappropriate than the outgroup
behaviour in the Norm Violation conditions. If the outgroup behaviour in the
Norm Respect condition was perceived as a violation of implicit rules, our results
show that norm violations which pertain to a power dimension are reacted to more
negatively than violations which do not pertain to a power dimension when they
are committed only once or twice. When norm violations are committed
repeatedly this effect disappears; the antagonísm by the outgroup overrules the
effect of threat to the power relation on specific power dimensions.

On the basis of the results of this experiment, no firm conclusions can be
drawn. The following factors hamper an unequivocal interpretation of the results.
First, apparently both dimensions, Land and Employees, were perceived to be
important, even though they differed in type of importance. Second, the perceived
importance of power dimensions was not independent of the Power Distribution
on the dimensions. Third, the same situation was not perceived in the same way
by all groups. The large number of inessages pertaining to the unacceptability of
the outgroup behaviour by female groups in the Employees Norm Violation
condition suggests that females were more sensitive to this norm violation than
males. Also, the remarks made during the task (see Appendix C), indicate that the
experimental situation was not perceived in the same way by all participants: there

were some group members who wondered if the Land Norm Violation was

actually illegal and the Employees Nocm Violation may not have meant the same
to Landowners and members of the Temp Agency.

The results suggest that, when working on a common task, especially the
perceived instrumental importance of a power dimension affects immediate
reactions to norm violation. This provisional conclusion will be further examined
in the following chapters.

To conclude, we believe it is useful to take into account different power
dimensions in an intergroup relationship when studying negative intergroup
behaviour. We think that the Holiday Park Paradigm suits this purpose, because

it incorporates the possible manipulation of power differences between groups on

several power dimensions. Moreover, building the holiday park engages
participants without provoking intergroup competition from the very start.

Note

1. It should be noted that even the Landowners considered the construction
workers to be more important for completing the assignments than region G(M
- 2.10, t(17) - 2.20, p ~ .OS). For members of the Temp Agency, the mean for
perceived importance of region G was 2.29 (t(18) - 4.04, p ~ .O1 for the
comparison with the perceived importance of the construction workers).



Chapter 3: What's happening in the holiday park?
A study of the perception of the experimental
situation in the Holiday Park Paradigm

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The results of the Holiday Park Paradigm experiment described in the previous
chapter were inconclusive with regard to the hypotheses tested. One reason was
that, apparently, the experimental situation was not perceived in the same way by
all participants. In order to clarify how the situation was perceived by the
participants and how this perception changed over time, we conducted the present
study.

Participants in the present study watched a videotape of a group ofthree actors
working on the development of a holiday park with another group. As in the
previous experiment, no face-to-face contact was allowed between the groups.
Participants were asked to imagine that they were members of the group they
were seeing on video. Their only possible reaction was to fill out a questionnaire.
They could not actually work on the holiday park, they could not write messages
to the outgroup in a logbook, and they could not interact with other ingroup
members.

In our previous experiment, we found a significant negative correlation between
the perceived amount of influence the ingroup could exert on the outgroup and
the mean frequency of negative reactions towards the outgroup in the last phase
of the experiment; the less influence group members perceived themselves to have
on the outgroup, the more negatively they reacted to the outgroup. We contended
that participants might have reacted to a perceived loss of influence on the
outgroup since the amount of influence participants reported to have might have
been an indication of the amount of perceived loss of influence on the outgroup
in the course of the experiment. In order to test the idea that participants perceive
themselves to lose potential influence on the outgroup in the course of the
experiment, the present study compared perceived amounts of influence at
different points in time. The more often participants are confronted with an
outgroup which makes arrangements of the holiday park without taking the
ingroup's suggestions into consideration, the more they will come to realize that
the outgroup does not yield to the ingroup's attempts at influence. The following
hypothesis was tested:

Group members who are confronted more often with an outgroup which does
not yield to the ingroup's attempts at influence will perceive themselves to
have less potential influence on the outgroup than group members who are
confronted less often with an outgroup which does not yield to the ingroup's
influence attempts (Hypothesis 1: Decrease in Ingroup Influence).

An important conclusion of the experiment described in the previous chapter was
that a distinction should be made between relational importance of power
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dimensions and instrumental importance of power dimensions. Relational
importance refers to importance for defining the power relation between the
parties, instrumental importance refers to importance for fulfilling a common task.
For the relationship between two groups working on the task of building a holiday
park, Employees appeared to be perceived as constituting the most important
instrumental power dimension. The finding that Landowners were perceived to be
more powerful than the Temp Agency, at least by members of the Temp Agency,
suggests that Land was more important than Employees for the perceived power
distribution between the groups in the Holiday Park Paradigm. Landowners did
not perceive themselves to be more powerful than the outgroup, but we contended
that their perceived ingroup power was diminished during the task as a result of
the uncooperative behaviour by the outgroup. We suppose that members of a
group with more power on a relational dimension will perceive the ingroup as
more powerful than the outgroup and that their perceived ingroup power will only
decrease when repeated attempts to influence the outgroup are unsuccessful. Since
the groups on video in the present study work together on two assignments only,
the perceived ingroup power will not be diminished to a large extent when
participants are asked to fill out the questionnaire. The following hypothesis was
tested:

In a relationship characterized by an instrumental power dimension and a
relational power dimension, members of both groups perceive the group with
more power on the relational dimension as more powerful than the group with
less power on the relational dimension, even if the group with less power on
the relational dimension has more power on the instrumental dimension
(Hypothesis 2: Perceived Power Distribution).

When two groups were working together on a common task, the instrumental
importance of a power dimension in particular appeared to affect negative
reactions to norm violation on that dimension. We believed this to be the case
because in the Holiday Park Paradigm the main goal was instTUmental, namely,
fulfilling a common task. We contended that a norm violation pertaining to an
instrumental power dimension was perceived as a Threat to Power Balance,
because the balance in mutual influence between the groups was disturbed by it.
In the present study, we examined if the same effect occured when participants
did not actually work on the task, but watched a videotape of it. We tested the
following hypothesis:

In a relationship based on the fulfilment of a common task, group members
tend to react more negatively to a norm violation pertaining to a dimension
with high instrumental importance than to a norm violation pertaining to a
dimension with low instrumental importance (Hypothesis 3: effect ofThreat to
Power Balance).

In the original Holiday Park Paradigm, the following two hypotheses were tested
in addition to the effects of importance ofpower dimensions on negative reactions
to norm violation: a) participants react more negatively to norm violation than to
norm respect, and b) participants react more negatively to norm violation
pertaining to a dimension on which the ingroup has more power than the outgroup
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than to norm violation pertaining to a dimension on which the ingroup has less
power than the outgroup. Only the first of these was conftrmed. In the present
study we tested the same hypotheses in a situation in which participants did not
actually work on the task, but watched it on videotape.

Group members tend to react more negatively to the outgroup when it violates
a norm than when it observes the norms (Hypothesis 4: effect of Norm
Violation).
Group members tend to react more negatively to a norm violation pertaining
to a dimension on which the ingroup has more power than the outgroup than
to a norm violation pertaining to a dimension on which the ingroup has less
power than the outgroup (Hypothesis 5: effect of Threat to Ingroup Power).

3.2 METHOD

In order to draw conclusions from the results of the original Holiday Park
Paradigm, it is necessary to understand how the experimental situation was
perceived by participants. The present study was designed to examine the
perception of the Holiday Park Paradigm. Participants saw a videotape of an
experiment with the Holiday Park Paradigm and reacted by filling out a
questionnaire.

3.2.1 Participants and Design

Ninety-six psychology students at Tilburg University (31 males and 65 females)
participated on a voluntary basis in the experiment, which was integrated in a
course on communication.

A 2 X 3 factorial between-subjects design was employed with the factors
Power Distribution (Landowners, Temp Agency) and Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour (Land Norm Violation, Employees Norm Violation, Norm Respect).
Since we were interested in the perception of the experimental situation at
different poínts in time during the experiment, two Norm Respect conditions were
added in which participants watched the actors on video (Landowners or Temp
Agency) work on only one assignment: `Build 10 bungalows' (see Table 3.1).
Participants in the other conditions watched the actors work on two assignments:
`Build 10 bungalows' and `Build a restaurant.' In the first assignment, the
outgroup was quite cooperative: they agreed with the second anangement made
by the actors. In the second assignment, the outgroup was uncooperative: they
changed the arrangements made by the actors without taking into consideration
the acting group's suggestions.
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Table 3.1
The Design of Experiment 2

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Land Employees Norm Norm
Norm Norm Respect Respect

Power Violation Violation 2 1
Distribution 2 Assignments 2 Assignments Assignments Assignment

Landowners 1 3 5 7

Temp Agency 2 4 6 8

The Decrease in Ingroup Influence was tested by comparing perceived ingroup
influence in Conditions 7 and 8 with perceived ingroup influence in Conditions
5 and 6. The Perceived Power Distribution was examined by comparing the
perceived ingroup power and the perceived outgroup power by Landowners and
members of the Temp Agency. The effect of Threat to Power Balance was tested
by comparing reaction tendencies in Conditions 1 and 2 with reaction tendencies
in Conditions 3 and 4. The effect of Norm Violation was tested by comparing
reaction tendencies in Conditions 1 to 4 with reaction tendencies in Conditions 5
and 6. The effect of Threat to Ingroup power was tested by comparing reaction
tendencies in Conditions 1 and 4 with reaction tendencies in Conditions 2 and 3.

3.2.2 Instrument: The Holiday Park on video

Participants in the present study did not actually participate in the development
of the Holiday Park. Instead, they watched a videotape of a three-person group
participating in the experiment. The participants on the videotape, who were
actually actors, first got instructions and then worked on the holiday park, just
like the participants in the original Holiday Park Paradigm had done. When the
actors had worked on the task for two minutes, participants indícated on a
questionnaire (see Appendix D) the type and duration of the sound they would
choose for the outgroup if they had been a member of the group they saw on
video. The following text appeared on the screen: `First choose between muzak
and beep, then determine the duration of the chosen sound.' When the first
assignment was over, and the sound was chosen, the following text appeared on
the screen: `An agreement has been reached, the profits are Dfl. 2700,-. Write
down the percentage of the proceeds you would like to allocate to the Landowners
and to the Temp Agency.' When the second assignment was over, and the
participants had chosen the sound, the following text appeared on the screen: `No
agreement has been reached, the profits are Dfl. 2500,-. Write down the
percentage of the proceeds you would like to allocate to the Landowners and to
the Temp Agency.' The division of the proceeds was also written on the
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questionnaire. Afterwards, participants filled out the rest of the questionnaire,
which was similar to the one in the first experiment (see Appendix D).

In all conditions participants saw the same group of actors working on the
holiday park. In half of the cases, the group was called Landowners, in the other
half of cases, the group was called Temp Agency. In the Land Norm Violation
condition, the actors were confronted with an outgroup which placed the
restaurant outside the area designated by the Landowners for building the holiday
park. This was done in the second and the third rounds of the second assignment.
In the Employees Norm Violation condition, the alleged outgroup hired its own
construction workers to work in the services. In the Norm Respect condition, no
norm was violated. Except for the norm violations, the behaviour of the alleged
outgroup and the group of actors was standardized for all conditions. The alleged
outgroup wrote a few messages in the logbook. In the first assignment, they wrote
`we agree'; in the second assignment, `we cannot agree with this arrangement'
and `we already told you to change the arrangement.' The group of actors did not
write any messages in the logbook in the first assignment. In the second
assignment, the actors in the Norm Violation conditions wrote, `the arrangement
has to be like this, because your set-up was against the rules.' In the second
assignment, the actors in the Norm Respect condition wrote, `the arrangement has
to be like this, because otherwise the smell of the restaurant would be a nuisance
to the visitors.'

In addition to the questions asked in the first experiment, the questionnaire in
the present study included questions about what participants would talk about,
what attitude they would have towards the outgroup and how they would act
towards the outgroup if they could talk to them. These questions were included
as measures of negative behaviour. The frequency of noise inflicted upon the
outgroup was not used as a measure of negative behaviour. Participants were
asked to make a choice between muzak and the beep and to determine the
duration ofthe chosen sound in order to make them identify with the actors in the
video. We believe that the number of times that noise was chosen in the present
study was not a good measure of negative behaviour since participants knew that
the sound would not be broadcast anywhere. In the questionnaire, the items on the
importance ofthe dimensions in the relationship were differentiated into questions
on the importance for the task and extent to which participants had the feeling
they had power on the basis of the dimensions. Participants in the Norm Respect
One Assignment condition filled out the questionnaire immediately after dividing
the proceeds of the first assignment. All other participants filled out the
questionnaire immediately after dividing the proceeds of the second assignment.

3.2.3 Procedure

Participants were asked to participate in a study on `Communícation and
productivity' as part of a course on communication. They were told that the study
was a follow-up to validate results of an experiment on the same subject. They
watched the videotape and filled out the questionnaire in a classroom. The study
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was run in groups of about twenty participants. It was stressed that they should
try to identify with the situation on video; that they should fill out the
questionnaire individually and answer the questions one at a time and in the order
in which they were posed. After all participants had completed the questionnaire,
they were thanked for their cooperation and the aim of the study was explained
to them.

3.2.4 Dependent variables

The main dependent variables were participants' perceptions of the
experimental situation and of the power relation between the groups that had
worked on the development of the holiday park. Furthermore, participants
indicated how they would interact with the outgroup if they had the opportunity
to do so, and the percentage of proceeds they would allocate to the ingroup and
the outgroup if they had been a member of the group they saw on the videotape.

3.3 RESU[,Ts

Unless otherwise indicated, all analyses performed on the six conditions in
which participants saw the actors work on two assignments were 2(Landowners,
Temp agency) X 3(Land Norm Violation, Employees Norm Violation, Norm
Respect) X 2 ( Males, Females) Multivariate Analyses of Variance (MANOVA).

When the Norm Respect One Assignment and the Norm Respect Two
Assignments conditions were compared, the analyses were 2 ( One Assignment,
Two Assignments) X 2(Landowners, Temp Agency) X 2(Males, Females)
Multivariate Analyses of Variance (MANOVA).

3.3.1 Perception of the experimental situation

Muzak, noise
Four questions about the evaluation of the muzak and the noise (how pleasant,

how enjoyable, how disturbing, and how annoying) were included in the
questionnaire. The four questions on the muzak had a Cronbach's alpha of .83.
The four questions on the noise had a Cronbach's alpha of . 76. The muzak was
evaluated positively: on a scale ranging from 4(completely positive) to 16
(completely negative), the mean was 6.74 (SD - 2.07). The noise was evaluated
negatively: on a scale ranging from 4 ( totally positive) to 16 (totally negative),
the mean was 14.19 (SD - 1.73).

Power
As measures for the perceived Power Distribution, the questionnaire contained

items about the extent to which the ingroup could exert influence on the outgroup
and the extent to which the outgroup could exert influence on the ingroup.
Perceived influence was indicated on a five-point scale (1 - not at all, to 5- very
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much so). According to the members of the Temp Agency, the outgroup could
exert significantly more influence on the ingroup (M - 3.38) than according to the
Landowners (M - 2.53) (F(1,61) - 12.06, p ~.O1). There was no significant
difference between perceived influence of the ingroup on the outgroup by
Landowners ( M - 3.00) and members of the Temp Agency (M - 2.78). Two other
measures for Power Distribution were questions about the extent to which the
ingroup was dependent on the outgroup and the extent to which the outgroup was
dependent on the ingroup. Dependence was indicated on a scale ranging from 1
(not at all) to 4(very much so). According to the Landowners, the outgroup was
significantly more dependent on the ingroup (M - 3.00) than according to the
members of the Temp Agency (M - 2.24) (F(1,62) - 20.89, p ~ .001). On the
same scale, the Landowners indicated that the ingroup was significantly less
dependent on the outgroup (M - 2.47) than the members of the Temp Agency (M
- 2.84) (F(1,62) - 10.44, p ~.O1). As predicted, according to the Landowners,
the ingroup could exert more influence on the outgroup than vice versa (t(35) -
2.56, p ~.02), and the outgroup was more dependent on the ingroup than vice
versa (t(35) - 3.61, p ~.O1). According to members of the Temp Agency, the
ingroup could exert less influence on the outgroup than vice versa (t(36) --2.93,
p ~.O1), and the outgroup was less dependent on the ingroup than vice versa
(t(37) --3.83, p ~.001). Thus, members of both groups perceived Landowners
as more powerful than the Temp Agency.

Importance of power dimensions
The differences in overall perceived power between Landowners and members

of the Temp Agency suggest that Land had high relational importance, since it
was the only power dimension in the relationship on which the Landowners were
more powerful than the Temp Agency. In order to check the perceived importance
of dimensions, the questionnaire contained questions on the extent to which
participants had the feeling that they had power on the basis of Land ownership,
and control of construction workers and service personnel. For Landowners, the
feeling of power on the basis of the ownership of Land was larger (M - 2.94)
than on the basis of control of construction workers (M - 2.06) (t(35) - 4.31, p
~.001). The feeling of power on the basis of construction workers for the
Landowners did not differ significantly from the feeling of power members ofthe
Temp Agency had on the basis of their control of construction workers (M -
2.24). As predicted, Land was indeed perceived as an important relational power
dimension.

Participants indicated on a scale ranging from 1(not at all important) to 4
(very important) how important they considered Land, construction workers, and
service personnel for completing the assignments. Participants indicated that they
considered construction workers significantly more important (M - 3.00) than
service personnel (M - 2.61) (t(73) - 3.08, p ~ .O1). There was a trend for the
difference in perceived importance of construction workers and Land (M - 2.70)
(t(73) --1.82, p ~.08). Hence, the difference in perceived instrumental
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importance of construction workers and Land was not significant, but it was in
the expected direction.

Norm Violation
Participants were asked, for each assignment, to indicate on a scale ranging

from 1(completely appropriate) to 5(completely unacceptable) how they
evaluated the behaviour of the outgroup. A 2(Landowners versus Temp agency)
X 3(Land Norm Violation, Employees Norm Violation, Norm Respect) X 2
(Males versus Females) X 2(Assignment 1, Assignment 2) Multivariate Analysis
of Variance (MANOVA) was conducted on perceived inappropriateness of
outgroup behaviour, with Assignment as a within-subjects variable. This analysis
was conducted on the results in the six conditions in which participants watched
the two assignments. There was a significant main effect for Assignment (F(1,62)
- 208.21, p ~.001) and a significant interaction effect between Norm-related
Outgroup Behaviour and Assignment (F(2,62) - 4.69, p ~ .OS). In Table 3.2, the
perceived inappropriateness of outgroup behaviour is depicted for the three levels
of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in the two assignments.

Table 3.2
Perceived inappropriatenessof outgroup behaviourfor the three levels of Norm-
related Outgroup Behaviour in the two assignments

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Land Employees Norm M
Norm Norm Respect

Assignment Violation Violation

Assignment 1 1.29 1.25 1.31 1.29

Assignment 2 3.92 3.42 2.96 3.42

Note. Means can vary from 1 to 5(1-completely correct 2-barely acceptable
3-inappropriate 4-very inappropriate 5-completely unacceptable).

The outgroup behaviour in Assignment 2 was perceived to be more
inappropriate than in Assignment 1. In Assignment 2, the outgroup behaviour was
perceived as inappropriate in all conditions, but more so in the two Norm
Violation conditions together than in the Norm Respect condition (t(71) - 2.95
p ~.01; the level adjusted by the Bonferroni procedure -.025). The difference
between the perceived inappropriateness of outgroup behaviour in the Land Norm
Violation condition and the Employees Norm Violation condition was not
significant.
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Perception of the ezperimental situation after one assignment and after two
assignments

The two Norm Respect conditions in which participants watched only one
assignment were included in order to study differences in perception of the
experimental situation at different points in time. In contrast to the analyses in the
preceding sections, in these analyses Assignment was a between-subjects variable.
In order to study only the effects of being confronted more often with an
outgroup which makes arrangements of the holiday park without taking into
consideration the ingroup's suggestions and not the effects of Norm Violation, we
compared questionnaire responses of participants in the Norm Respect 1
Assignment conditions with participants in the Norm Respect 2 Assignments
conditions.

There was an interaction effect between Assignment and Power Distribution
(F(1,39) - 5.75, p ~.05) for perceived amount of potential influence of the
ingroup on the outgroup. Landowners who had only been confronted with the
outgroup behaviour in the first assignment had significantly more perceived
potential influence on the outgroup (M - 3.55) than Landowners who had been
confronted with the outgroup behaviour in two assignments (M - 2.67) (t(43) --
2.38, p ~.025; the level adjusted by the Bonferroni procedure -.025). For
members of the Temp Agency there was no significant difference between the
amount ofperceived potential influence after one assignment (M - 2.64) and after
two assignments (M - 3. ] 5). Thus, it seems that Hypothesis 1, on the Decrease
in Ingroup Influence was confirmed, but only for Landowners.

A main effect for Assignment was noted for perceived importance of Land in
completing the assignments (F(1,40) - 6.86, p ~.OS). After the first assignment,
Land was considered more important for task completion (M - 3.09) than after
two assignments (M - 2.38). We believe that at the start of the experiment, Land
was very important because without it one cannot start building the park. When
the first buildings have been built, the importance of Land is less because no new
decisions have to be made about it. Attention then shifts to the employees to be
hired.

There was a main effect for Assignment on the perceived inappropriateness of
outgroup behaviour in the first assignment. Participants who had only seen one
assignment considered the outgroup behaviour in Assignment 1 significantly less
appropriate (M - 2.27) than participants in the Norm Respect conditions who had
seen two assignments (M- 1.31) (F(1,40) - 12.91, p ~ .O1). This result indicates
that participants' recollections of the situation may change in view of other
circumstances. Although the videotape of Assignment 1 was identical for
participants in both Norm Respect conditions, participants who had also been
confronted with the inappropriate outgroup behaviour in Assignment 2, did not
perceive the outgroup behaviour in Assignment 1 to be as inappropriate as
participants who had only been confronted with the outgroup behaviour in
Assignment 1.
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3.3.2 Reactions to the outgroup

Anticipated discussion with the outgroup
The questionnaire contained items on what participants would do if they could

talk to the outgroup. These questions were divided into three categories: questions
about which aspects of the task participants would talk about with the other
group; questions about participants' attitudes towards the other group; and
questions about how participants would try to achieve their goals in a discussion
with the other group.

What participants would talk about with the outgroup. On a scale ranging from
1(absolutely not) to 7(absolutely yes), participants indicated to what extent they
wanted to talk to the outgroup about the location of the buildings, the employees,
the building material, the proceeds, the sound the ingroup would choose for the
outgroup, the sound the outgroup would choose for the ingroup, and the
relationship between the groups.

In Table 3.3, the tendency to talk about the location of the buildings, about the
employees and about the relationship is depicted for the three levels of Norm-
related Outgroup Behaviour. There was a main effect for Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour on these three variables (F(2,61) - 3.22, p ~ .OS for the extent to
which participants wanted to talk about the location of the buildings; F(2,61) -
5.50, p ~.O1 for the extent to which they wanted to talk about the employees, and
F(2,61) - 4.33, p ~.OS for the extent to which they wanted to talk about the
relationship between the groups). As can be seen in Table 3.3, the tendency to
talk about the location of the buildings was greatest after the Land Norm
Violation and smallest after the Employees Norm Violation. The tendency to talk
about the employees and the tendency to talk about the relationship with the other
group were greatest after the Employees Norm Violation and least after the Land
Norm Violation.

There was a significant correlation between the extent to which participants
wanted to talk about the employees and the extent to which they wanted to talk
about the relationship between the groups (r -.43, p ~.001).

How participants would try to achieve their goals in a discussion with the
outgroup. Participants indicated on a scale from 1(absolutely not) to 7(absolutely
yes) how willingly they would show a number of reactions towards the outgroup
in order to achieve their goals if they had the chance to talk to them.

Participants were asked how willing they were: to tell the outgroup that its
behaviour was unacceptable; to demand excuses from the outgroup; and to call
in the experimenter to settle things. Cronbach's alpha for these three questions
was .65. We called the new variable, which was calculated as the mean over the
aforementioned questions, `Tendency to Redress the Situation.' There was a main
effect for Norm-related Outgroup behaviour (F(2,62) - 5.14, p ~.O1) in terms of
the willingness of the respondents to redress the situation in their relationship with
the outgroup. Participants in the Employees Norm Violation condition were more
inclined to redress the situation (M - 4.13) than participants in the Land Norm
Violation condition (M - 3.75) and participants in the Nonn Respect condition
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(M - 3.13) together (t(71) - 2.55, p ~ .015; the level adjusted by the Bonferroni
procedure -.025). Thus, as in the experiment described in the previous chapter,
participants had the strongest tendency to react when the outgroup violated a norm
pertaining to a dimension with high instrumental importance.

Table 3.3
Tendency to talk about the location of the buildings, the employees, and the
relationship with the outgroup for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Land Employees Norm M
Tendency to Norm Norm Respect
talk about: Violation Violation

Location 4.67b 3.OOa 3.88ab 3.85

Employees 4.88a 6.29~ 5.856 5.68

Relationship 5.67, 6.636 5.96a 6.08

Note. Means in the same row that do not share subscripts differ at p ~ .OS in the
Tukey comparison.

Participants were asked to what extent they were inclined: to tell the outgroup
that they were willing to make concessions; to offer suggestions for building the
holiday park; to ask for suggestions for building the holiday park; to give
arguments for building the holiday park in a certain way; and to ask for
arguments for building the holiday park in a certain way. Cronbach's alpha for
these five questions was .85. We called the new variable, which was calculated
as the mean over the aforementioned questions, `Tendency to Negotiate.' There
was a main effect for Power Distribution (F(1,62) - 6.00, p ~.02). Members of
the Temp Agency were more inclíned to negotiate (M - 6.43) than Landowners
(M - 6.10). From a significant interaction effect between Power Distribution and
Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour (F(2,62) - 4.23, p ~ .02), it appeared that there
was no difference between the Landowners and Temp Agency for all conditions
of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour. More specifically, post hoc comparisons
with the Tukey procedure showed that in the Employees Norm Violation
condition, Landowners were less likely to negotiate (M - 5.72) than members of
the Temp Agency (M - 6.68). This result is consistent with the results found in
our previous experiment which indicated that Employees Norm Violation did not
have the same meaning for Landowners and the Temp Agency. Since only the
Temp Agency had service personnel, replacing these employees with its own
construction workers would not change the number of employees with an
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occupation. Therefore, this behaviour by the Temp Agency could only be
interpreted by the Landowners as pure obstruction. Negotiating with the Temp
Agency would, therefore, be less likely to result in a change in behaviour than in
the other conditions.

Percentage ofproceeds allocated to the ingroup
We analyzed the percentage of proceeds allocated to the ingroup after

Assignment 1 and after Assignment 2. In Table 3.4, the mean percentage of
proceeds allocated to the ingroup after each assignment is depicted for the
Landowners and members of the Temp Agency. As in the original Holiday Park
Paradigm experiment, Landowners allocated a larger part of the proceeds to the
ingroup than members of the Temp Agency (F(1,62) - 24.76, p ~.001). There
was a main effect for Assignment (F(1,62) - 10.63, p ~.O1). After the second
Assignment, participants allocated a larger percentage of the profits to the ingroup
(M - 61.96) than after the first assignment (M - 54.86).

Table 3.4
Mean percentage of proceeds allocated to the ingroup after each assignment by
Landowners and members of the Temp Agency

Assignment

Power Distribution Assignment 1 Assignment 2 M

Landowners

Temp Agency

3.4 DISCUSSION

63.89 68.47 66.18

46.32 55.79 51.06

We predicted that participants would perceive a Decrease in Ingroup Influence
after repeated confrontation with an uncooperative outgroup. We found this only
for the Landowners. At the start of the experiment, they expected to have more
influence on the outgroup than members of the Temp Agency. It became clear to
them very soon that the outgroup did not yield to their attempts at influence.
Members of the Temp Agency initially had lower expectations about their ability
to influence the outgroup. Therefore, in the second assignment, after the outgroup
had shown that it did not yield to the attempts at influence of the Temp Agency,
their perceived potential influence was not diminished. It is, however, possible
that they might have perceived a Decrease in Ingroup Influence if the outgroup
had repeatedly refused to yield to their attempts at influence.

Participants who were confronted with a cooperative outgroup in the first
assignment and with an uncooperative outgroup in the second assignment,
evaluated the outgroup behaviour in the first assignment as more appropriate than
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participants who had only observed the behaviour of the cooperative outgroup in
the first assignment. This indicates that when the participants filled out the
questionnaire at the end of the task, their perceptions may have been influenced
by events occurring during the experiment. Apparently, events which occurred
first were overshadowed by later events. Therefore, in order to study the change
in participants' perceptions of the experimental situation over time, their
perceptions at different points in time need to be assessed.

As predicted in our hypothesis on the Perceived Power Distribution,
Landowners were perceived to be more powerful than the Temp Agency by
members of both groups. Being confronted with the outgroup behaviour in two
assignments was not sufficient to make Landowners consider the outgroup to be
as powerful as the ingroup. Apparently, Land was perceived to be more important
for defining the power relationship between the groups than Employees. This idea
is con oborated by the feeling of power Landowners derive from the ownership
of Land. In the Holiday Park Paradigm, the Land dimension can be conceived of
as the territory of the Landowners. We believe that temtory is very often
important to groups. According to Beals, Hoijer, and Beals (1977) "Households,
local groups, bands, tribes, states, nations, and many things in between are
primarily territorial groups, even though their members may visualize them also
in other terms" (p. 425). Since the ownership of a territory is very important to
a group, it will affect the perceived power distribution in the relationships this
group has with other groups. The present study shows that this is the case even
when the relationship is based on completing a common task.

Participants considered Employees more important for completing the
assignments than Land. This is only a trend, but the finding that the perceived
importance of Land in fulfilling the assignments was smaller after two
assignments than after one, suggests that the difference in perceived instrumental
importance of Land and Employees might have increased if the study had gone
on longer. Initially, Land was considered very important for completing the
assignments since it was a necessary prerequisite for building the park. When,
however, several buildings had been built, Land became a background variable
and the attention shifted to the importance of Employees, without whom the
building could not take place.

We found an effect of Norm Violation and Threat to Power Balance on
negative reactions to the outgroup. Participants who were confronted with Norm
Violation by the outgroup had a stronger Tendency to Redress the Situation than
participants who were confronted with Norm Respect. The strongest Tendency to
Redress the Situation was found for participants who were confronted with the
Employees Norm Violation: when the outgroup violated a norm pertaining to a
dimension with high instrumental importance, participants were more inclined to
react to the outgroup than in the other conditions. This effect was not due to
differences in perceived inappropriateness of the norm violations: participants did
not consider the Employees Norm Violation to be more inappropriate than the
Land Norm Violation. Furthermore, in the present study there could be no doubt
about the latter being against the rules. When the actors on the video came across
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a norm violation by the outgroup they looked up and read the relevant rule
concerning the outgroup behaviour aloud, after which they concluded that there
had been a norm violation.

Participants who were confronted with the Employees Norm Violation were
more likely to talk with the outgroup about the relationship than participants in
other conditions. It appears that this violation had a different meaning for
participants than the Land Norm Violation. Although Land is very important for
defining the power relation between the groups, the Employees Norm Violation
apparently has more negative consequences for the relationship. This result is in
accordance with the finding by Lodewijkx (1989) that participants with an
ínstrumental cooperative orientation reacted most negatively to a norm violation
by another party. The task he used was a Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG) in
which the other party violated a norm by breaking their promise to cooperate. The
instrumental cooperative strategy is the major motivational orientation in the PDG
(Lodewijkx, 1989, p. 183). It is reasonable to assume that the instrumental
cooperative orientation is also the major motivational orientation in the Holiday
Park Paradigm. In contrast with the PDG, instrumentality in the Holiday Park
Paradigm is directed towards building a holiday park that is as profitable as
possible instead of trying to gain the maximum amount ofmoney for the ingroup.
Since the holiday park has to be built by cooperating with the outgroup, the
motivation to cooperate could be even stronger than in the PDG. When the
common goal to build the holiday park is blocked by the outgroup which violates
a norm on a dimension with high instrumental importance, participants not only
react negatively to this outgroup, but they also feel the need to talk about the
relationship which, initially, was based upon cooperation.

As in the original Holiday Park Paradigm experiment, we did not find an effect
of Threat to Ingroup Power on negative reactions, predicted in Hypothesis 5:
group members did not show more negative reactions to a norm violation on a
dimension on which the ingroup had more power than the outgroup, than to a
norm violation on a dimension on which the ingroup had less power than the
outgroup.

As is clear from the mean scores of the tendency to negotiate with the
outgroup, participants were very much willing to negotiate with them. Participants
may have thought that talking with the outgroup would resolve the problems,
because the groups would hear each other's viewpoints and they could talk it out.

To conclude, perceived potential influence on the outgroup diminished in the
course of the experiment, but only for the more powerful party in the relationship.
It is possible that unyielding outgroup behaviour in only two assignments was not
sufficient for the less powerful party to perceive a decrease in potential influence
on the outgroup.

Although the difference between the perceived instrumental importance of
Employees and Land was only a trend, the results in this experiment indicate that
a distinction should be made between instrumental and relational importance of
power dimensions. Land was more important for defining the Perceived Power
Distribution between the parties in the relationship, while Employees were more
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important for completing the assignments in the course of the experiment. Norm
violations pertaining to dimensions with high instrumental importance are
perceived differently and evoke different reactions than norm violations pertaining
to dimensions with high relational importance. The results of the first two
experiments suggest that, in a task in which two groups work together to achieve
a common goal, norm violations pertaining to dimensions with high instrumental
importance evoke more negative reactions and are more disruptive to the
relationship than norm violations pertaining to dimensions with high relational
importance.
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Chapter 4: Negative intergroup behaviour: The
effects of acknowledged power and instrumental
importance of power dimensions

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The way in which we manipulated our independent variables in the Holiday
Park Paradigm in the previous experiments appeared to have a couple of
disadvantages. Firstly, both the Land and Employee dimensions were apparently
perceived as important, even though they differed in type of importance.
Secondly, since norm violations in the different conditions consisted of different
outgroup behaviours it was possible that these norm violations had inherent
differences which led participants to react differently. Thírdly, a group which had
more power on one dimension always had less power on the other dimension. In
the experiment described here, we modified the Holiday Park Paradigm in the
following ways: i) the instrumental importance of one and the same dimension is
varied quantitatively instead of having two dimensions differing in type of
importance; ii) in order to prevent differences in perception of norm violations,
the outgroup commits the same norm violation in all norm violation conditions;
iii) the relative ingroup power was varied on one and the same dimension.

Within this setting four hypotheses were tested. Three of these were already
tested in the experiments described in the previous chapters. One hypothesis was
added, which was a specification of the hypothesis on the effect of Threat to
Ingroup Power.

Norms function in intergroup relations to ensure stability, predictability and
coordination. When the norms are respected, in a relation between two parties,
there is no reason to react negatively. This idea is expressed as follows in our first
hypothesis.

Group members will react more negatively to Norm Violation by the outgroup
than to Norm Respect by the outgroup (Hypothesis 1: effect of Norm
Violation).

The central proposition of the present research was that norm violation will lead
to negative reactions when it is perceived as a threat to the power relation. In
terms of power dimensions, threat to the power relation can take place in two
ways. The first type of threat - Threat to Power Balance - takes place when the
outgroup violates a norm which pertains to a dimension which is considered
important to the power relation. Group members will view the ingroup and the
outgroup in terms of their relative power on a dimension when they perceive this
dimension to be important: since the ability to influence each other on an
important dimension has a strong impact on the relationship, group members need
to have clarity about the extent to which each group can influence the other
group. An important dimension in a relationship is therefore always a power
dimension. When a dimension is perceived to be important, group members will
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attach importance to the maintenance of the Power Balance between the ingroup
and the outgroup. By ignoring a norm which pertains to an important dimension,
the outgroup threatens the power relation. The results found in the previous
experiments suggest that it is the instrumental importance of a power dimension
in particular which affects negative reactions to norm violation on that dimension,
as opposed to relational importance. Instrumental importance refers to importance
in fulfilling a common task, relational importance refers to importance in defining
the power relation at large. We tested the following hypothesis:

Group members will react more negatively to a norm violation by the outgroup
pertaining to a dimension with greater instrumental importance than to a norm
violation by the outgroup pertaining to a dimension with lesser instrumental
ímportance (Hypothesis 2: effect of Threat to Power Balance).

T'he second type of threat - Threat to Ingroup Power - takes place when the
outgroup violates a norm which pertains to a power dimension in the relationship
on which the ingroup has more power than the outgroup. We assume that such a
norm violation is perceived as a threat, because the outgroup reduces the power
of the ingroup on the specific dimension; if the ingroup has a great deal ofpower,
the reduction of this power by a norm violation will be large. We tested the
following hypothesis on the effect of Threat to Ingroup Power on negative
reactions.

Group members will react more negatively to norm violation by the outgroup
pertaining to a dimension on which the ingroup has more power than the
outgroup than to a norm violation by the outgroup pertaining to a dimension
on which the ingroup has less power than the outgroup (Hypothesis 3: effect
of Threat to Ingroup Power).

In the experiments with the Holiday Park Paradigm described in the previous
chapters (see also Vonken 8c DeRidder, 1996), we found that the awareness that
the ingroup has more power than the outgroup on a specific dimension may not
be sufficient to cause negative reactions to a norm violation pertaining to this
dimension. When the ingroup's power is not explicitly stressed, group members
may not realize that their possibility to exert influence on the outgroup on the
specific dimension is threatened by the outgroup's norm violation. We expected
that the perceived threat to the power relation of a norm violation by the outgroup
depends on the amount of power the ingroup members initially expect to have
over the outgroup on the dimension to which the norm violation pertains. T'his
expected amount of power depends, in turn, on the extent to which ingroup
members believe that the outgroup acknowledges the ingroup's power: an
outgroup which does not acknowledge the ingroup's power cannot be expected
to yield to the ingroup's influence attempts. We therefore included conditions in
the experimental design in which the larger power of the ingroup relative to the
outgroup was stressed by having the outgroup explicitly acknowledge the
ingroup's power. By acknowledging the ingroup's power, the outgroup members
stressed the power difference between the groups and they indicated that they
accepted this difference. The hypothesis we tested is the following:
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Group members will react more negatively to a norm violation by the outgroup
when the ingroup's power on the dimension to which the norm violation
pertains has been explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup than when the
ingroup's power on the dimension to which the norm violation pertains has not
been explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup (Hypothesis 4: effect of Threat
to Acknowledged Ingroup Power).

4.2 METHOD

4.2.1 Participants and Design

One hundred and fifteen psychology students at Tilburg University (46 males
and 69 females) participated in the experiment on a voluntary basis. They
received 15 Dutch guilders (about ~7.50) for their participation.

We used a between-subjects design with 8 conditions (see Table 4.1). ~ The
following factors were included: Instrumental Importance of the power dimension
to which the norm violation pertains (Greater, Lesser), Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour (Norm Violation, Norm Respect), Relative Power of the Ingroup (More
Power than the outgroup, Less Power than the outgroup), and Acknowledgement
of Power. The latter factor is nested within Relative Power of the Ingroup
(Acknowledged, Not Acknowledged).

Table 4.1
The Design of Experiment 3

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Norm Violation Norm
Respect

More Less More
Power Power Power

Acknowledgement of Power

Importance of Acknowledged Not Acknowledged
Dimension

Greater

Lesser

1 3 5 7
2 4 6 8

Note. In all cells, there were 5 groups of participants, except for Condition 4, in
which there were only 4 groups.
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The effect of Norm Violation was tested by comparing negative reactions in
Conditions 3 and 4 with negative reactions in Conditions 7 and 8. The effect of
Threat to Ingroup power was tested by comparing negative reactions in Conditions
3 and 4 with negative reactions in Conditions 5 and 6. The effect of Threat to
Acknowledged Ingroup Power was tested by comparing negative reactions in
Conditions 1 and 2 with negative reactions in Conditions 3 and 4. The effect of
Threat to Power Balance was tested by comparing negative reactions in
Conditions 1, 3, and 5 with negative reactions in Conditions 2, 4, and 6.

4.2.2 General setting

In the laboratory participants are received in a three-person group2 by the
experimenter. Their group is labelled "Interbuild". Interbuild has to work together
with another group, called "Constructo", on the development of a holiday park.
The groups have to execute three successive assignments. In the first assignment
they build bungalows, then a restaurant and at last a shop. After the bungalows
have been built, visitors arrive and the holiday park makes profit. After the
restaurant and the shop have been built, the holiday park does not yield any profit.

4.2.3 Instrument

Two three-person groups are given the task ofbuilding a holiday park together.
The members of each group are of the same sex. One group is called "Interbuild",
the other group is called "Constructo".

The task consists of three assignments, which the groups have to complete
successively. The assignments are: `Build eight bungalows,' `Build a restaurant,'
and `Build a shop.' Various materials are available for executing the task. First,
there is the land on which the holiday park has to be built which is represented
by a table of 90 cm by 78 cm, with a green cloth on it. Second, both groups have
construction workers, represented by little wooden figurines. Interbuild's
construction workers are orange, Constructo's construction workers are white.
Third, there are miniature buildings, mounted on blue wooden plates. Some
buildings are more durable, but also more expensive, than others. The groups have
to choose the buildings they want to use, position them in the manner they deem
most attractive and hire the number of employees needed to build the holiday
park.

The two groups work on the assignments alternately. The first group starts each
assignment by making an arrangement on the table. They have two minutes to do
this. After these two minutes, the first group has to leave the workroom. Then the
second group enters to work on the assignment. This group can agree with the
arrangement made by the first group or modify it. If they modify the arrangement,
the first group comes back after two minutes and works on it again. The taking
of turns continues until one of the groups agrees or until the maximum amount
of time, 12 minutes, has passed. Then the assignment is over and the groups can
start with the next assignment. If none of the groups agrees with the arrangement
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made by the other group within 12 minutes, the groups proceed to the next
assignment. This means that the assignment is not accomplished and the specific

facility will not yield any profits.
The groups do not see each other. Therefore, they cannot communicate directly

with each other. In the first turn of the first assignment, however, each group can

write one, but only one, note to the other group.
While one group is working at the task, the individual members of the other

group are seated in separate cubicles. In these cubicles, they have to wait until

they can work at the task again and they have the opportunity to read the

instructions for the assignments. After each assignment, furthermore, they have

to ftll out a brief questionnaire which can be done when they are in the cubicles.

Members of each group can express their approval or disapproval of the other

group's arrangements by detennining the sound that is broadcast in the cubicles

where the members of the other group are waiting. When a group enters the

workroom, its members must first study the arrangement made by the outgroup.

Then, each group member enters an evaluation booth. Within these evaluation

booths there are boxes with buttons; a green button, a red button and ten grey

buttons. If group members approve of the arrangement made by the outgroup,

they press the green button. If this is done, the outgroup members who are sitting

in the cubicles will hear pleasant, relaxing music. If participants disapprove of the

arrangement made by the outgroup, they can interrupt the muzak with a

disturbing, unpleasant beep ofvarying duration. In order to broadcast a beep they

press the red button on the box. When choosing to broadcast a beep, group

members have to press one of the grey buttons to determine the duration of the

beep, which can vary from 4 to 40 seconds. Since each group's turn to work on
the holiday park in the workroom takes a maximum of two minutes, each group

member can determine the sound that is broadcast in the cubicles for the duration
of 40 seconds. If a group member presses the green button, the members of the

outgroup will hear muzak for 40 seconds. If a group member presses the red
button, the muzak is interrupted and a beep will be broadcast for the duration

chosen by pressing one of the ten grey buttons.
In the experiment, there is only one group of real participants. They are always

members of Interbuild. The behaviour of Constructo is simulated by the
experimenter. The Relative Power of the Ingroup is manipulated as follows. In the

More Power Conditions, Interbuild has 30 construction workers, while Constructo

has only 10 construction workers. In the Less Power Conditions, Constructo has

30 construction workers, while Interbuild has only 10 construction workers. It was

predicted that the group with the largest number of construction workers would

be considered more powerful than the group with the smallest number of
construction workers, since construction workers are important to the common
task and since they constitute the only dimension in the relationship on the basis
of which a distinction in terms of power can be made between the groups.
However, superiority in terms of number of construction workers may not be
sufficient to create a perception ofpower over the outgroup. In the Acknowledged
Power Conditions, therefore, Interbuild not only has more construction workers
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than Constructo, but Constructo explicitly acknowledges Interbuild's power. At
the start of the experiment, Constructo writes a note to Interbuild in which they
say `You have the largest number of employees. In our opinion, you have the
largest say in how to build the holiday park.' In addition to construction workers,
both groups own materials for building the holiday park. Interbuild has 5
bungalows, materials for a very durable restaurant and materials for a less durable
restaurant. Constructo has 5 bungalows, material for a very durable shop and
material for a less durable shop.

Instrumental Importance of the Power Dimension is varied by varying the main
goal of the task. In the Greater Instrumental Importance Conditions, construction
workers are very important since the main goal of the task consists of building a
holiday park as fast as possible. It is explicitly stated that the speed with which
the holiday park is built depends on the number of construction workers hired: the
more construction workers hired, the faster the holiday park is built. In the Lesser
Instrumental Importance Conditions, construction workers are less important since
the main goal of the task consists of building a holiday park which is as durable
as possible. It is explicitly stated that the durability depends on the materials used
for building the holiday park, not on the number of construction workers hired.

In the instructions the participants receive, two norms are described. These
norms are presented as existing agreements between Interbuild and Constructo.
The first agreement states that profits should be distributed over the groups
proportional to the deployment of employees and materials of each group. The
second agreement states that in each assignment construction workers of both
groups have to be hired. In the Norm Violation Conditions, Constructo violates
the second agreement by hiring only their own construction workers in the second
and in the third assignment. Constructo does this three times in each assignment.
In the Norm Respect Conditions, Constructo hires the same number of their own
and Interbuild's construction workers in the second and in the third assignments.'
Except for the Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour, the behaviour of the alleged
outgroup is standardized in all conditions.

After each assignment, the profits of the holiday park are displayed on a little
screen on the boxes in the evaluation-booths. The profits are displayed as points.
Actually, these profits do not depend on the arrangement of the holiday park
chosen by the groups, but have been preprogrammed by the experimenter so that
the profits are 2700 points in the first assignment and zero points in the second
and third assignment.

4.2.4 Modifications of the original Holiday Park Paradigm

The instrument used in the present experiment was an adaptation of the original
Holiday Park Paradigm. The original paradigm was modified in the following
fashion.

In contrast to the original paradigm, participants in the present experiment react
to the an angement made by the outgroup immediately after seeing it, instead of
after having worked on it for two minutes. In this manner, it is possible to study
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spontaneous reactions to norm violation. Another advantage of the method used
in the present experiment is that participants do not have to fear the noise
interfering with building the holiday park, since outgroup members hear the noise
while they are sitting alone in a cubicle, waiting until they can work again.

Choosing the noise is the only way of reacting negatively to the outgroup, since
participants cannot write messages in the logbook or divide proceeds between the
groups. In this manner, the amount of noise chosen for the outgroup cannot be
affected by other reactions to the outgroup.

Participants are asked to fill out a brief questionnaire repeatedly during the
experiment, so that changes in perception of the experimental situation and the
power relation with the outgroup can be detected.

In all norm violation conditions the same norm violation is committed by the
outgroup. In this manner, differences in reactions to norm violation cannot be
attributed to differences in seriousness or inappropriateness of the norm violation
in itself. Furthermore, norm violation consists in a violation of an agreement
between the groups instead of violation of a rule imposed upon the groups by a
third party. It is, therefore, less likely that participants approve of the outgroup's
behaviour.

The paradigm used in the present experiment is less complex than the original
Holiday Park Paradigm. Two construction companies build a holiday park
together, instead of a group of Landowners and a Temp Agency. In this manner,
differences in the perception of a norm violation, due to membership of different
kinds of groups, are prevented. The land on which the holiday park will be built
can be used entirely, instead of only half of it. The only employees to be hired
are construction workers, instead of having to employ service personnel as well.
Finally, instead of four assignments, only three assignments have to be completed.

4.2.5 Procedure

On campus, students were approached individually and asked to participate in
a study on `Communication and Productivity.' When they agreed, a time was
specified at which they would come to the laboratory. In the laboratory, they were
introduced to the other two members of their group. They were told that the
purpose of the experiment in which they were going to participate was to study
the effectiveness of two work groups with limited means of communication.

The experimenter explained that the participants had to build a holiday park
together with another group, which supposedly was getting instructions from a
second experimenter in another room. The participants were told that their group
was called Interbuild while the other group was called Constructo. They were
shown which materials they had at their disposal and they received verbal
instructions about the task and the boxes.

After they were given their instructions, participants were shown the cubicles
where they would wait while the alleged outgroup was working on the holiday
park. In the meantime, the second experimenter was supposedly showing the
workroom to the other group. In the cubicles, the main goal of the task and the
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agreements between the groups were repeated. The participants received written
instructions for the three assignments and they were told that, after each
assignment, they would be asked to fill out a briefquestionnaire. They were given
a sample of the muzak and the beep. The experimenter explained that the
outgroup had the same type of cubicles on the other side of the laboratory. After
about three minutes, the second experimenter came in to announce that her group
was ready to start working on the first assignment. Then the participants entered
the cubicles and stayed there for two minutes. Afterwards, they were picked up
and accompanied to the workroom where they started work on the first
assignment.

Each time participants entered the workroom, they first observed the
arrangement made by the outgroup and entered the evaluation booths to determine
the sound for the outgroup. Then they worked at the task for two minutes. After
working for two minutes, they were accompanied to their cubicles where they
were picked up again two minutes later.

In the first assignment, the alleged outgroup changed the arrangement made by
the participants in their first two turns, but agreed with what was done during the
third turn. Changing the arrangement consisted of replacing some of the
bungalows and hiring a somewhat larger proportion of Constructo's construction
workers. In the second and third assignments, the outgroup never agreed with the
arrangement made by the participants. In the Norm Violation Conditions,
Constructo hired only their own construction workers. In the Norm Respect
Conditions, Constructo hired an equal number of construction workers of their
own and Interbuild's in the second and third assignments.

After each assignment, the participants filled out a brief questionnaire on their
evaluation of the outgroup behaviour and the influence they expected to have on
the outgroup (see Appendix E). After the third assignment participants were asked
to fill out the final questionnaire (see Appendix E) about the experiment in their
cubicles. When they had answered all questions they returned to the workroom.
The real aim of the study was explained and the participants received I S Dutch
guilders (about ~7.50).

Working on the assignments took about 45 minutes. The total experiment took
about one hour.

4.2.6 Dependent variables

The main dependent measure was the negative behaviour towards the outgroup,
operationalized as the duration of noise inflicted upon the outgroup. Furthermore,
we analyzed the difference between the number of construction workers of the
ingroup and the outgroup hired by the participant groups during the task. The
answers participants gave on the questionnaires which were administered during
and after the experiment served as manipulation checks. The questionnaires
consisted of questions on the evaluation of the noise, the muzak, the perceived
power relation between the groups, the behaviour of the outgroup, involvement
in the task and the perception of the experimental situation (see Appendix E).
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4.3 RESULTs

Since group members interacted with each other during the assignments, the
responses of individual members were not mutually independent. We decided not
to use a hierarchical analysis of variance design with individuals nested within
groups and groups nested within the experimental variables, because of the
complexity of the design. Moreover, conducting such an analysis would have been
problematic, since there was missing data for one of the groups in Condition 4:
in the case of this group, an equipment failure occurred during the experiment.
Instead, we conducted the analyses on the mean group scores which were obtained
by averaging individual members' scores. As a result, we were not able to test for
group effects.

Unless otherwise indicated, all analyses performed were Multivariate Analyses
of Variance (MANOVA). Comparisons were made as described in the section on
the Design of the experiment. Where possible, interaction effects between factors
were tested for. In all analyses, the factor Sex (Males, Females) was included.
When a variable was measured repeatedly, the MANOVAs were conducted with
Assignment (Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3) as a within-subjects
variable.

4.3.1 Manipulation checks

Muzak, noise
Four questions on the evaluation of the muzak and the noise (how pleasant,

how enjoyable, how disturbing, and how annoying) were included in the
questionnaire. The four questions on the muzak had a Cronbach's alpha of .87.
The four questions on the noise had a Cronbach's alpha of .75. The muzak was
evaluated positively: on a scale ranging from 4 ( completely positive) to 16
(completely negative), the mean was 7.19 (SD - 2.47). The noise was evaluated
negatively: on a scale ranging from 4 ( totally positive) to 16 (totally negative),
the mean was 13.36 (SD - 1.83). Thus, the manipulation of a positive and
negative reaction possibility had been successful.

Power
As checks for the perceived power relation, the questionnaire contained

questions about the extent to which the ingroup could exert influence on the
outgroup and the extent to which the outgroup could exert influence on the
ingroup. Two other checks for perceived power were questions about the extent
to which the ingroup was dependent on the outgroup and the extent to which the
outgroup was dependent on the ingroup. None of these variables showed
significant effects. Thus, our manipulations of Relative Power of the Ingroup and
of Acknowledgement of Power were not successful in creating a perceived overall
power difference between the groups. There was, however, an almost significant
main effect for Relative Power of the Ingroup on the perceived amount of
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pressure the ingroup could exert on the outgroup on the basis of the number of
employees ofthe ingroup (F(4,8) - 4.79, p ~ .052). Groups with more employees
than the outgroup indicated on a scale ranging from 1(not at all) to 4(very much
so) that they could exert more pressure on the outgroup on the basis of the
number of Employees of the ingroup (M - 2.63) than groups with fewer
employees than the outgroup (M - 2.11). There was a significant effect for
Relative Power of the Ingroup on the feeling of power on the basis of the number
of employees of the ingroup (F(4,8) - 5.96, p ~.04). Groups with more
employees than the outgroup indicated, on a scale ranging from 1(not at all) to
4(very strongly), that they had a stronger feeling of power on the basis of the
number of employees of the ingroup (M - 2.74) than groups with fewer
employees than the outgroup (M - 2.11). Explicit acknowledgement by the
outgroup of the ingroup's power on the basis of the number of employees did not
increase the perceived amount of pressure the ingroup could exert on the outgroup
or the feeling of power of the ingroup on the basis of the number of employees,
relative to the sheer majority of employees. In sum, although sheer relative
number of employees does affect the feeling of power and the perceived amount
of pressure the ingroup can exert on the outgroup on this dimension, it does not
lead to a perceived overall power difference between the groups.

Importance of dimensions
Participants indicated on a scale ranging from 1(not at all important) to 4

(very important) how important they considered the land, construction workers,
and the materials for fulfilling the assignments. There was a main effect for
Instrumental Importance of the Power Dimension on the perceived importance of
the materials (F(29,3) - 6.12, p ~.02). When the main goal of the task was to
build a holiday park as fast as possible, the materials were considered to be less
important for fulfilling the assignments (M - 2.78) than when the main goal of
the task was to build a holiday park which was as durable as possible (M - 3.29).
There was a trend for Instrumental Importance of the Power Dimension on the
perceived importance of the construction workers (F(29,3) - 3.33, p ~.08). When
the main goal of the task was to build a holiday park as fast as possible, the
construction workers were considered to be somewhat more important for
fulfilling the assignments (M - 3.32) than when the main goal of the task was to
build a holiday park which was as durable as possible (M - 3.07). Thus, the
manipulation of a difference in instrumental importance of construction workers
resulted in a difference in the perceived instnamental importance of construction
workers in the expected direction. This difference did not reach significance,
probably because construction workers were always considered to be rather
important: even if the main goal of the task was to build a durable holiday park,
construction workers were needed to build it.

Evaluation of outgroup behaviour
ARer each assignment, participants indicated on a scale ranging from 1 to 5 to

which extent they rated the outgroup behaviour to be inappropriate (1 - beyond
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reproach, 5- completely inadmissible) and to which extent they rated it to be
annoying (1 - not at all annoying, 5- very much annoying). Perceived
inappropriateness and perceived unpleasantness of the outgroup behaviour
correlated strongly (r - .70, p ~.001; r- .93, p ~.001; and r-.80, p ~.001, for
Assignment 1, Assignment 2 and Assignment 3, respectively). In Table 4.2 the
mean inappropriateness of the outgroup behaviour in the three consecutive
assignments is depicted for Norm Respect and Norm Violation by the outgroup.
In Table 4.3, the mean perceived unpleasantness of the outgroup behaviour in the
three consecutive assignments is depicted for Norm Respect and Norm Violation
by the outgroup.

Table 4.2
Mean perceived inappropriateness of outgroup behaviour for Norm Respect and
Norm Violation in the three assignments

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Assignment Norm Respect Norm Violation M

Assignment 1 2.30 2.43 2.37

Assignment 2 2.67 4.04 3.36

Assignment 3 3.75 4.66 4.21

Note. Means can vary from 1(beyond reproach) to 5(completely inadmissible).

Table 4.3
Mean perceived unpleasantness of outgroup behaviour for Norm Respect and
Norm Violation in the three assignments

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Assignment Norm Respect Norm M
Violation

Assignment 1 1.85 2.04 1.95

Assignment 2 2.93 4.37 3.65

Assignment 3 4.00 4.77 4.39

Note. Means can vary from 1(not at all annoying) to 5(very much annoying).

To the extent to which the outgroup behaviour was considered to be
inappropriate, there was a main effect for Assignment (F(2,10) - 66.04, p ~.001),
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a main effect for Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour (F(1,11) - 12.92, p ~.005),
and a trend for the interaction between Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour and
Assignment (F(2,10) - 3.71, p ~.063). In Assignment 1, the dífference between
Norm Respect and Norm Violation was not significant when a nonm violation had
not yet taken place. In the course of the experiment group members come to rate
the outgroup behaviour as more inappropriate; this was even more the case after
Norm Violation than after Norm Respect (t(17) - 3.27, p ~.006 and t(17) - 5.72,
p ~.001, for Assignment 2 and Assignment 3, respectively). Thus, Norm
Violation is considered to be more inadmissible than Norm Respect. As is clear
from Table 4.2, however, even Norm Respect is considered rather inappropriate
at the end of the experiment.

To the extent to which the outgroup behaviour was considered to be annoying,
there was a main effect for Assignment (F(2,10) - 85.12, p ~.001), a main effect
for Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour (F(1,11) - 12.06, p ~.006), and a trend for
the interaction between Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour and Assignment
(F(2,10) - 3.64, p ~.066). In Assignment 1, when a norm violation had not yet
taken place, the difference between Norm Respect and Norm Violation was not
significant. In the course of the experiment, group members come to rate the
outgroup behaviour as more annoying, more so after Norm Violation than after
Norm Respect (t(17) - 3.41, p ~ .004 and t(17) - 4.27, p ~ .002, for Assignment
2 and Assignment 3, respectively). Thus, Norm Violation was considered to be
more annoying than Norm Respect. However, as is clear from Table 4.3, even
Norm Respect is considered rather annoying at the end of the experiment.

"Fair"proportion of construction workers
Participants indicated on a scale ranging from 0(only construction workers of

the ingroup) to 10 (only construction workers of the outgroup) what they thought
the proportion of hired construction workers of each of the groups should be.
There was a main effect for Relative Power of the Ingroup on the proposed
proportion of construction workers (F(2,10) - 17.56, p ~.O 1). Members of groups
which had fewer construction workers than the outgroup thought that the number
of construction workers hired from each group should be about equal (M - 5.37),
while members of groups which had more construction workers than the outgroup
thought that the number of construction workers hired from each group should be
proportional to the number of construction workers each group had (M - 3.56).
Thus, while groups with fewer construction workers than the outgroup adhered
to the equality norm, groups with more construction workers than the outgroup
adhered to the equity norm.

4.3.2 Negative reactions to the outgroup

The negative behaviour towards the outgroup in the three assignments was
calculated as the mean duration over two reaction possibilities before a norm
violation had taken place (Assignment 1), the mean duration over three reaction
possibilities after the first norm violation had taken place (at least in the Norm
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Violation Conditions) (Assignment 2) and the mean duration over three reaction
possibilities after the second norm violation had taken place (Assignment 3). The
means can vary between 0(no noise chosen) to 10 (40 seconds of noise).

Table 4.4 (p. 88) depicts the negative behaviour towards the outgroup in the
eight conditions in the three consecutive assignments. There was a significant
main effect for Assignment (F(2,10) - 22.28, p ~.001) and a significant
interaction effect between Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour and Assignment
(F(2,10) - 9.70, p ~.006). In the first assignment, when no norm violation takes
place in any of the conditions, the difference in negative behaviour between
groups in the Norm Respect Conditions (M - 3.54) and groups in the Norm
Violation Conditions (M - 2.46) was not significant. In the second and third
assignments, groups in the Norm Respect Conditions reacted less negatively to the
outgroup (M- 1.68 and M- 3.53) than groups in the Norm Violation Conditions
(M - 4.15 and M- 6.44) t(17) --3.67, p ~ .003 and t(17) --3.44, p ~ .004 for
Assignment 2 and Assignment 3, respectively). Figure 4.1 (p. 89) depicts the
negative behaviour towards the outgroup in the Norm Violation Conditions
(Condition 3 and 4) and the Norm Respect Conditions in the three consecutive
assignments.

T'here was a significant interaction effect between Instrumental Importance of
the Power Dimension, Acknowledgement of Power and Assignment (F(2,10) -
10.33, p ~.O1) in Conditions 1 to 4(see Figure 4.2, p. 90). It was only in the
third assignment of the experiment that the interaction between Instrumental
Importance of the Power Dimension and Acknowledgement of Power was
significant (F(1,11) - 7.29, p ~.03). Post hoc comparisons with the Scheffé
procedure revealed that when the ingroup's power was acknowledged, groups
reacted more negatively when the employees were indispensable to the main goal
of the task, that is, when the holiday park had to be built as fast as possible, than
when employees were not central to the main goal.
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Table 4.4
Negative behaviour towards the outgroup (duration of noise) in the eight
conditions in the three assignments

Assignment 1 Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Norm Violation Norm
Respect

More Less More
Power Power Power

Acknowledgement of Power

Importance of Acknowledged Not Acknowledged
Dimension

Greater

Lesser

3.17 2.57 2.57 3.18

3.43 2.33 3.32 3.90

Assignment 2 Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Norm Violation Norm
Respect

More Less More
Power Power Power

Acknowledgement of Power

Importance of Acknowledged Not Acknowledged
Dimension

Greater

Lesser

5.15 3.84 4.23 1.38

3.67 4.53 4.94 1.99

Assignment 3 Nonm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Norm Violation Norm
Respect

More Power

Acknowledgement of Power

Less More
Power Power

Importance of Acknowledged Not Acknowledged
Dimension

Greater

Lesser

8.10 6.02 5.63 3.96

4.71 6.97 7.02 3.10
Note. Scores can vary om 0(no noise) to 10 40 secon s o noise .
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Figure 4.1 Negative behaviour towards the outgroup (duration of noise) as a
function of Norm Violation in the three assignments

In the second assignment ofthe experiment, there was a significant correlation
between the perceived importance of construction workers for completing the
assignments and the negative behaviour towards the outgroup (r -.23, p ~.O 1).
The correlation between the perceived importance of construction workers and
negative behaviour towards the outgroup in the third assignment was .20 (p ~.03)
The longer the duration of noise individual group members chose for the
outgroup, the more important they indicated the construction workers to be after
the experiment.

In order to examine whether negative behaviour towards the outgroup was
related to perceived power, con elations were calculated between checks for
perceived power and negative behaviour towards the outgroup in the three
assignments. After each assignment, participants were asked to indicate on a scale
ranging from 1(not at all) to 5(very strongly) to which extent they expected to
be able to influence the outgroup in the subsequent assignment. The difference
between the expected amount of influence after the second assignment and the
expected amount of influence after the first assignment correlated negatively with
the negative behaviour towards the outgroup in the second assignment (r --.33,
p ~.03). The longer the duration of noise chosen in the second assignment by
individual group members, the larger the decrease of their expected influence on
the outgroup relative to their expected influence after Assignment 1.

In the second and third assignments, negative behaviour correlated significantly
with perceived inappropriateness of outgroup behaviour (r -.44, p ~ .001, r-
.45, p ~.001, for Assignment 2 and Assignment 3, respectively). The more the
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outgroup behaviour was considered inappropriate, the more negatively it was
reacted to.
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Figure 4.2 Negative behaviour towards the outgroup (duration of noise) as a
function of Acknowledgement of Power and Instrumental Importance in the three
assignments

Difference between number of construction workers hiredfrom the ingroup and
the outgroup

Since the outgroup behaved inappropriately by hiring only their own
construction workers or by hiring an 'unfairly' large proportion of their own
construction workers, a logical reaction on the part of the participants' group
would be to hire a large proportion of ingroup construction workers. The mean
difference between the number of ingroup construction workers and the number
of outgroup construction workers hired to build the holiday park in the second
and third assignments was analysed. The number of construction workers hired
in the first assignment was not analysed, as a number of groups did not manage
to hire construction workers in their first turn on the first assignment. There was
a main effect for Relative Power of the Ingroup (F(1,11) - 5.58, p ~.04); when
the ingroup had more construction workers than the outgroup, the difference
between the number of own construction workers hired and the number of
outgroup construction workers hired was larger (M - 13.33) than when the
ingroup had fewer construction workers than the outgroup (M- -1.30). T'here was
a significant interaction effect between Relative Power of the Ingroup and
Importance of Employees on the difference between number of own construction
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workers hired and number of outgroup construction workers hired (F(1,11) -
6.65, p ~.03). Post hoc comparisons with the Scheffé procedure revealed that
groups with more construction workers than the outgroup only hired a larger
relative number ofown construction workers (M - 19.00) than groups with fewer
construction workers than the outgroup (M --9.40) when the main goal of the
task was to build a holiday park as fast as possible,. When the main goal of the
task consisted of building a holiday park that was as durable as possible, there
was no difference between groups with more construction workers than the
outgroup (M - 6.25) and groups with fewer construction workers than the
outgroup (M - 6.80).

In Conditions 1 to 4, there was a significant interaction effect between
Importance of Employees, Acknowledgement of Power and Assignment (F(1,10)
- 6.08, p ~.04). In Table 4.5, the mean difference between number of own
construction workers hired and number of outgroup construction workers hired in
Assignment 2 and Assignment 3 is depicted for Importance of Employees and
Acknowledgement of Power.

Table 4.5
Mean difference between number of own construction workers hired and number
of outgroup construction workers hired in Assignment 2 and Assignment 3 by
Importance of Employees and Acknowledgement of Power

Employees indispensable Employees not central

Power Power Power Power
Assign- Acknowledged not Acknowledged not
ment Acknowledged Acknowledged

2 17.00 0.00 1.80

3 10.00 19.00 16.40

2.75

3.50

Post hoc comparisons with the Scheffé procedure revealed that the difference
in Assignment 2 between the number of own construction workers hired and the
number of outgroup construction workers hired was significantly larger when the
outgroup had explicitly acknowledged the ingroup's power than when the
outgroup had not explicitly acknowledged the ingroup's power, but only when the
main goal of the task consisted of building a holiday park as fast as possible. The
means in Assignment 3 did not differ significantly.
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4.4 DISCUSSION

As hypothesized, groups which were confronted with Norm Violation by the
outgroup reacted more negatively than groups which were confronted with Norm
Respect. Norm Violation was also considered to be more inappropriate and more
annoying than Norm Respect. In the last assignment of the experiment, however,
Norm Respect was also considered rather inappropriate and annoying. The
outgroup in the Norm Respect Conditions, which had less power than the group
consisting of real participants, followed the equality norm. This behaviour may
have been perceived as a violation of the implicit equity norm to which groups
with more power than the outgroup adhered. It is striking that participant groups
in the Less Power Conditions adhered to the equality norm, just as the outgroups
in the Norm Respect Conditions did. This result shows that people have a self-
serving bias in their justice considerations when they have to distribute valuable
resources (e.g. Azzi, 1992; Deutsch, 1979; De Dreu, 1996). Deutsch (1979) found
that "the tendency to choose a'self-serving' principle of allocation of reward was
strongly enhanced when the attitude toward the others was negative" (pp. 41-43).
The perceived inappropriateness of the outgroup behaviour indicates that the
attitude towards the outgroup was indeed negative in the present experiment.

We did not find the main effects for Threat to Ingroup Power or Threat to
Acknowledged Ingroup Power which were predicted in Hypothesis 3 and
Hypothesis 4: having more power than the outgroup on an instrumental dimension
or even having this power explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup did not lead
to more negative reactions to a norm violation by the outgroup with respect to
this dimension. It appeared that power on one dimension was not sufficient to
create an overall perceived power difference between the groups: groups with
more construction workers than the outgroup did not perceive themselves to have
more overall power than groups with fewer construction workers than the
outgroup, although they had a stronger feeling of power on the basis of this
specific dimension.

Although having more construction workers than the outgroup did not result
in the perception of having more overall power than the outgroup, it did create
a feeling of power on the basis of construction workers. The results suggest that
groups used this power during the task by increasing the difference between own
construction workers hired and outgroup construction workers hired. However,
this effect was only significant when the main goal of the task was to build a
holiday park as quickly as possible. It appeared that when the holiday park had
to be built as fast as possible, groups tended to hire all construction workers of
both groups, which created the significant difference between groups with more
construction workers than the outgroup and groups with fewer construction
workers than the outgroup. Having more construction workers than the outgroup
did not in itself lead groups to hire more own construction workers than outgroup
construction workers.

The Instrumental Importance of the Power Dimension did not have a main
effect on negative reactions to the outgroup. The lack of this effect may be due
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to the fact that groups in the Greater Importance Conditions did not consider
construction workers to be significantly more important for fulfilling the
assignments than groups in the Lesser Importance Conditions did, although the
difference between these conditions was in the expected direction. The significant
correlation between perceived instrumental importance ofconstruction workers for
fulfilling the assignments and negative reactions to the outgroup suggests that, as
predicted, the perceived instrumental importance of the power dimension to which
the norm violation pertained may have affected the negative reactions to that
norm violation. It should be noted that this correlation cannot be accounted for
by the extent to which participants felt involved in the task. The answers to the
question on involvement in the task correlated neither with duration of noise
chosen for the outgroup nor with the perceived instrumental importance of
construction workers. We believe that participants reacted to a perceived Threat
to Power Balance: when construction workers were perceived to be more
important to the common task, norm violation constituted a larger disruption of
the mutual influence between the groups in working together on the task.

At the end of the experiment, Acknowledgement of Power interacted with
Instrumental Importance of the Power Dimension. When the ingroup's power was
explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup, group members reacted more negatively
to repeated norm violations by the outgroup with respect to the employees, when
these employees were indispensable to achieving the main goal of the task than
when the employees were less important to the task. It is striking that this effect
occurred even though Acknowledgement of Power did not enlarge the perceived
amount of ingroup power and even though the manipulation of instrumental
importance of construction workers did not result in a significant difference in
perceived importance. It is possible that the manipulations were strong enough to
affect group reactions during the experiment, but that they were not strong enough
to affect the cognitive processes ofthe individual group members when they were
filling out the questionnaire after the task. Another possible explanation is that the
answers on the questionnaire did not accurately reflect the perceptions of the
experimental situation that participants had during the experiment: the events
which happened in the course of the experiment may have affected the
recollection of participants' initial perceptions of the experimental situation.

We believe that the interaction effect between Acknowledgement of Power and
Instrumental Importance of the Power Dimension is another indication ofnegative
reactions to a Threat to Power Balance. By acknowledging the ingroup's power
in building the holiday park on the basis of the ownership of employees, the
outgroup stressed the instrumental importance of this dimension. By violating a
norm on this dimension the outgroup threatened the Power Balance. The mild
reactions to the outgroup when the ingroup had Acknowledged Power and the
importance of the employees was lesser suggest that acknowledgement of power
may be a mitigating factor which prevents negative reactions to a norm violation
when this violation does not constitute a Threat to Power Balance, in other words,
when it pertains to a power dimension of relatively lesser instrumental
importance. In this condition, the Power Balance was not disturbed to any great
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extent, because the construction workers were not central to the achievement of
the main goal of the task (building a durable holiday park), even though they
were important to the power relation, since the outgroup had acknowledged the
ingroup's power on the basis of this dimension. Thus, explicit acknowledgement
of the ingroup's power on the basis of superiority on a specific power dimension
can have two effects: it can prevent negative reactions when a norm violation
does not constitute a Threat to Power Balance. On the other hand, it can lead to
very negative reactions when an outgroup repeatedly violates a norm pertaining
to this dimension, provided that this dimension has greater instrumental
importance.

The large difference between the number of own construction workers hired
and the number of outgroup construction workers hired when the Ingroup Power
was Acknowledged and the Instrumental Importance of construction workers was
greater in the second assignment, suggests that groups may not punish the
outgroup immediately for threatening the Power Balance by a norm violation.
Instead, groups react on the same dimension when the outgroup first commits a
norm violation pertaining to an important dimension on the basis of which it had
previously explicitly acknowledged the power of the ingroup. That is, they hire
a large number of their own construction workers. If the outgroup continues to
violate the norm, participants resort to noise to punish the outgroup. Rabbie and
Lodewijkx (1987) make a distinction between reactive aggression and instrumental
aggression as a reaction to norm violation. The only purpose of reactive
aggression is to harm the other, a purpose which can only be achieved by
aggression. Using instrumental aggression, goals can be attained which lie outside
the relationship. Often these goals can also be attained in a non-aggressive manner
(p. 24). In the present study, the relative number of own construction workers
hired can be perceived as an instrumental reaction to the outgroup. It can get the
outgroup to cooperate so that the common goal of building a holiday park can be
attained. If the outgroup does not cooperate, the ingroup resorts to reactive
aggression by inflicting noise on the outgroup. At the end of the experiment, no
other goal can be achieved but to punish the outgroup.

The perceived decrease in potential influence on the outgroup and the negative
reactions to the outgroup in the second assignment were negatively correlated. A
perceived decrease in the amount of potential influence on the outgroup can be
understood as an indication of perceived threat to the power relation, because the
ingroup's power is reduced. It was proposed that a Threat to Ingroup Power
would lead to negative reactions. However, since the decrease in potential
influence on the outgroup only takes place after the negative reactions towards the
outgroup, it is not possible that this perceived Threat to Ingroup Power caused the
negative reactions towards the outgroup. Instead, the results suggest that
participants perceived a decrease in potential influence on the outgroup as a result
of the ineffectiveness of their negative reactions in changing the outgroup
behaviour.

The results suggest that groups in our experiment reacted negatively to a
perceived threat to Power Balance. When a dimension was perceived to be
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important to achieve the main goal of the task, groups reacted negatively to an
outgroup which violated a norm pertaining to this dimension, especially when the
instrumental importance of the dimension was stressed by acknowledgement of
the ingroup's power in working on the task on the basis of their power on the
instrumental dimension.

4.5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TERRITORY POWER

On the basis of the results found in the experiments described in the previous
chapters (see also Vonken 8c DeRidder, 1996), it appeared that the Temtory
dimension was of significant relational importance. It was argued that the
ownership of a tenitory is normally associated with power: owners of a territory
have authority over what happens on their territory; they can be seen as hosts who
decide the norms with which their guests will have to comply; and they are
generally seen as wealthy people with high status. Members of a group which
owns a territory will perceive themselves as having more overall power than
members of a group which does not own a territory, especially when the outgroup
explicitly acknowledges the ingroup's Territory power. As a result, members of
a group which owns a temtory may perceive the ingroup to have more
possibilities for reacting negatively to the outgroup and fear less retaliation.
Therefore, they may react more negatively than members of a group which does
not own a territory. We tested the following hypothesis: Group members will
react more negatively to norm violation by the outgroup when the ingroup's
Territory power has been explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup than when the
ingroup has no power which is explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup. In order

to test this hypothesis, we added a condition to the experimental design in which
the ingroup had Acknowledged Territory Power. In the Acknowledged Territory
Power Condition, the instrumental importance of the dimension on which a norm
was violated was low, the ingroup had less power on the instrumental dimension
than the outgroup, and the outgroup explicitly acknowledged the ingroup's power
on the basis of their ownership of territory. The outgroup acknowledged the
ingroup's power by writing a note which said `You own the land. According to
us, you have the largest say in how to build the holiday park.' Reactions in the
Acknowledged Territory Power Condition were compared with reactions in the
Less Power Conditions (Conditions 5 and 6).

We did not find an effect of Acknowledged Territory Power on perceived
power differences. Nor were there significant differences in negative reactions
between the conditions. We did, however, find a main effect of Sex on negative
behaviour towards the outgroup in the Acknowledged Territory Power Condition:
over the three assignments, male groups with Acknowledged Territory Power
reacted more negatively (M - 20.25) than female groups with Acknowtedged
Territory Power (M - 11.65) (F(1,3) - 11.52, p ~ .OS). Male groups' reactions
in the Acknowledged Temtory Power Condition in Assignment 3 were the most
negative (M - 9.08) of all conditions, but the difference did not reach
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significance. It is supposed that males consider territory to be a more important
power dimension than females do. This may be the case because of the
distribution into social roles of males and females in society: males are to a larger
extent expected to defend temtory than females, because their social role
comprises the task of protecting their territorial group. As Eagly and Steffen
(1986) stated "To account for sex differences in aggression ... we must understand
the ways in which aggression is sustained or inhibited by the social roles occupied
mainly or exclusively by persons of each sex" (p. 310), (see also Eagly, 1978;
Eagly, 1983). Since we did not find effects for Acknowledged Temtory Power
on perceived power differences between the groups, we cannot explain the male
groups' negative behaviour towards the outgroup by referring to their perception
ofthe ingroup having more possibilities to react negatively than the outgroup. We
believe, instead, that they perceived the norm violation by the outgroup as a threat
to the power relation because it took place on their territory: the outgroup
members ignored the ingroup members' influence, which was indirectly exercised
by the norms that held on their territory. In the experiment described in the
following chapter, it is examined whether males indeed perceive a norm violation
on their territory to be a larger threat to the power relation than females do and
whether negative reactions are related to the perception of threat.

Notes

1. In order to be able to distinguish the effects of power as a background variable
which makes negative reactions possible to the effects of Threat to
Acknowledged Ingroup Power on a specific dimension, one additional
condition was run. In this condition the ingroup had Acknowledged Territory
power. This condition is described in the section on Acknowledgement of
Temtory Power.

2. Since not all participants showed up at the time agreed upon, there were five
groups which consisted of only two persons. These groups were distributed
over Conditions 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8.

3. In order to study the net difference between reactions to Norm Violation and
reactions to Norm Respect, the outgroup behaviour in the Norm Violation and
in the Norm Respect Conditions should have been exactly the same. In that
case, it should have been mentioned in the instructions for groups in the Norm
Respect Conditions that it was permitted to complete assignments by hiring
construction workers from just one group. It was decided that the same
instructions would be given regarding the agreements between the groups to all
participants and to have the outgroup in the Norm Respect Conditions display
milder behaviour (though still a violation of the equity norm) than in the Norm
Violation Conditions. The main reason for this choice was that changing the
instructions in the fashion described would have affected the basic cooperative
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character of the task; by stressing that assignments could be fulfilled by hiring
construction workers from just one group, building the holiday park together
with another group, which was central to the other conditions and the previous
experiments, would no longer be a central property of the task.
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Chapter 5: Do not enter the men's room: A
questionnaire study on norm violation and
perceived threat to power in intergroup relations

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Unlike the previous experiments, the intergroup relationship examined in the
present study was not a relationship between two groups working together on a
task.Instead,it was based on one group's dependence on the resources of the
other group. More specifically, one group owned a room and the other group was
dependent on it for using this room. Thus, instead of being positively
interdependent for achieving a common goal, the groups were negatively
interdependent (Sherif 8t. Sherif, 1953) for the use of a common resource: when
one group achieved its goal - using the room - the other group could not achieve
it. In this situation, we examined again whether negative reactions to norm
violation by the outgroup were affected by threat to the power relation. Perception
of threat was measured by asking respondents to what extent they perceived the
outgroup behaviour as a threat to the power relation.

In the Holiday Park Paradigm, in which working on a common task was the
basis for the intergroup relation, group members' reactions to a norm violation by
the outgroup were affected by the instrumental importance of the dimension to
which the norm violation pertained. Since group members reacted most negatively
when the outgroup violated a norm along a dimension important to the main goal
of the relationship, we interpreted this as supporting our hypothesis that group
members will react negatively to a norm violation by the outgroup when they
perceive it as a Threat to Power Balance. In the present study, the use of a room
owned by one of the groups, was the basis for the intergroup relationship. We
examined whether, in this situation, the importance of this power dimension to the
ingroup affected negative reactions to a norm violation by the outgroup. The
following hypothesis was tested:

A norm violation, committed by the outgroup, will create a larger perceived
threat to the power relation and cause more negative reactions when the
dimension to which it pertains has high importance to the ingroup than when
the dimension to which it pertains has low importance to the ingroup
(Hypothesis 1: Effect of Threat to Power Balance).

In the experiments described in the previous chapters, we manipulated Threat to
Ingroup Power by varying the amount of power the ingroup initially had on a
certain dimension. We predicted that ingroup members would react more
negatively to the outgroup when the ingroup initially had more power because the
extent to which a norm violation by the outgroup would constitute a reduction of
the ingroup's power was expected to be dependent on the initial amount of
ingroup power on the dimension to which the norm violation pertained. In the
present study, we tested again whether group members' negative reactions to a
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norm violation by the outgroup were affected by Threat to Ingroup Power. The
second hypothesis we tested in the present study predicted that:

Group members will react more negatively to a norm violation by the outgroup
when the ingroup has more power than the outgroup on the dimension to which
the norm violation pertains than when the ingroup has less power than the
outgroup on that dimension (Hypothesis 2: Effect of Threat to Ingroup Power).

In the experiments with the Holiday Park Paradigm, we did not find an effect of
Threat to Ingroup Power on negative reactions: groups with more power on a
certain dimension did not react more negatively to a norm violation pertaining to
this dimension than groups with less power on it. This finding does not, however,
rule out the possibility that a norm violation by the outgroup will be perceived as
a larger threat to the power relation and will therefore be reacted to more
negatively the more the ingroup's power is reduced, because the degree of
reduction of ingroup power may not be dependent on the initial amount of
ingroup power. In the present study, we varied reduction of ingroup power by
having the outgroup commit the same norm violation, while varying the extent to
which the norm violation was accompanied by acknowledgement or denial of the
ingroup's power. The initial amount of power of the ingroup was kept constant.
We predicted that the perception of threat to the power relation and negative
reactions would depend on the extent to which the ingroup's power was denied
by the outgroup. There were three levels of Denial of Ingroup Power: Explicit
Denial; Implicit Denial; and Acknowledgement of the ingroup's power by the
outgroup.' The following hypothesis was tested:

Explicit Denial will be perceived as a larger threat to the power relation and
will be reacted to more negatively than Implicit Denial, which, in turn, will be
perceived as a larger threat to the power relation and will be reacted to more
negatively than Acknowledgement (Hypothesis 3: Effect of Denial of Ingroup
Power).

In the present study, the Territory dimension was the basic dimension of the
relationship. The ownership of a territory is normally associated with power.
When a group owns a physical space, it has authority over that space and its
members can be conceived of as hosts who can exert power over their guests,
since hosts define the norms which apply on their temtory and guests are
supposed to comply with these norms. In order to `defend' its territory, the host
group wíll punish visitors who commit norm violations on its temtory. From our
experiment described in Chapter 4, it appeared that male participants were in
particular sensitive to this kind of norm violation; they reacted negatively to an
outgroup which violated a norm on their territory, even if the norm violation did
not pertain directly to the territory or to a dimension with high instrumental
importance. Male members of a group which owns a temtory may be predisposed
to react negatively to a norm violation on their territory. We examined whether
male respondents indeed reacted negatively to a norm violation on their territory,
even when that violation was, objectively, not highly threatening. The following
hypothesis was tested:

The pattern predicted in Hypothesis 3 will hold only for female respondents;
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male respondents who are confronted with an outgroup which violates a norm
on their territory will perceive a threat to the power relation and react
negatively irrespective of the outgroup's Acknowledgement or Denial of the
ingroup's power (Hypothesis 3a: Effect of Sex on Denial of Ingroup Power).

5.2 METHOD

5.2.1 Participants and Design

One hundred and fifty-one psychology students (53 males and 98 females)
participated on a voluntary basis in the study. Forty-five respondents were
students at Utrecht University. They were asked to fill out the questionnaire
during a course on Group Processes. The other respondents were students at
Tilburg University. They were asked to fill out the questionnaire during a course
on Communication.

A 2 X 3 factorial between-subjects design was employed, with the factors
Importance of Territory (Low, High) and Denial of Ingroup Power by the
outgroup (Acknowledgement, Implicit Denial, Explicit Denial). Respondents in
these six conditions were Hosts who were confronted with a group of Guests who
violated a norm. Two conditions were added in which respondents were Guests
who were confronted with a group of Hosts who explicitly denied the ingroup's
power (see Table 5.1). We only added conditions in which Guests are confronted
with Explicit Denial by the outgroup, because we expect that even Hosts (and
especially female Hosts) will not react negatively to a norm violation by the
outgroup that is not highly threatening, as a result of which we would not expect
to find differences between Guests and Hosts in their reactions to such a norm
violation.

Table 5.1
The Design of Study 4

Denial of Ingroup Power

Acknowledgement Implicit Explicit Explicit
Denial Denial Denial

Importance of Territory Hosts Hosts Hosts Guests

Low 1 3 5 7

High 2 4 6 8

The effect of Threat to Power Balance was tested by comparing perceived
threat and negative reactions in Conditions 1, 3, and 5 with perceived threat and
negative reactions in Conditions 2, 4, and 6. The effect of Threat to Ingroup
power was tested by comparing perceived threat and negative reactions in
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Conditions 5 and 6 with perceived threat and negative reactions in Conditions 7
and 8. The effect of Denial of Ingroup Power was tested by comparing perceived
threat and negative reactions in Conditions 1 and 2 with perceived threat and
negative reactions in Conditions 3 and 4 which, in turn, was compared with
perceived threat and negative reactions in Conditions 5 and 6. The effect of Sex
on Denial of Ingroup Power was tested by comparing the Effect of Denial of
Ingroup Power for males and females.

5.2.2 Instrument

For the assessment of reactions to the outgroup, a questionnaire (see Appendix
F) was administered. The first part of the questionnaire was a description of the
relationship between two students' unions: OSC and AST. OSC has a room of its
own at the university. In a meeting between OSC and AST, it was decided that
AST could use OSC's room two-and-a-half days a week. The groups set two
conditions on the use of the room: i) after using the room, it should always be left
clean; ii) AST uses the room only on Monday, Wednesday afternoon and
Thursday, OSC uses the room the rest of the week. Respondents were asked to
identify with the described situation. In Conditions 1 to 6 they were members of
OSC, in Conditions 7 and 8 they were members of AST.

Importance of Territory was varied as follows. In the Low Importance
Conditions, respondents read that their group does not really need the room, since
one of its members has a large room where group members have been meeting
until then. In the High Importance Conditions, respondents read that using the
room is a solution to the problem of space their group had been having: until
recently, the group had used the room of one of its members, but since this group
member had moved, the group no longer had a room for its meetings.

The description of the situation was followed by questions about the perceived
importance of the room and questions about the power relationship with the
outgroup (see Appendix F).

After answering these questions, respondents read what the outgroup did, three
weeks after the arrangements were made. The behaviour by the outgroup was
always a norm violation, consisting of being in the room on a day in which it was
the ingroup's turn to use it. Denial of Ingroup Power was varied as follows. In
the Acknowledgement Conditions, the outgroup members told the ingroup: `We
know that, actually, the room is yours on Tuesday, but we need it today. You just
tell us what to do: Can we stay or should we find another room for today?
Further down, there is a free room.' In the Implicit Denial Conditions,
respondents only read a description of the fact that when the ingroup members
entered the room on Tuesday, they came across the outgroup there. In the Explicit
Denial Conditions, the outgroup members told the ingroup: `We know that,
actually, the room is yours on Tuesday (Monday), but we need it today. You find
another room today. Further down, there is a free room.' We predicted that the
outgroup behaviour in the Acknowledgement Conditions would not be perceived
as a large threat to the power relation (at least not by female respondents), since
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the outgroup explicitly acknowledged the ingroup's authority over the room by
stating that the ingroup could decide what will happen. We predicted that the
outgroup behaviour in the Implicit Denial Conditions would be perceived as more
threatening than the outgroup behaviour in the Acknowledgement Conditions,
because, by sitting in the room, the outgroup indirectly communicated denial of
the ingroup's authority over the room on the days that were agreed upon earlier
to the ingroup. We predicted that the outgroup behaviour in the Explicit Denial
Conditions would be perceived as most threatening, because the outgroup
explicitly denied the ingroup's authority over the room.

T'he last part of the questionnaire consisted of questions about how respondents
would react to the outgroup, how they evaluated the outgroup behaviour, to what
extent they perceived the outgroup behaviour as a threat to the power relation, and
questions about the power relationship with the outgroup which were the same as
the ones posed after the description of the intergroup relation (see Appendix F).

5.2.3 Procedure

Respondents were asked to fill out the questionnaire during a lecture. It was
stressed that they should try to identify with the described situation; that they
should fill out the questionnaire individually; that they should answer the
questions one at a time and in the order in which they were presented. After all
respondents had filled out the questionnaire, they were thanked for their
participation and the aim of the study was explained to them.

5.2.4 Dependent variables

The main dependent measures were the questions about how respondents would
react to the outgroup. Since we claimed that negative reactions to the outgroup
are reactions to a perceived threat to the power relation, the questionnaire
contained questions on the extent to which the outgroup behaviour was perceived
as a threat to the power relation. Furthermore, before and after the norm violation
by the outgroup, the same questions were asked on the perception of the power
relationship between the groups.

5.3 RESULTS

Unless indicated otherwise, all analyses perfonned were Multivariate Analyses
of Variance (MANOVA). When testing for effects of Denial of Ingroup Power
by the outgroup and Importance of Tenritory, we conducted a 3
(Acknowledgement, Implicit Denial, Explicit Denial) X 2(Low Importance, High
Importance) X 2(Males, Females) MANOVA on the data in Conditions 1 to 6.
When testing for effects of Threat to Ingroup Power, we conducted a 2(Hosts,
Guests) X 2 (Low Importance, High Importance) X 2(Males, Females)
MANOVA on the data in Conditions 5 to 8.
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When a variable was measured repeatedly, the MANOVAs described above
were conducted with Phase (Before the Norm Violation, After the Norm
Violation) as a within-subjects variable.

5.3.1 Manipulation checks

Importance oj Territory
Respondents indicated on a scale from 1(not at all) to 5(very much so) to

what extent they considered the room to be important to the ingroup. As
predicted, respondents who read the scenario in which the room was a solution
to the problem of space the group had been having, considered the room more
important to the ingroup (M - 4.27) than respondents who read the scenario in
which the room was not really needed (M - 3.11) (F(1,143) - 53.55, p ~ .001).
Thus, the manipulation of a difference in perceived importance of the room to the
ingroup was successful.

Power
On a scale from 1(much less power) to 5(much more power), respondents

indicated how much power the ingroup had in comparison to the outgroup. Male
Hosts considered the ingroup to have more relative power (M - 3.78) than female
Hosts (M - 3.53) (F(1,104) - 4.59, p ~ .04). Also, for the extent to which Hosts
thought that their Guests acknowledged them as the more powerful party there
was a significant main effect for Sex (F(1,104) - 4.13, p ~.OS). On a scale from
1(not at all) to 5(very much so), the extent to which the outgroup was thought
to acknowledge the ingroup's power was larger for male Hosts (M - 3.23) than
for female Hosts (M - 2.91). Thus, although male Hosts did not consider the
room to be more important to the ingroup than the female Hosts, it was more
important to their feeling of power.

Four questions on the amount of power of the ingroup over the outgroup and
on the amount of power of the outgroup over the ingroup (amount of potential
influence, degree of dependence, degree of say over the room, and amount of
relative power) were included in the questionnaire. The same questions about the
power relation were asked before and after the norm violation by the outgroup.
The questions on the amount of power of the ingroup over the outgroup before
the norm violation had a Cronbach's alpha of .75. After the norm violation,
Cronbach's alpha for these questions was .73. The questions on the amount of
power of the outgroup over the ingroup before the norm violation had a
Cronbach's alpha of .74. After the norm violation, Cronbach's alpha for these
questions was .79. In Table 5.2, the perceived power of the ingroup over the
outgroup and the perceived power of the outgroup over the ingroup is depicted
for Hosts and Guests before and after the norm violation by the outgroup.
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Table 5.2
Perceived power of the ingroup over the outgroup and perceived power of the
outgroup over the ingroup for Hosts and Guests before and after the norm
violation by the outgroup

Hosts

Guests

Before Norm Violation After Norm Violation

Power of Power of Power of Power of
ingroup outgroup ingroup outgroup
over over over over
outgroup ingroup outgroup ingroup

3.59 2.38 3.45 2.33

2.55 3.49 2.70 3.14

A significant difference between Hosts and Guests was found on the amount
of power of the ingroup over the outgroup as well as on the measures on the
amount of power of the outgroup over the ingroup (F(1,65) - 44.93, p ~.001 and
F(1,64) - 45.88, p ~.001, respectively). The scores ranged from 1(not at all) to
5(very much). The mean scores over the measures before and after the norm
violation indicated that Hosts perceived themselves as more powerful (M - 3.52)
than Guests did (M - 2.63), and Hosts considered the outgroup less powerful (M
- 2.35) than Guests did (M - 3.31). Thus, our manipulation of a power difference
between Guests and Hosts was successful: Guests as well as Hosts considered the
Hosts more powerful and the Guests less powerful. The perception of the power
relation did not change after the outgroup violated a norm.

Evaluation of outgroup behaviour
Respondents were asked to indicate to what extent they considered the outgroup

behaviour annoying. There was a main effect for Denial of Ingroup Power on the
evaluation of the outgroup behaviour (F(2,104) - 4.02, p ~ .03). Respondents who
were confronted with a norm violation with Explicit Denial considered the
outgroup behaviour as more annoying (M - 3.76) than respondents who were
confronted with a norm violation with Implicit Denial (M - 3.38), which, in turn,
was considered to be more annoying than Acknowledgement (M - 2.97). Pairwise
comparisons with the Tukey procedure indicated that only the difference in
evaluation of Explicit Denial and Acknowledgement was significant.

There was a main effect of Importance of Territory on the extent to which the
outgroup behaviour was considered annoying. When the room was a solution to
the problem of space the ingroup had been having, the norm violation by the
outgroup was rated as more annoying (M - 3.54) than when the room was not
really needed (M - 3.21) (F(1,104) - 4.63, p ~ .04). Hence, the importance of a
dimension to the ingroup affects the extent to which a norm violation pertaining
to that dimension is perceived to be annoying.
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Perceived threat to the power relation
Three questions were included in the questionnaire in order to measure

respondents' perception of threat to the power relation . Respondents were asked
to indicate on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5(very much so) to what extent they
perceived the outgroup behaviour as constituting i) a threat to the ingroup's say
over the room; ii) a threat to the ingroup's relationship with the outgroup; and iii)
a threat to the ingroup's power over the outgroup. Cronbach's alpha over the three
questions on threat to the power relation was .72.

The interaction between Denial of Ingroup Power and Sex on perceived threat
to the power relation was marginally significant (F(2,104) - 3.04, p ~.053).
Means for Denial of Ingroup Power and Sex are depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Acknowledgement Implicit Denial Explicit Denial

Figure 5.1 Perceived threat to the power relation as a function of Denial of
Ingroup Power and Sex

As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the male respondents considered the outgroup
behaviour threatening, irrespective of the acknowledgement of denial of ingroup
power. The female respondents considered the outgroup behaviour less threatening
when the outgroup acknowledged the ingroup's power than when the outgroup,
implicitly or explicitly, denied the ingroup's power. In fact, pairwise comparisons
with the Tukey procedure revealed that females' perception of threat in the
Acknowledgement Conditions differed significantly from their perception ofthreat
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in the Implicit Denial Conditions and in the Explicit Denial Conditions. The
perception of threat to the power relation in the Implicit Denial Conditions and
in the Explicit Denial Conditions did not differ significantly. Thus, while
acknowledgement of the ingroup's authority over the room by the outgroup
resulted in relatively little perceived threat to the power relation by female
respondents, male respondents always perceived the outgroup behaviour as rather
threatening to the power relation.

5.3.2 Reactions to the outgroup

Respondents were asked to what extent they were inclined to throw the
outgroup out, to go to another room themselves, to threaten to throw the outgroup
out, to tell the outgroup to search for another room, and to make a decision on
which group could use the room today on the basis of the importance of the room
to each group. When the scores for the tendency to go to another room and the
tendency to make a decision on the basis of the importance of the room to each
group were reversed, the five questions had a Cronbach's alpha of .71. We called
the new variable `Tendency to send away the outgroup.' The means for the
tendency to send away the outgroup for the 8 conditions are depicted in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3
The tendency to send away the outgroup jor Denial of Ingroup Power by the
outgroup and Importance of Territory by Hosts and Guests

Denial of Ingroup Power

Acknowledgement Implicit Explicit Explicit
Denial Denial Denial

Importance of Territory Hosts Hosts Hosts Guests

Low 3.24 2.85 3.32 3.15

High 2.67 3.43 3.67 2.95

M 2.95 3.15 3.49 3.06

Note. Means can vary between 1(certainly not) and 5(certainly so).

For Hosts, there was a significant interaction effect between Importance of
Territory and Denial of Ingroup Power (F(2,104) - 5.77, p ~ .005) on the
tendency to send the outgroup away. Pairwise comparisons with the Tukey
procedure showed that, when the room was very important, respondents in the
Acknowledgement Conditions were less inclined to send the outgroup away than
respondents in the Implicit Denial Conditions and respondents in the Explicit
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Denial Conditions. Thus, only when the room was a solution to the problem of
space of the ingroup did acknowledgement of the power of the ingroup by the
outgroup cause respondents to react somewhat less firmly.

Guests and Hosts who were confronted with an outgroup which explicitly
denied the ingroup's power did not differ in their tendency to send away the
outgroup.

There was a significant interaction effect between Denial of Ingroup Power and
Sex on the tendency to send away the outgroup (F(2,104) - 3.36, p ~.04). Means
for Denial of Ingroup Power and Sex are depicted in Figure 5.2. Pairwise
comparisons with the Tukey procedure yielded a significant difference between
female respondents in the Explicit Denial Conditions and female respondents in
the Acknowledgement Conditions. Thus, female respondents who were confronted
with an outgroup who acknowledged the ingroup's power were less inclined to
send the outgroup away than female respondents whose ingroup power had been
explicitly denied. Male respondents showed the same tendency to send the
outgroup away, irrespective of the outgroup's denial or acknowledgement of the
ingroup's power.
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Figure 5.2 The tendency to send away the outgroup as a function of Denial of
Ingroup Power and Sex

For females, the tendency to send away the outgroup correlated significantly
with the extent to which the outgroup behaviour was perceived as a threat to the
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power relation (r -.47, p ~ .001). For males, this correlation was not significant
(r - .15, p~ .34) Thus, while females' tendency to send away the outgroup was
related to their perception of threat to the power relation, for males, these
variables were unrelated.

Respondents were asked to what extent they were inclined to tell the outgroup
that its behaviour was unacceptable and how far they were inclined to go in
demanding excuses from the outgroup. These two questions correlated
significantly (r -.56, p ~.001). We called the new variable `Tendency to Restore
Justice.' There was a main effect for Denial of Ingroup Power for the extent to
which respondents were inclined to restore justice (F(2,104) - 7.85, p ~.002).
Paírwise comparisons with the Tukey procedure showed that participants in the
Explicit Denial Conditions and the Implicit Denial Conditions (M - 3.64 and M
- 3.27, respectively) were more inclined to restore justice than participants in the
Acknowledgement Conditions (M - 2.68).

The tendency to restore justice correlated significantly with the extent to which
the outgroup behaviour was perceived as a threat to the power relation for females
(r - .50, p ~.001) as well as for males (r - .46, p ~ .004). Hence, reactions to
the outgroup were related to perception of threat to the power relation.

Participants did not seem inclined to simply thwart the outgroup. On a scale
from 1(not at all) to 5(very much so), the means for the tendency to change the
lock in order to deny access to the outgroup, the tendency to leave a mess in the
room, and the tendency to use the room when the outgroup was scheduled to use
it, were 1.34, 1.22, and 1.56, respectively. No effects of our independent variables
were found for these reactions.

The power difference between Hosts and Guests did not affect the tendency to
react negatively to the outgroup. However, two effects of the Host-Guest Factor
suggest that Guests were more inclined to react indirectly and to yield than Hosts.
Firstly, Guests were more inclined to call in the board of the university to settle
things (M - 2.34) than Hosts (M - 1.84) (F(1,65) - 5.18, p ~.03). This tendency
correlated significantly with the perceived amount ofpower of the outgroup over
the ingroup after the norm violation (r -.32, p ~.O1). Secondly, Guests were
more inclined to go to another room themselves (M - 2.29) than Hosts (M - 1.74)
(F(1,65) - 5.68,p ~.03). This effect is qualified by an interaction effect between
Importance of Territory and the Host-Guest Factor (F(1,65) - 6.26, p ~.02).
Pairwise comparisons with the Tukey procedure show that only when the room
was very important, were Guests more inclined to leave (M - 2.69) than Hosts
(M - 1.47), while there was no significant difference between the tendency to
leave by Guests (M - 1.95) and Hosts (M - 2.00) when the room was not really
needed. Guests were more dependent on the outgroup when the room was
important to them than when the room was not really needed. Therefore, they
may have expected reprisals by the outgroup when this outgroup was more
powerful because of its ownership of the room which was so important to the
ingroup. In fact, the perceived amount of power of the outgroup over the ingroup
correlated significantly with the tendency to go to another room (r - .36, p ~ .O1).
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5.4 DISCUSS1oN

Contrary to Hypothesis 1, Importance of Territory to the ingroup did not affect
group members' reactions to the outgroup or their perception of threat to the
power relation, even though the outgroup's behaviour was perceived as more
annoying when the room was very important than when the room was not really
needed. We believe that Importance of Territory to the ingroup had no effect on
reactions to the outgroup because the room always had the same importance for
the relationship: irrespective of the importance of the room to the ingroup, the
relationship between the groups was based upon one group using the room of the
other group. In the experiments described in the previous chapters, in which the
common task was the central dimension on which the relationship was based,
instrumental importance appeared to affect negative reactions to norm violation
by an outgroup. We interpreted this result as supporting our hypothesis that
negative reactions are affected by a Threat to Power Balance. The results of the
previous experiments and the present study together suggest that Threat to Power
Balance depends on the importance of a dimension to the relationship and not on
the importance of a dimension to the ingroup.

Contrary to our third hypothesis, Hosts did not react more negatively to a
highly threatening norm violation in their room by the outgroup, and they did not
perceive it as a larger threat to the power relation than Guests did. Hence, the idea
underlying our hypothesis on Threat to Ingroup Power that a norm violation by
the outgroup leads to a greater perceived reduction of ingroup power the more
power the ingroup has on the dimension to which the norm violation pertains, can
be discarded. Although members of the more powerful party were not more
inclined to show negative reactions, we did find that members of the less
powerful party were more inclined to call in the help of a third party and to go
away themselves than members of the more powerful party. This result is in
accordance with the results found in a study on the use of power strategies by
Cowan, Drinkard, and MacGavin (1984). They stated that the categories of
indirect and weak influence strategies are used by the less powerful, and found
that children used more indirect strategies to influence their parents, who were
more powerful, than to influence their friends. In the present study, the tendency
to call in the help of a third party and the tendency to go away correlated with
the perceived amount of power of the outgroup over the ingroup. It is therefore
possible that members of less powerful groups reacted in this way because they
thought that the more powerful party had more potential to retaliate than the
ingroup. On the basis of these results, we conclude that perceived power
differences may cause members of the less powerful group to react indirectly and
mildly, but they do not cause members of the more powerful group to react
negatively.

In the present study, perceived threat to the power relation was an important
factor in female respondents' negative reactions to norm violation by an outgroup:
the more female group members perceived the outgroup behaviour as a threat to
the power relation, the more they tended to send the outgroup away and to restore
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justice. As was predicted in Hypothesis 3a, the manipulation of Denial of Ingroup
Power by the outgroup was only successful in creating differences in perceived
threat to the power relation and the tendency to send away the outgroup for
female respondents. Male respondents always perceived the norm violation by the
outgroup as rather threatening to the power relation and they always had the
tendency to send the outgroup away, even if the latter acknowledged the ingroup's
power immediately after the norm violation. It is possible that male members of
a group which owns a territory are prone to negative behaviour. Milburn and
Watman (1981) describe the tendency of male animals to defend territory as
follows: "... those, usually males, who defend territory ... communicate their
intentions by often highly ritualized threat behavior ... Sometimes, but more
rarely, they even fight" (p. 118). The sex differences in negative reactions we
found may have been caused by differences in genetic predisposition. In
accordance with our findings is De Waal's (1982) supposition that there may be
a genetic influence on sex differences in dominance behaviour which is restricted
to differences in physical strength. De Waal studied dominance behaviour in
chimpanzees and found that, in a chimpanzee community, the top ofthe hierarchy
is only attainable for physically strong individuals. These strong individuals are
motivated to behave aggressively in order to reach a high position. Because of the
difference in physical strength, female chimpanzees can never beat the males,
which is reflected in sex differences in dominance behaviour. While male
chimpanzees display aggressive dominance behaviour in order to make other
chimpanzees respect them, female dominance appears to be based on respect from
below. For females, "acceptance of dominance is probably more important than
proving dominance" (De Waal, 1982, p. 186). The finding that females did not
react very negatively when the outgroup explicitly acknowledged the ingroup's
power is consistent with this explanation. While females were satisfied when their
dominance was accepted, males needed to prove their dominance by behaving
negatively, even when it was not actually threatened.

In addition to biological factors, socio-cultural factors may also affect sex
differences in negative behaviour. This view is reflected in the social-role or
structural approach advocated by Eagly (1983) and Eagly and Steffen (1986).
These authors propose that social behaviours are role behaviours which are
regulated by the social norms that apply to people who occupy a certain role. The
social-role approach could explain why we found differences in negative reactions
between males and females particularly when temtory was at stake: while many
types of conflicts may arise involving males as well as females, territorial
conflicts are normally fought out by male soldiers. It is possible that the norm
which prescribes that males become soldiers who fight territorial conflicts while
females do not, is internalized to such a great extent that it affected even the
behaviour of the respondents in the present study. We believe that a combination
of biological factors and socio-cultural factors may have affected the sex
difference in the tendency to send away the outgroup.

T'he tendency to restore justice was affected by Denial of Ingroup Power by the
outgroup for female as well as for male respondents. For females as well as for
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males, this tendency correlated with perceived threat to the power relation. We
believe that, unlike the tendency of male respondents to send away the outgroup,
their inclination to restore justice was affected by Denial of Ingroup Power since
it entailed reactions which were especially fit to regain the ingroup's power which
had previously been denied. If the outgroup members accepted that their
behaviour had been unacceptable and if they apologized to the ingroup as a result
of the ingroup's tendency to restore justice, the ingroup's power was re-
established (and as a result the Power Balance was likewise restored). We believe
that, unlike the tendency to send away the outgroup, the tendency to restore
justice in the present study should not be conceived of as a negative reaction to
the outgroup, but as a way to re-establish the denied ingroup power in a peaceful
manner.

The effect of Denial of Ingroup Power on the evaluation of the outgroup's
behaviour indicates that acknowledgement of ingroup power immediately after the
norm violation indeed somewhat mitigated the negative consequences for the
ingroup. Mitigation by acknowledging the ingroup's power should be
distinguished from mitigation in terms of justification given for a provocation
(Kremer 8i Stephens, 1983; Zillmann 8i Cantor, 1976). In both cases, however,
it is the respect shown for the `victim,' expressed by the hanm-doer, which
mitigates the harm done. Even though acknowledgement of the ingroup's power
diminishes the negative evaluation of the outgroup's behaviour, it does not
completely undo it. Afrer the outgroup told the ingroup that they could decide
what to do, the outgroup behaviour was still evaluated negatively. Thus,
acknowledging the victim's power after a norm violation may mitigate the
negative consequences somewhat, but it is not sufficient to make the victim
evaluate the harm-doer positively.

A possible explanation for the interaction between the Importance of Territory
and Denial of Ingroup Power by the outgroup for the tendency to send the
outgroup away is that importance to the ingroup may have affected ingroup
members' ideas about how important the room was to the outgroup. If the room
was important to the ingroup, ingroup members may have supposed that it was
also important to the outgroup. Therefore, if the room was important to the
ingroup and if the outgroup acknowledged the ingroup's power, ingroup members
may have reacted rather mildly by being less inclined to send the outgroup away
because they assumed that the outgroup needed the room badly. Of course, this
explanation is hypothetical and could only be tested if we knew ingroup members'
suppositions about importance of the room to the outgroup.

It should be noted that group members indicated that they would only show
reactions which were functional to the ingroup, like sending the outgroup away
and restoring justice, and that they were not particularly inclined to thwart the
outgroup by changing the lock, leaving a mess in the room, or using the room
when it was the outgroup's turn to use it. Hence, although the tendency to send
the outgroup away could be considered a negative reaction, the available reactions
which were most negative were seldom chosen by the respondents. In the present
study, we used a questionnaire in which only one norm violation by the outgroup
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was described. It is possible that repeated norm violations or violations in real life
are countered with more extreme reactions than the ones chosen by our
respondents.

To conclude, importance of a power dimension to the ingroup and the amount
of ingroup power on a dimension do not affect negative reactions to a norm
violation pertaining to that dimension. While female members of a group which
owns a temtory react negatively only when they perceive the power relation to
be threatened, male members of a group which owns a territory may be prone to
negative behaviour. Hence, if you do not know if access is permitted, it may be
wise to follow this advice: `Do not enter the men's room.'

Note

1. Acknowledgement of the ingroup's power in the present study should be
differentiated from acknowledgement of the ingroup's power in the experiment
described in Chapter 4. At the start of that experiment, the outgroup explicitly
acknowledged the ingroup's power to decide how to work on the common task.
This manipulation was employed to emphasize the amount of power the
ingroup could expect to have over the outgroup. Later on, the ingroup's power
was threatened by a norm violation by the outgroup. We expected that the
perceived threat to the power relation would be greater the more power the
ingroup expected to have on the outgroup at the start of the experiment. In the
present study, the outgroup first threatened the power relation by violating a
norm. Acknowledgement of the ingroup's power immediately after the norm
violation mitigated the negative consequences of the norm violation: we
expected that the perception of threat to the power relation would be
diminished because Acknowledgement gives the ingroup the feeling of power
over the outgroup, even though the outgroup had not followed the rules.
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Chapter 6: Discussion

In this final chapter, we will discuss the major advantages and shortcomings
ofthe research described in the preceding chapters. Since much attention has been
devoted to the development of a methodology which was suitable for testing our
hypotheses, we will start with a discussion of the methodologies employed in our
four studies. Subsequently, we will describe the evidence for the influence of
perceived threat to the power relation on negative reactions, some alternative
explanations for our findings, and we will present a new model on the effect of
Threat to Power Balance on negative reactions in intergroup relations. Since it
appeared that the Territory dimension had specific connotations for males
involved in an intergroup relationship, we will devote a separate section to
Territory and sex differences. Finally, we will describe some practical
implications of our research and make some suggestions for future research.

6.1 METHOD

Central to the research described in this book were the propositions that group
members would react negatively to a norm violation by the outgroup when they
perceived this norm violation as a Threat to Power Balance or when they
perceived it as a Threat to Ingroup Power. Threat to Power Balance was presumed
to depend on the importance of the power dimension on which a norm was
violated. Threat to Ingroup power was presumed to depend on the amount of
ingroup power on the dimension on which a norm was violated. We developed
a new experimental paradigm in order to test the effects of Threat to Power
Balance and Threat to Ingroup Power on negative reactions to norm violation. We
suggested that the experimental paradigm should meet the following prerequisites:
- There are two groups.
- There is a form of interdependence between the two groups which makes it

possible for them to react to each other.
- The relationship between the groups is characterized by different power

dimensions which vary in importance and on which the groups differ in the
extent to which they can influence each other.

- There are explicitly defined norms which apply to the different power
dimensions in the relationship.

- Norm violations are apparently committed repeatedly by the outgroup.
- The norm violations, supposedly committed by the outgroup, must vary in the

extent to which they constitute a Threat to Power Balance and the extent to
which they constitute a Threat to Ingroup Power.

- Participants must be offered the possibility to react negatively to the outgroup.
In the following sections, we will first describe to what extent these prerequisites
were actually met in the original Holiday Park Paradigm described in Chapter 2.
Subsequently, we will describe the main objections to the original paradigm and
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how these objections were met in a modified version of the Holiday Park
Paradigm. Then we will give an outline of the methodological characteristics of
the scenario study described in Chapter 5. Finally, we will present some general
methodological considerations.

6.1.1 The original Holiday Park Paradigm

In the original Holiday Park Paradigm there were two groups: the Landowners
and the Temp Agency, who were dependent on each other to complete the task
of building a holiday park. The relationship was based on two power dimensions:
Land and Employees. The Landowners had more power on the Land dimension
and the Temp Agency had more power on the Employees Dimension. Some rules
pertaining to the development of the holiday park were explicitly stated. One of
these rules pertained to the Land, another pertained to the Employees. Depending
on the experimental condition, the outgroup repeatedly violated the norms
pertaining to either the Land or to the Employees, or did not violate any norm.
Group members could react to the outgroup by inflicting a disturbing noise on the
outgroup.

Independent variables in the original Noliday Park Paradigm
In our first experiment with the Holiday Park Paradigm, we expected that

Landowners would be perceived as the more powerful party. The main reason for
this expectation was that the Land Dimension has some specific connotations
associated with power. Landowners have authority over what happens on their
territory; they can be seen as hosts who decide the norms their guests have to
comply with, and they are generally seen as wealthy people with high status. The
manipulation of the Power Distribution in the original Holiday Park Paradigm was
partly successful. According to members of the Temp Agency, the Landowners
were more powerful than the Temp Agency, even though the actual potential to
influence the outgroup were the same for both in that they could change the
anrangement made by the outgroup, write messages to each other in a logbook,
and decide which sound the other group would hear while working on the task.
Landowners who had worked on the task realized that the ingroup was not more
powerful than the outgroup. However, from our follow-up study, described in
Chapter 3, it appeared that Landowners did perceive the ingroup to be more
powerful than the outgroup at the start of the experiment.

While Land apparently had high relational importance, the Employees, who
constituted the other power dimension in the relationship, were also perceived to
be very important. T'hey were perceived as more important for the fulfilment of
the task than the Land. In other words, they had higher instrumental importance
than the Land. Thus, while we had intended to vary the importance of power
dimensions in such a way that one dimension would be perceived as more
important than the other, it appeared that one dimension was perceived to be more
important to the perceived relative power of the groups and the other dimension
was perceived to be more instrumentally important.
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From the answers given on the questionnaire which participants filled in after
the experiment, it appeared that the two independent variables, Power Distribution
on a dimension and Importance of a dimension, were not independent: members
of the Temp Agency, who had more power on the Employees dimension,
considered this dimension to be more important than Landowners did.
Mummendey and Simon (1989) also found that "both minorities and majorities
... ascribe more personal importance to those dimensions on which they hold a
superior position" (pp. 12-13). Since Power Distribution and Importance were not
independent, it was not possible to draw firm conclusions about the separate
effects of these variables.

Another drawback of the original Holiday Park Paradigm was that the
experimental situation was not perceived in the same way by all groups: female
participants appeared to be more sensitive to the norm violation pertaining to the
Employees than male participants; the norm violation pertaining to the Employees
may not have meant the same to Landowners and members of the Temp Agency;
and it was sometimes doubtful whether the norm violation involving Land was in
fact a violation. The latter finding indicates that operationalizing norm violations
as violations of explicitly stated rules does not rule out the possibility that they
pass unnoticed. It should be noted that these rules were presented as applicable
when working on the holiday park. Hence, it was clear to participants that these
rules had been defined by the experimenter and that none of the groups had been
involved in defining them. It is therefore possible that participants had not
internalized the rules. Fortunately, in the Holiday Park Paradigm, group members
interacted with each other. As a result, when one ofthe participants suggested that
the outgroup behaviour was legitimate the other group members reacted by
convincing him or her of the fact that the outgroup behaviour was not legitimate.

Dependent variables in the original Holiday Park Paradigm
In addition to the fact that our manipulation of the independent variables was

not completely successful, some other characteristics of the first experiment may
have affected the results in unforeseen ways. The main dependent measure was
the number of times participants chose to inflict noise upon the outgroup instead
of pleasant music. Choosing a sound for the outgroup was not, however, a
spontaneous reaction to the arrangement of the holiday park made by the
outgroup. Instead of reacting immediately after seeing the arrangement,
participants first worked together with the other members of their group for two
minutes. In these two minutes, there was a lot of intragroup discussion about the
arrangement and the outgroup and sometimes groups wrote messages to the
outgroup in the logbook. We believe that the intragroup discussion and writing
messages in the logbook may have affected the noise reactions to the outgroup.
We did, indeed, find group effects on negative reactions in the last phase of the
experiment. Furthermore, after each assignment, participants individually indicated
how the proceeds of the holiday park should be divided between the two groups.
Thus, instead of having only one reaction, participants had four potential reactions
to the outgroup, namely writing messages in the logbook; talking about the
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outgroup with other ingroup members; inflicting noise upon the outgroup; and
dividing proceeds between the groups.

Participants not only had a choice between noise and muzak, but they could
also determine the duration of the chosen sound. There were two reasons for
analyzing only the frequency of noise chosen instead of the duration of the noise.
First, there were a lot of missing data for the duration of the chosen sound,
simply because participants only pushed the button for choosing the type of
sound. Second, many participants always chose the same duration and
differentiated only between noise and muzak.

6.1.2 Modifications of the Holiday Park Paradigm

The results of the study on the perception of the experimental situation in the
Holiday Park Paradigm, described in Chapter 3, show that perceptions change
over time and that the recollection of events is modified by events which occur
later. We concluded that it was therefore useful to conduct a questionnaire earlier
on and repeatedly during an experiment. This was done in the experiment with
the modified version of the Holiday Park Paradigm (Chapter 4). The results of
this experiment indeed gave more insight into the sequence of processes during
the experiment. Other modifications were the following. Only one dimension was
used as a power dimension. In this way, the relative amount of power of the
groups was varied on the same dimension and differences in the perception of a
norm violation due to the membership of different kinds of groups were
prevented. Furthermore, the importance of the power dimension was varied
quantitatively, instead of having two dimensions which differ in type of
importance. It appeared that the difference in perceived importance of the
manipulated levels of importance was not as large as expected, but it was in the
expected direction. Since only one dimension was used, it was possible to have
the outgroup commit the same norm violation in all norm violation conditions.
Reactions to violations in the different conditions were therefore easier to compare
than in the original Holiday Park Paradigm.

In contrast to the first experiment, participants in the modified Holiday Park
Paradigm reacted immediately to the outgroup after seeing their proposed set-up.
Furthermore, participants could not write any messages in a logbook and could
not divide the proceeds between the groups. In this way, the noise reaction was
a more direct indication of spontaneous negative behaviour towards the outgroup
than it was in the first experiment.

The norms in the modified Holiday Park Paradigm were presented as existing
agreements between the groups. This was done in order to make participants
internalize the norms. In fact, it never happened that a norm violation passed
unnoticed. Finally, while in the first experiment the ingroup, that is, the group
consisting of real participants, started to work on each assignment, in the modified
Holiday Park Paradigm, the outgroup started each assignment. In this way, it was
easier to standardize the outgroup behaviour.
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In contrast to the experiment with the original Holiday Park Paradigm, in the
experiment with the modified Paradigm, we analyzed the data on the duration of
the noise. In this experiment, participants could only determine the duration of the
noise, but not of the muzak. The noise constituted an interruption of the
continuous pleasant music. Thus, instead of making a decision between a negative
and a positive sound and a decision on the duration of the chosen sound, they
only made a decision on the duration of the negative sound. Some researchers
(Donnerstein 8z Donnerstein, 1973, Goldenbeld, 1992) concluded from results
found in experiments on aggression, that the duration and intensity of negative
reactions may represent different aspects of aggression. It is possible that also the
duration of negative reactions may indicate a different aspect of negative
behaviour than the frequency of negative reactions. However, in the studies from
which it was concluded that the duration and intensity of aggression were
different aspects of aggression (Donnerstein 8c Donnerstein, 1973, Goldenbeld,
1992), duration was operationalized as the duration of pushing a button, while
intensity was varied by pushing different buttons. In our experiments, choosing
the type of sound and choosing the duration of the sound entailed choosing
between different buttons. Furthermore, the correspondence between the results
found in the first experiment with the Holiday Park Paradigm and the results
found in the experiment with the modified version indicate that frequency and
duration of noise may lead to comparable results.

6.1.3 The scenario study

Participants in the study described in Chapter 5 read a scenario, then they filled
in a questionnaire. Power between the groups in the scenario was varied on the
dimension Temtory: one group owned a room which the other group could use.
Hence, instead ofbeing positively interdependent for the completion ofa common
task, the groups were negatively interdependent for the use of one room.

In the studies with the Holiday Park Paradigm, the main goal in the
relationship was instrumental: the relationship was based on working on a
common task. It is therefore not striking that in these experiments the instrumental
importance of power dimensions affected the reactions to nonm violation. In the
scenario study the relationship was not based on a common task. Instead, it was
based on one group's dependence on the other group for using its room. The
importance of the room was manipulated by varying the extent to which it was
needed by the ingroup. Hence, unlike the preceding experiments in which
instrumental importance for the common task was varied, in the scenario study,
only importance of the dimension to the ingroup was varied.

Reactions of the owners of the temtory were compared with reactions of the
group who were guests in the territory. Hence, like in Experiment 1, the power
of one of the groups was based on the ownership of a territory. As we expected,
the owners of the territory were perceived as more powerful than guests. We had
predicted that the more powerful party would react more negatively than the less
powerful party, but we did not find any differences in negative reactions between
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them. This could, however, be due to the fact that guests only reacted to a highly
threatening norm violation. It is possible that differences in reactions between
guests and hosts would have been found if guests had been confronted with less
threatening norm violations. In future research, the effect of perceived overall
power differences on negative reactions should be studied by having more and
less powerful groups react to norm violations which differ in degree of threat.

The scenario study was the only study in which the groups might have been
mixed-sex groups, since the sex of the groups was not specified. In the other
studies, the in- and outgroup were always of the same sex, except for the study
described in Chapter 3, in which the outgroup was always a male group.
Therefore, in interpreting the sex differences found in the scenario study, one
should not forget that the composition of the groups was different from the groups
in the other studies. The mild reactions by female respondents could be explained
by referring to their reliance on the male group members who could resolve the
issue with the outgroup by reacting negatively. This does not explain, however,
why female respondents reacted as negatively as male respondents when the norm
violation by the outgroup was highly threatening.

6.1.4 General methodological considerations

Reaction possibilities
The main dependent measure in the Holiday Park Paradigm was the noise that

ingroup members could inflict upon the outgroup. Although noise was presented
as a negative reaction potential, it had various fiznctions. Participants could use
it not only to punish the outgroup for its behaviour, but they could also use it as
a means of communication. That is, by means of the noise, they could indicate
that they thought the outgroup should change its behaviour, even when they did
not consider this behaviour really inappropriate. Group members could also
choose the noise simply out of frustration, without intending to communicate
anything to the outgroup. Finally, they could choose the noise by chance, simply
because they had to make a choice between noise and muzak. We believe that
participants did not choose noise very often merely by chance, since most
participants were very involved in the task and took the ability to broadcast noise
seriously. Although the noise could have been used in different ways, it does not
affect the interpretation of differences between experimental conditions, since
there are no reasons to assume that the different experimental conditions invoked
different functions of the noise.

In all studies descríbed in this book, the reaction potentials were fixed and
predetermined by the experimenter. Participants could inflict noise on the
outgroup or fill out a questionnaire. In this way it was not possible to determine
if people are inclined to react on the same dimension as that on which the
outgroup commits a norm violation. Foa and Foa (1980) stated that exchange
preferably takes place on the same dimension or on similar dimensions. We could
expect that the same mechanism applies to reactions to norm violations (although
it would be difficult to fit the Territory dimension into one of the categories of
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interpersonal resources defined by Foa and Foa). There is one indication that
people indeed tend to react on the same dimension as the one on which a norm
has been violated: in the modified Holiday Park Paradigm, participants appeared
to react first to a norm violation pertaining to the Employees by hiring a large
number of employees of the ingroup. If this did not result in a change of
behaviour by the outgroup, participants resorted to inflicting noise on them. We
did not, however, find a correlation between the hiring of employees and the
noise chosen in a later assignment. In order to understand the dimensions on
which people prefer to react, immediately and after repeated norm violations,
experiments should be conducted in which participants are free to choose the
dimension on which they react.

Experiments versus questionnaires
While in the first and third experiments, two groups actually worked together

and reacted to each other, in the second and fourth studies, individual participants
filled out a questionnaire. We used both methodologies because, on the one hand,
we were interested in real behavioural reactions; on the other hand, we wanted to
know which perceptions preceded and accompanied these reactions. It appeared
that perceptions of the experimental situation changed over time and we believe
that expressing the perceptions of the task at the start of the experiment may also
affect the reactions during the task. Therefore, we deemed it useful to also study
the perceptions of individual respondents, indicated on a questionnaire, without
giving them other chances to react. Of course questionnaires may be influenced
to a larger extent by social desirability considerations than spontaneous reactions
in an experimental task. However, the combination of reactions in an experiment
and reactions on a questionnaire gives us deeper insight into the various processes
that go on in negative intergroup behaviour.

Intragroup discussion
As the results of the first experiment with the Holiday Park Paradigm indicated,

group members' reactions were affected by being in a group. From the
observation of the videotapes made of the groups, it appeared that in almost all
cases one group member took the initiative and told the other members what to
do. Our observation was in accordance with the finding by Kalma (1991) "that
differentiation in contributions to the group discussion occurs in the initial phase
of group interaction" (p. 177). Occasionally, the dominant behaviour of one
member led to resistance by the others, but disagreements within groups always
disappeared as soon as the outgroup became uncooperative. By the end of the
experiment, all groups were smoothly functioning teams in which the group
members occupied different roles. Often one of them made more decisions and
the other two handed him or her the materials and the employees. Apparently, the
uncooperative outgroup had unified the group members. We believe that this was
the reason for finding group effects on negative reactions at the end of the first
experiment: working together as a team reduced the intragroup variance in
reactions to the outgroup. Since group members were influenced by the other
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ingroup members, we analyzed the results of the modified Holiday Park Paradigm
on the group level.

Alternative partners
We designed the experiments and the questionnaire to minimize the role of

alternative partners outside the intergroup relationship. However, no experiment
can be designed in which the experimenter plays no role at all. In the Holiday
Park Paradigm, the experimenter defined the experimental situation and the
prevailing norms in the experimental situation. Moreover, working on the task
took place in the experimenter's laboratory. Since the experimenter was present
in the laboratory, participants could have tried to get help from her when the
outgroup thwarted them. They never did so. It may be that because of the high
involvement of participants, it did not occur to them to ask for help from a third
party or step out of the relationship.

In the scenario study, the university board could be conceived of as a third
party. The room was at the university and if the student unions could not agree,
they could have asked the university board to intervene. So, also in the scenario
study there was always a thírd party to which respondents could turn.

Conclusion
To conclude, some objections can be raised about the methodology used in our

studies. However, we succeeded in creating experimental situations with high
experimental realism (Aronson, Brewer, 8c Carlsmith, 1985): the task was very
engaging for the participants. Furthermore, we improved our methodology during
the course of experiments and the results of the different studies appeared to be
comparable. Although the Holiday Park Paradigm is time-consuming and labour-
intensive for the experimenter, it is a flexible method which is suitable for the
study of many aspects of real intergroup behaviour.

6.2 THREAT TO THE POWER RELATION

The central concept of this thesis is threat to the power relation. Now it is time
to evaluate evidence for the role of perceived threat to the power relation in
negative reactions to norm violation by the outgroup. In this section, we address
the following questions. Did participants react negatively because they perceived
the power relation with the outgroup to be threatened or did they react to
obstruction by the outgroup or to a perceived threat to their social identity? Was
it useful to subdivide threat to the power relation into Threat to Power Balance
and Threat to Ingroup Power? Did power also play a role as a static factor which
allows negative reactions? That is, did members of groups with more overall
power react more negatively than members of groups with less overall power,
because more powerful groups are more able to react negatively and have less
fear of retaliation by the less powerful group?
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6.2.1 Threat to Ingroup Power

We hypothesized that group members would react negatively to a norm
violation by the outgroup when they perceived it as a Threat to Ingroup Power.
More specifically, we predicted that members of a group with more power on a
certain dimension would react more negatively to a norm violation pertaining to
that dimension than members of a group with less power on that dimension. The
reasoning was that the more power a group had, the more it could be threatened
by the norm violation by the outgroup. We did not find effects of such a Threat
to Ingroup Power: the amount of power the ingroup initially had did not affect
negative reactions to the outgroup.

Although the initial amount of ingroup power did not affect negative reactions,
we did find several indications that the extent to which the Ingroup Power was
threatened may have affected group members' reactions to the outgroup. We
believe, however, that these results can be explained better by referring to a
Threat to Power Balance than by refemng to Threat to Ingroup Power. We will
therefore discuss these results in the next section.

6.2.2 Threat to Power Balance

In addition to the Threat to Ingroup Power effect, we predicted a Threat to
Power Balance effect on negative reactions. Threat to Power Balance was said to
depend on the perceived importance of a dimension. The idea behind it was that
when a dimension is perceived to be important, group members will view the
ingroup and outgroup in terms oftheir relative power on that dimension: since the
ability to influence each other on an important dimension has a strong impact on
the relationship, group members need to have clarity about the extent to which
each group can influence the other group. In our view, group members are more
preoccupied with maintaining the status quo between the groups than by enlarging
the ingroup's power. We assume that the more important the dimension, the more
importance group members will attach to the maintenance of the Power Balance
between the ingroup and the outgroup. A norm violation pertaining to an
important dimension will be perceived as a threat to the power relation and will
be reacted to negatively.

We believe that perceived Threat to Power Balance did indeed play a role in
our studies. However, the results indicate that the role of importance should be
qualified. In the Holiday Park Paradigm, where the common task was the basis
of the relationship, it was not the importance of a dimension as such which
affected negative reactions, but the perceived instrumental importance to the
common task. We suggest that importance to the main goal of the relationship
determines the perceived Threat to Power Balance.

An alternative explanation for the relationship between perceived importance
of a dimension and negative reactions to a norm violation pertaining to that
dimension is that respondents reacted negatively to a perceived threat to their
Social Identity. Social Identity Theory would predict most negative reactions
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when a norm violation takes place on a dimension important to the ingroup
because in that case the social identity of ingroup members is most threatened. In
fact, Mummendey and Schreiber ( 1984) found that "there is a generally stronger
in-group favouritism on dimensions important for the ingroup as compared to less
important ones" (pp. 366-367). In our experiments, however, it was not so much
importance to the ingroup which affected negative reactions, butrather importance
to the main goal of the relationship. The relation between instrumental importance
and negative reactions is more in accordance with our notion of Threat to Power
Balance than with Social Identity Theory.

Another objection to Social Identity Theory is that although the social identity
may sometimes have been threatened by the outgroup behaviour, respondents did
not try to restore it by ingroup favouritism, which would have been less costly
than reacting negatively. One could object to this line of reasoning by referring
to the fact that participants could only display ingroup favouritism on the
questionnaire afrer the experiment. However, during the task in the original
Holiday Park Paradigm, participants already had the opportunity to divide
proceeds between the groups and even here, the pattern of reactions was not
related to the negative behaviour towards the outgroup. In contrast to reactions to
a threat to social identity, reactions to threat to the power relation are not intended
to save face, but to restore the power balance.

Another explanation for the relationship between perceived instrumental
importance of a dimension and negative reactions to a norm violation pertaining
to that dimension is that group members indicated that they deemed the dimension
important in order to justify their negative reactions. Since perceived importance
of power dimensions were measured at the end of the task after group members
had reacted to the outgroup, we cannot rule out this possibility. However, the
interpretation of perceived importance by group members in terms ofjustification
for their own reactions cannot explain why the relation between negative
behaviour and perceived importance was restricted to instrumental importance.
Furthermore, we assume that if the answers on the questionnaire could be
interpreted as a justification for group members' behaviour, we would also have
found a relation between negative reactions and perceived involvement in the task;
when participants reacted very negatively to the outgroup they could have justified
this behaviour by stating that they were feeling very involved in the task. We did
not find such a relationship.

The relationship between perceived instrumental importance of a dimension and
negative reactions to a norm violation pertaining to that dimension could also be
explained by referring to the perceived inappropriateness of the outgroup
behaviour. Group members might have reacted negatively to a norm violation
which pertained to an instrumentally important dimension because they perceived
such a norm violation as more inappropriate than a norm violation pertaining to
a dimension with less instrumental importance. However, the perceived
importance of the instrumental dimension was not related to the evaluation of the
outgroup behaviour in terms of inappropriateness: when the dimension was less
important, the outgroup behaviour was perceived to be as inappropriate as when
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the dimension was perceived to be more important. In sum, we believe that
participants reacted negatively to a norm violation pertaining to a dimension with
high instrumental importance because this norm violation constituted a Threat to
Power Balance.

It could be argued that, instead of reacting negatively to a perceived Threat to
Power Balance, group members reacted negatively to obstruction by the outgroup.
We believe that this was not the case, because the actual consequences of the
outgroup behaviour were the same under all the conditions: the assignment could
not be completed and therefore did not yield any profits. Obstruction can
therefore not explain the differences in reactions we found between conditions.

We will now describe some results which could have been interpreted as
indications of an effect of Threat to Ingroup Power on negative reactions, but
which we prefer to interpret in terms of Threat to Power Balance. The reason for
interpreting these results as indications of Threat to Power Balance is that it is not
possible to determine if, in these cases, the perceived Ingroup Power was actually
reduced, but it is very plausible that the Power Balance was perceived to be
disturbed. One of these results was the negative correlation between negative
reactions and perceived influence of the ingroup on the outgroup. The more group
members reacted negatively during the experiment, the less they perceived their
potential influence on the outgroup to be at the end of the experiment. It appeared
that the perceived influence on the outgroup decreased only after a negative
reaction. This finding suggests that group members tried to influence the outgroup
by their negative behaviour and only after they failed, did they admit that their
potential for influencing the outgroup was diminished. We believe that the
instigation to react negatively was a perceived Threat to Power Balance. If the
outgroup had yielded to the negative behaviour of the participants, they would
have felt they could influence the outgroup. Since this was not the case, the
Power Balance was disturbed and the perceived ingroup power was not only
threatened, but also actually diminished.

Another result which could have been interpreted as an indication of an effect
of perceived Threat to Ingroup Power involved the negative reactions to an
outgroup which first explicitly acknowledged the superior power of the ingroup
and later repeatedly violated a norm pertaining to an instrumentally important
dimension. Acknowledgement of Ingroup Power happened when the outgroup
stated explicitly that the ingroup had a larger say in how to complete the task
because the ingroup had more power on the instrumental dimension. When the
outgroup later repeatedly violated a norm pertaining to this instrumental
dimension, group members reacted negatively to the outgroup. Although one
could state that group members reacted negatively to a Threat to their
Acknowledged Ingroup Power, we propose that in these negative reactions, Threat
to Power Balance played a central role, since by acknowledging the Ingroup
Power the instrumental importance of the power dimension was stressed. We
believe that it was not the initial amount of Ingroup Power, or even the initial
amount of Acknowledged Ingroup Power which affected negative reactions.
Instead, it was the extent to which the Power Balance was threatened by a norm
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violation on a dimension with instrumental importance for completing the
common task.

The last finding which we interpret as an indication of an effect of Threat to
Power Balance on negative reactions was the effect of Denial of Ingroup Power
which we found in the scenario study. Denial of Ingroup Power referred to the
extent to which the outgroup reduced the ingroup's power, irrespective of the
initial amount of ingroup power. It was manipulated by having the outgroup
explicitly acknowledge the ingroup's power, implicitly deny the ingroup's power
or explicitly deny the ingroup's power. As expected, we found that group
members reacted more negatively when their ingroup power had been denied than
when it had been acknowledged. In this study, Denial of Ingroup Power could be
perceived as a reduction of the ingroup power as well as an enlargement of the
outgroup power, because the outgroup exercised more power than it was entitled
to. It may therefore be useful to also label this effect, Threat to Power Balance.

To conclude, since negative reactions were not affected by the initial amount
of power of the ingroup on a dimension, we propose eliminating the distinction
between Threat to Power Balance and Threat to Ingroup Power. We believe that,
irrespective of the amount of ingroup power, group members react negatively
when the Power Balance between the ingroup and the outgroup is threatened. On
the basis of the results of our studies, we redefine Threat to Power Balance as
depending not only on the importance of the dimension to which the norm
violation pertaíns but also on the extent to which the power balance is disturbed. ~
It should be noted that, except for the scenario study, we did not ask participants
if they actually perceived the power relation with the outgroup to be threatened.
Therefore, we cannot state that we have proved beyond the shadow of a doubt
that it was actually a perceived Threat to Power Balance to which participants
reacted negatively in our experiments with the Holiday Park Paradigm. We
believe, however, that participants' responses to a questionnaire also cannot be
taken as indisputable indicatíons of cognitive and emotional processes: participants
may not be conscious of the motives for their own actions and their answers may
be strongly influenced by social desirability considerations. We conclude on the
basis of our results, that when two groups work together on a task, the greater the
instrumental importance of the dimension on which a norm violation takes place,
the more the Power Balance is threatened and the more negatively group members
will react. We propose that Threat to Power Balance will also affect negative
reactions in a relationship which is not based on a common task. In that case,
group members will react more negatively to the outgroup the more they perceive
the dimension to which the norm violation pertains to be important to the main
goal of the relationship, and the larger the extent to which the norm violation
constitutes a Threat to the Power Balance.

6.2.3 Power as background variable

We expected that members of more powerful groups would react more
negatively than members of less powerful groups. Members of more powerful
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groups are more likely to perceive a threat to the power relation because they
have more ingroup power and are more likely to deem dimensions important,
precisely because they have more power. Furthermore, they often have more
opportunities to react negatively and - since the outgroup is less able to react
negatively -they do not have to fear severe retaliatíons. In other words, power can
be threatened, but power can also be a static background variable which makes
negative reactions possible. DeRidder 8i Tripathi (1992) explained effects of
power on negative reactions in this way. Other researchers expected that less
powerful parties in particular are likely to react negatively. As Tedeschi and
Lindskold (1976) stated, "A person who feels powerless, is low in status, and
lacks expertise and self-confidence, is prone to use coercion, particularly when he
desires to share the commodities available to other members of his group" (p.
406). However, a feeling of powerlessness is not limited to members of less
powerful groups. When the outgroup commits a norm violation which is perceived
as a threat to the power relation, ingroup members may feel powerless, even if
their group has more power than the outgroup. In the studies described in this
book, we did not find any effects of power as a static background variable:
members of more powerful groups did not react more negatively than members
of less powerful groups. We cannot, however, conclude from the results of our
studies that such effects do not occur outside the laboratory. One possible reason
for not finding these effects was that in our experiments the more powerful
groups and the less powerful groups had exactly the same reaction potential at
their disposal. In the experiments with the Holiday Park Paradigm, these consisted
of inflicting noise on the outgroup, writing messages in a logbook, and dividing
the proceeds. In the scenario study, respondents reacted by answering a
questionnaire. We believe that outside the laboratory, more powerful groups are
more able to react negatively than less powerful groups. Members of more
powerful groups may therefore display more negative behaviour than members of
less powerful groups.

Another possible reason for not finding an effect of power differences on
negative reactions was that, except for the study in Chapter 3 and the scenario
study described in Chapter 5, our manipulation of overall power differences was
not completely successful. Members of groups whose intergroup comparisons
showed that they had more perceived power did not perceive themselves to be
more powerful than the outgroup, at least at the end of the experiment. This may
explain why they did not react more negatively than members of the outgroup.
However, in the scenario study, in which members of the more powerful group
did perceive themselves to be more powerful than the outgroup, no effects of
power differences on negative reactions were found either. Having more power
was apparently not sufficient to cause more negative reactions. The lack of such
an effect can, however, be due to the fact that, in this study, the less powerful
group only reacted to a highly threatening norm violation. It cannot be ruled out
that members of the less powerful group would have reacted less negatively than
members of the more powerful group if a comparison were made between both
groups' reactions to mildly threatening norm violations.
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We suggest that in order to test the effects of power as a static background
variable, one should study reactions of more and less powerful groups to norm
violations which vary in threat in a situation in which the more powerful groups
actually have more ability to react negatively.

6.2.4 A model

Did participants in our studies perceive the power relation with the outgroup
to be threatened and did they react negatively to this threat to the power relation?
The results indicate that this was indeed the case. We assume that the power
balance in the relationship was more central than the amount of ingroup power
because the ability to influence the outgroup was only one aspect of the mutual
influence between the group and the perceived potential to influence the outgroup
on a dimension was not independent of the perceived importance of that
dimension. Our conception of power as group members' perceptions of the
possibility of the different groups in the relationship to exert influence appeared
to be useful because this possibility was in particular affected by norm violations
and negative reactions to it.

On the basis of the results of our studies, we believe that negative reactions to
the outgroup were indeed provoked by a perceived threat to the power relation.
In order to stress the central role of Threat to Power Balance, we slightly
modified the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 1. The new framework
is depicted in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Norm Violation and reactions to Threat to Power Balance
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When a norm violation pertains to a dimension which is important to the main
goal of the relationship, it will be perceived as a Threat to Power Balance, to
which group members will react negatively. This is depicted in the central
sequence of Figure 6.1. The larger the extent to which the norm violation disturbs
the Power Balance, the larger the perceived Threat to Power Balance. The dotted
arrow between the reaction by members of group B and the second norm violation
by group A indicates that, according to the participants in our experiments, the
outgroup behaviour was related to the behaviour of the ingroup. Actually, the
outgroup behaviour was preprogrammed by the experimenter.

The arrows from perceived power to perceived Threat to Power Balance
represent the fact that a perceived power relation has to exist before a norm
violation or a negative reaction by an outgroup can constitute a threat to it. The
arrow from the second norm violation by group A to perceived power indicates
that the perceived power relation is affected by repeated norm violations: when
the outgroup does not observe the norms as a reaction to the ingroup's attempts
at influence, ingroup members have to admit that their ability to influence the
outgroup, or, in other words, their relative ingroup power, has diminished.

The dotted arrows from perceived power to the reactions by members of group
B indicates that power may also play a role in negative reactions as a static
background variable which makes negative reactions possible, because the more
powerful party has more potential to react negatively than the less powerful party
and fears less retaliation. Although we did not find such an effect of power on
negative reactions in our studies, we suggest that it may occur in a situation in
which the more powerful party actually has more potential to react negatively
than the less powerful party.

As in Figure 1.3 (p. 24) in the Introduction, norms form a necessary
background variable for a norm violation to occur: only an existing norm can be
violated. In Figure 6.1, the mutual influence between power and norms is
represented by the bidirectional anrow at the top of the figure. Furthermore, the
reaction to norm violation will be influenced by existing norms, which is depicted
by the arrows pointing to the reactions by group B. Group members will tend to
exhibit behaviour which is considered normative and the existence of norms of
redress may prevent an escalation of conflict. The other way around, norm
violation and the reactions by group members may change the definition of what
is normative or counter-normative in the specific situation: norm violation and
reactions to it may change existing norms.

To conclude, group members react negatively to the outgroup when the Power
Balance is threatened by a norm violation on a dimension which is important to
the main goal of the relationship. The initial amount of perceived Ingroup Power
on a specific dimension does not affect negative reactions to norm violation on
that dimension, but it is diminished by failed influence attempts.
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6.3 TERRITORY AND SEX DIFFERENCES

In the Introduction, we predicted that tetritory would be perceived as an important
power dimension. This was indeed the case in our studies: groups who owned a
certain territory were perceived to be more powerful than groups who did not. As
we stated in the section on the independent variables in the Holiday Park
Paradigm, temtory has some specific connotations associated with power. In a
certain way, the ownership of a territory implies acknowledgement of power by
another party, because the owner of a territory controls who has access to his or
her territory and how one should behave on the territory. The results of our
studies showed that males were particularly sensitive to the specific characteristics
of the territory dimension in intergroup relationships. While both males and
females reacted negatively when a highly threatening norm violation took place
on their territory, males reacted negatively even when the norm violation on their
temtory was not threatening. In fact, when males owned territory, they reacted
as negatively to a norm violation which was low in threat as to a norm violation
which was high in threat. Furthermore, males perceived territory as a more
important relational power dimension than females did. This relational importance
appeared to be independent of importance to the ingroup.

The difference in reactions between males and females when the outgroup
committed a rather mild norm violation on the ingroup's territory can be
explained in various ways. One possibility is the genetic influence. De Waal
writes in his book on chimpanzee politics (1982) that there may be a genetic
influence on sex differences in dominance behaviour which is restricted to
differences in physical strength. In a chimpanzee community the top of the
hierarchy is only attainable for physically strong individuals. These individuals are
motivated to behave aggressively in order to reach a high posítion. Because of the
difference in physical strength, female chimpanzees can never beat the males,
which is reflected in sex differences in dominance behaviour. While male
chimpanzees display aggressive dominance behaviour in order to make other
chimpanzees respect them, female dominance appears to be based on respect from
below. For females "acceptance of dominance is probably more important than
proving dominance" (De Waal, 1982, p. 186). This explanation is consistent with
our finding that females did not react very negatively when the outgroup
explicitly acknowledged the ingroup's power, which was the case for the
Landowners in the experiment with the modified Holiday Park Paradigm and in
the Acknowledgement Conditions of the scenario study. While females were
satisfied when their dominance was accepted, males still needed to prove their
dominance by behaving negatively. Another indication of the role of sex
differences in physical strength in negative behaviour is the finding by Eagly and
Steffen (1986) that sex differences in aggressive behaviour were strongly related
to perceived danger to oneself (p. 324). When females realized that they were
endangering themselves by their aggressive behaviour they were more likely to
refrain from aggression than male respondents. The biological approach cannot,
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however, explain why we found sex differences in negative reactions only when
the ingroup owned territory.

In addition to biological factors, socio-cultural factors may affect sex
differences in negative behaviour. This view is reflected in the social-role or
structural approach advocated by Eagly (1983) and Eagly and Steffen (1986).
They propose that social behaviours are role behaviours which are regulated by
the social norms that apply to people who occupy a certain role. With regard to
sex differences in aggression, they state that "gender roles are one important class
of social roles .... Yet other roles, if they are occupied primarily by one sex (e.g.,
military roles, homemaker role) can also underlie sex differences in aggressive
behavior" (p. 310). The social-role approach explains why we found differences
in negative reactions between males and females when territory was at stake,
while we did not find such differences in other conditions. While many types of
conflicts may arise in which males as well as females are involved, territorial
conflicts are normally fought by male soldiers. It is possible that the norm which
prescribes that males become soldiers who fight territorial conflicts while females
do not, is internalized to such a great extent that it affects even the behaviour of
the participants in our studies. Only when the outgroup behaviour is extremely
inappropriate will females react as negatively as males.

To conclude, we believe that a combination of biological and socio-cultural
factors have affected the sex differences found in our studies.

6.4 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

We studied group members' negative reactions in laboratory experiments and
in a scenario study. To what extent can these results be generalized to groups
outside the laboratory? Do our results help us predict the course of intergroup
conflicts in real life? Do they indicate how conflicts can be avoided or how the
escalation of conflicts can be prevented?

The experimental situation in the original Holiday Park Paradigm is comparable
to the relationship between autochthons and immigrant guest workers: one group
works on the territory of the other. In the Netherlands, the importance of labour
in the relationship between autochthons and immigrants has diminished since the
sixties, because of the rise in unemployment. Instead of the autochthons being
dependent on the immigrants for labour, both groups compete for the same jobs.
The Holiday Park Paradigm may, therefore, be more comparable to the
relationship between immigrants and autochthonous Dutch in the sixties than to
that relationship as it is now.

In the scenario study described in Chapter 5, territory was also an important
characteristic of the study. We believe that the relationship between autochthons
and immigrants is, to a large extent, based on territory, or, in other words, that
territory is an important power dimension in the relationship between autochthons
and immigrants. However, when the two groups work together on a common task,
the importance of the territory shifts to the background and dimensions which are
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instrumental for reaching a common goal become the central dimensions. In order
to predict intergroup reactions, it is necessary to know which specific aspects are
essential to the relationship under study.

When the relationship between autochthons and immigrants is based only on
the territory dimension, conflicts easily arise, since territory is a dimension to
which group members may be especially sensitive, particularly when the members
are males. Even a relatively mild norm violation in a territory can lead to negative
reactions. On the basis of our results, we believe that the behaviour of the local
residents described in the box in the Introduction can partly be explained by
refemng to their perception of a Threat to Power Balance. Before the house was
given to the Turkish family, a power balance existed between the autochthons and
the Turkish families living on the street. This power balance was threatened when
it became clear that another Turkish family would live on the same street. The
Turkish families would have a greater say in what would happen on the street,
simply because their numbers increased. Local residents reacted to this threat by
damaging the house and covering it with racist slogans. Even though the Turkish
family did not violate an explicit norrn, their arrival in the street elicited fierce
reactions.

How can the escalation of conflicts be prevented? In our research, we were not
able to study real escalation of conflicts because the behaviour of one of the
groups was manipulated by the experimenter. The groups did not react to each
other, but one group reacted to the preprogrammed behaviour of the other group.
In any case, the experiments with the Holiday Park Paradigm showed that, when
one of the groups in a relationship is uncooperative, positive interdependence
between groups is not sufficient for preventing conflicts. The groups were
positively interdependent for building the holiday park, but a conflict arose when
one group repeatedly committed a norm violation.

According to Mummendey and Schreiber (1984), conflict might, under certain
circumstances, be prevented by introducing various comparison dimensions in an
intergroup relation. They wrote that:

the possibility ofcomparing in-group and out-group on various dimensions and,
in this way to favour the in-group on dimensions relevant for in-group identity
and simultaneously to favour out-groups on other dimensions, seems to open
a perspective, consistent with SIT, but at the same time pointing to a less
competitive way of preserving positive social identity. (p. 367)

In our experiments, the introduction of various dimensions was not sufficient to
prevent conflict. Even though the existence of various dimensions can reduce
outgroup discrimination when the ingroup's social identity is threatened, it cannot
prevent negative reactions to a threat to the power relation. When the outgroup
violates a norm on an important dimension, ingroup members will react negatively
to the outgroup, because positive intergroup comparisons are simply not sufficient
to restore the power balance.

Deutsch (1993) proposed some strategies for conflict resolution. One of these
strategies involved defining the conflict as a mutual problem to be solved
cooperatively. In order to define the conflict as a mutual problem, the groups
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must be able to communicate with each other. In our experiments, the lack of
communication potential certainly hampered the resolution of the conflict. Many
participants became very angry because they did not understand why the outgroup
committed the norm violation. Their anger had several causes. First, they felt
frustrated because the norm violation had made the situation unpredictable.
Second, since they could not come up with good reasons for the outgroup
behaviour, they could attribute it to bad intentions or to irrationality on the part
of the outgroup members. Third, they became angry at the outgroup, because it
did not make its intentions clear. What the participants did not realize, was that
very often they did not make their intentions clear to the outgroup either. They
were so angry and busy changing the arrangement made by the outgroup that it
did not occur to them that maybe the outgroup did not understand the ingroup's
intentions either. We assume that open communication is a prerequisite for
conflict resolution and that anger makes open communication impossible.

Although open communication is important to conflict resolution, it may not
be sufficient and may sometimes even provoke conflicts. The expectation that an
outgroup obeys the rules is normally implicit and an explicit expression of this
expectation may itself be a norm violation which can lead to conflict. This
happened when, in August 1994, a letter was written on behalfof the municipality
of Amsterdam to a group of gypsies. In the letter, it was stressed that the gypsies
should behave as guests of the Dutch. It was further specified that behaving as
guests meant: no stealing, no pickpocketing, no begging, no teasing the animals,
not damaging anything, not throwing rocks or other objects ("Amsterdam maant,"
1994, "Amsterdam biedt," 1994). Interest groups for gypsies in the Netherlands
were shocked and filed a complaint against the municipality of Amsterdam. This
example shows again that power on the basis of territory is a delicate topic. Not
only is it easily threatened, but its implicit connotations become rude when they
are made explicit.

The studies described in this book were all conducted with two groups or
individual members of two groups. On the basis of these studies, we cannot make
predictions about intergroup relationships in which more than two groups are
involved or about how individuals would react to a threat to the power relation
in an interpersonal relationship. We propose, however, that processes of threat to
the power relation also take place in interpersonal relationships on the dimensions
which are important to the specific relationship under study.

Of course, in relationships outside the laboratory, many norms are implicit
rather than explicit and there may be more power dimensions to the relationship
than the ones on which power was varied in our studies. In any case, we assume
that behaviours on dimensions that are important to the main goal of the
relationship will more likely be perceived as norm violations than behaviours
pertaining to less central dimensions.
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6.5 FUTURE RESEARCH

New insights raise new questions. So do the insights gained from the research
in this book. We believe the book's most important merit is that it gives an
indication of a direction in which the relation between power and negative
intergroup behaviour can be studied.

We found evidence for reactions to Threat to Power Balance in our
experiments with the Holiday Park Paradigm. In these experiments, the role of
importance of a dimension in negative reactions was limited to instrumental
importance for the common task. In order to prove our proposition that group
members react negatively to norm violation on a dimension which is important
to the main goal of the relationship, reactions to Threat to Power Balance should
also be studied in an intergroup relationship which is not characterized by positive
interdependence for the fulfilment ofa common task. The Holiday Park Paradigm
could be adapted for this approach, for example, by designing an experiment in
which two groups are staying in the holiday park.

An important assumption in our conception of Threat to Power Balance was
that group members will view the ingroup and the outgroup in terms of their
relative power on a dimension when that dimension is important. In order to
check this assumption, a questionnaire study could be designed in which group
members are asked to describe the relationship between the ingroup and the
outgroup on various dimensions. The relationship which respondents are asked to
describe can be a relationship in which they are actually involved or a relationship
described in a scenario. The extent to which respondents describe the relationship
in terms of power balance should be related to the perceived importance of the
dimension for the main goal of the relationship.

In addition to the prediction that group members would react negatively to a
perceived threat to the power relation, we proposed that overall power could
affect reactions to the outgroup as a variable which makes negative reactions
possible. In our studies, negative reactions were not affected by overall power
differences between the groups. This finding may indicate that there were no
differences between the groups in their ability to react negatively to the outgroup.
In the Holiday Park Paradigm, both groups had the same noise at their disposal
with which they could punish the outgroup. And in all studies, the opportunity to
react via the questionnaire was the same for more and less powerful groups.
Outside the laboratory, more powerful groups often have more opportunity to
react negatively than less powerful groups. Therefore, in order to study the role
of power as a background variable which makes negative reactions possible, an
experiment should be conducted in which the power difference also applies to the
potential for negative reaction to the outgroup. In the Holiday Park Paradigm, this
could, for example, be done by giving the more powerful group more chances to
inflict noise upon the outgroup.

To conclude, in the research described in this book we gained more insight into
negative intergroup behaviour. From our experiments with the Holiday Park
Paradigm, it appears that a perceived Threat to Power Balance plays an important
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role in negative intergroup behaviour. The merits of the Holiday Park Paradigm
and our conception of Threat to the Power Balance should be elaborated in future
research.

Note

1. Disturbance refers to a negative change in the Power Balance; when the
outgroup violates a norm by which the ingroup power is enhanced or the
outgroup power is diminished, this will not be perceived as Threat to Power
Balance.
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Summary

The focus ofthis dissertation is the way in which power between groups affects
reactions to norm violation by an outgroup. The central proposition is that group
members will react negatively to a norm violation by an outgroup when the
violation is perceived as a threat to the power relation. It is supposed that threat
to the power relation can take place in two ways. The first type is Threat to the
Power Balance, which occurs when the outgroup violates a norm pertaining to an
important dimension in the power relation. The second type of threat to the power
relation is Threat to Ingroup Power, which occurs when the outgroup violates a
norm which pertains to a dimension in the power relation on which the ingroup
has more power than the outgroup.

In Chapter 1, the theoretical background of the research is described. Firstly,
attention is paid to the role of power in Norm Violation Theory (DeRidder,
Schruijer 8c Tripathi, 1992). According to DeRidder, Schruijer and Tripathi, the
ingroup needs a certain amount of power in order to react negatively to an
outgroup. An escalation of negative behaviour between groups can only take place
when both groups have sufficient power to retaliate against each other. In the
research described in this dissertation, it is assumed that the role of power in
negative intergroup behaviour is more complex. In addition to the role of power
in retaliating against the outgroup, norm violation can lead to negative behaviour
when it is perceíved as a threat to the power relation. In order to arrive at a good
conceptualisation of threat to the power relation, in Chapter 1 the concepts of
group, intergroup behaviour, norms, norm violation, and power are specified.
Norm violation is operationalized as a violation ofan explicitly stated rule. Power
is operationalized as `the perceived potential capacity of the groups in a
relationship to influence each other on dimensions which characterize the
relationship.' The dimensions in a relationship vary in importance and the groups
vary in how much influence they can exert on each other along the different
power dimensions. After a description of the relationship between power and
norms, a model is presented in which the influence of power on negative reactions
to nonn violation by an outgroup is depicted. Subsequently, threat to the power
relation is distinguished from processes which resemble this approach, like
Reactance (Brehm, 1966); Power Restoration (Fagenson 8i Cooper, 1987;
Worchel, Arnold 8i Hamson, 1978; Horwitz, 1958); T'hreat to Social Identity
(Ng, 1982; Van Knippenberg, 1984); and Mulder's Power Distance Theory
(1982). Chapter 1 concludes with the propositions which constitute the basis for
the research described in the subsequent chapters. These propositions are as
follows:

1. Norm violation by members of the outgroup will elicit negative reactions
when it is perceived as a Threat to Power Balance. Threat to Power Balance
depends on the importance to the relationship of the dimension to which the norm
violation pertains.
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2. Norm violation by members of the outgroup will elicit negative reactions
when it is perceived as a T'hreat to Ingroup Power. Threat to Ingroup Power
depends on the amount of ingroup power on the dimension to which the norJn
violation pertains.

3. When an overall power difference exists between the groups, members of
the more powerful group will react more negatively to norm violation by
members of the less powerful group than vice versa.

An experiment is presented in Chapter 2 which was conducted using the so-
called `Holiday Park Paradigm.' The goal was to discover whether participants
reacted more negatively to Norm Violation than to Norm Respect; whether
participants reacted more negatively to a norm violation pertaining to an important
dimension than to a norm violation pertaining to a less important dimension
(Threat to Power Balance); whether participants reacted more negatively to a
norm violation pertaining to a dimension on which the ingroup had more power
than the outgroup, than to a norm violation pertaining to a dimension on which
the ingroup had less power than the outgroup (Threat to Ingroup Power); and
whether members of a more powerful group reacted more negatively than
members of a less powerful group (Overall Retaliation Power). The prerequisites
necessary for an experimental paradigm to test these hypotheses are discussed and
existing paradigms are evaluated in terms of these prerequisites. Since none ofthe
evaluated paradigms met all the prerequisites, the Holiday Park Paradigm was
developed: it is an experimental paradigm in which two three-person groups -
Landowners and a Temp Agency - worked together to develop a holiday park.
Four tasks had to be completed in order to realize the development: building
bungalows, a restaurant, a shop, and a swimming pool. The power relationship
was characterized by two dimensions: authority over Land and authority over
Employees. Landowners had more power on the Land dimension; the Temp
Agency had more power along the Employees dimension. It was expected that
Land would be perceived as more important than Employees. The outgroup,
whose behaviour was actually manipulated by the experimenter, respected the
norms, violated a norm pertaining to the Employees, or violated a norm pertaining
to the Land. Group members could react negatively by exposing the outgroup to
an annoying sound (a loud beep). After the experiment they completed a question-
naire, about the evaluation of the sound, the task, the ingroup, the outgroup, the
perceived power relation between the groups, and the behaviour of the outgroup.

As expected, group members reacted more negatively to Norm Violation than
to Norm Respect. Contrary to expectations, Land was not considered more
important than Employees. Although Land was more important to the perceived
power distribution between the groups - Landowners were perceived as more
powerful than the Temp Agency - Employees were considered more important to
the completion of the task. In other words, the instrumental importance of
Employees was greater than the instrumental importance of Land. The expected
effect of Threat to Power Balance on negative reactions was partly confirmed:
group members reacted most negatively when the outgroup violated a norm
pertaining to a dimension with high instrumental importance. Hence, it was not
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importance of a dimension as such which affected negative behaviour, but
instrumental importance to the common task. The other two hypotheses were not
corroborated.

Negative behaviour towards the outgroup correlated negatively with perceived
influence of the ingroup on the outgroup. Possibly, ingroup members reacted
negatively because the perceived influence of the ingroup upon the outgroup was
reduced by the uncooperative behaviour by the outgroup. Since perceived
influence was measured only at the end of the experiment, it was not possible to
establish whether perceived influence was indeed reduced the more the ingroup
was confronted with an uncooperative outgroup.

The interpretation of the results was hampered by the following factors: both
dimensions which characterized the relationship were considered to be important
(although they differed in type of importance); it appeared that the perceived
importance of the dimensions was not independent of the power distribution on
the dimensions; the same situation was not perceived in the same way by all
groups.

In Chapter 3, a study is described which was conducted in order to clarify how
participants in the Holiday Park Paradigm perceived the experimental situation.
For that purpose, respondents watched a video ofa group of three persons (actors)
who participated in an experiment using the Holiday Park Paradigm. The group
members on video were Landowners or members of the Temp Agency and, like
the group members in the original Holiday Park Paradigm, they were confronted
with an outgroup which respected the norms, an outgroup which violated a norm
pertaining to the Employees, or an outgroup which violated a norm pertaining to
the Land. The video groups worked only on the first two assignments (building
bungalows and a restaurant). Two Norm Respect Conditions were added in which
the group members on video (Landowners or Temp Agency) worked only on the
first assignment, in which the outgroup was still cooperative. Respondents were
asked to imagine themselves as members of the group they saw on video. After
watching the video they completed a questionnaire about the perception of the
experimental situation, the power relation between the groups, and reactions
towards the outgroup.

The results showed that for members of the more powerful group (the
Landowners), the perceived influence of the ingroup on the outgroup was smaller
after they had been confronted with an uncooperative outgroup than when they
were confronted with an outgroup which was cooperative. At the start of the
experiment, the perceived influence of the Temp Agency was smaller than the
perceived influence of the Landowners. The duration of the experiment was
probably too short for members of the Temp Agency to perceive a reduction of
their power.

In the study described in Chapter 3, an effect of Norm Violation and an effect
of Threat to Power Balance were again found. Respondents indicated in the
questionnaire that they were more inclined to react negatively to Norm Violation
than to Norm Respect and that they were more inclined to react negatively when
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a norm was violated on a dimension with high instrumental importance than in
the other conditions.

An experiment in which a modified version ofthe Holiday Park Paradigm was
used is described in Chapter 4. The most important modifications in comparison
with the original paradigm were the following: the instrumental importance of the
dimension on which the outgroup violated a norm was varied quantitatively; the
norm violation by the outgroup was the same in all conditions; and the relative
amount of ingroup power was varied on only one dimension: both groups were
construction companies which differed in the amount of employees they could
employ. In this experiment the effects of Norm Violation, Threat to Power
Balance, and Threat to Ingroup Power on negative behaviour towards the
outgroup were studied. Furthermore, it was examined whether Threat to Ingroup
Power would only lead to negative behaviour when the Ingroup Power had first
been explicitly acknowledged by the outgroup and was afterwards threatened by
a norm violation. As in the original Holiday Park Paradigm, group members could
react negatively by exposing the outgroup to an annoying sound.

Norm Violation was again reacted to more negatively than Norm Respect. The
results were also in accordance with the hypothesis on Threat to Power Balance:
negative behaviour towards the outgroup correlated positively with the perceived
importance of the dimension on which the outgroup violated a norm. Most
negative reactions took place when the instrumental importance of the dimension
on which the outgroup violated a norm was stressed by explicit acknowledgement
of the Ingroup Power on that dimension by the outgroup. This result is interpreted
as confirming the hypothesis on Threat to Power Balance. There was also no
corroboration for an effect of Threat to Ingroup Power in this experiment.

In the modified version of the Holiday Park Paradigm, an additional condition
was included ín which the ingroup had power over the outgroup on the basis of
the ownership of the land on which the holiday park was built. It appeared that
male groups who owned temtory showed very negative reactions. Possibly, male
members of a group owning a temtory are more prone to negative behaviour
when a norm violation takes place on that temtory than females. This possibility
was examined more closely in the scenario study described in Chapter 5.

The intergroup relationship presented in Chapter 5 was not based on working
together on a common task, but on the dependence of one group on the other
group for the use of a room. Respondents read a scenario in which the relation-
ship between two student unions was described. One of these unions had a room
at the university and the other union could use this room. The outgroup violated
a norm by using the room when, according to an agreement between the groups,
the ingroup could use the room. Respondents were asked to imagine themselves
as members of the group which had the room. The importance of the room to the
ingroup and the extent to which the outgroup acknowledged or denied the
ingroup's power were varied. The latter variable had three levels: Acknowl-
edgement of Ingroup Power, Implicit Denial of Ingroup Power, and Explicit
Denial of Ingroup Power. There were also two conditions in which respondents
were asked to imagine themselves as members of the group which was dependent
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on the outgroup for the use of the room; they were confronted with an outgroup
which explicitly denied the Ingroup Power. After reading the scenario, respon-
dents filled in a questionnaire about reactions towards the outgroup and the
perception of threat to the power relation between the groups.

The Importance of the room to the ingroup and group membership did not
affect negative reactions towards the outgroup. Denial of Ingroup Power affected
perceived threat to the power relation and negative reactions by female respon-
dents: females perceived a larger threat to the power relation and indicated that
they were more inclined to react negatively after Denial of Ingroup Power than
after Acknowledgement of Ingroup Power. Male respondents always perceived the
power relation to be threatened and were always inclined to react rather
negatively, regardless of Acknowledgement or Denial of Ingroup Power by the
outgroup. It is suggested that genetic and socio-cultural factors can lead to
differences in reactions between male and female members of a group owning a
territory, when a norm violation takes place on that territory.

In the final chapter, the advantages and disadvantages of the Holiday Park
Paradigm are discussed and a description of how objections to the original
paradigm were met in the modified version is presented. Attention is also paid to
the methodological aspects of the scenario study and some general methodological
points are discussed. Subsequently, it is evaluated to what extent corroboration has
been found for effects of threat to the power relation on negative behaviour
towards the outgroup. It is concluded that negative reactions by group members
are dependent on the extent to which the outgroup threatens the Power Balance
by violating a norm on a dimension which is important to the goal of the
relationship. The amount of Ingroup Power does not affect negative behaviour.

The possible role of biological and socio-cultural factors in sex differences in
reactions to norm violation when the ingroup owns a territory is discussed in the
subsequent section. Some practical implications of the present research for
intergroup conflicts which arise in daily life are then discussed. Finally, some
suggestions are made for further research on Threat to Power Balance with the
Holiday Park Paradigm.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe macht tussen groepen reacties op
normschending door een outgroup beïnvloedt. De voornaamste propositie is dat
groepsleden negatief zullen reageren op een normschending door een outgroup
wanneer deze normschending wordt ervaren als een bedreiging van de
machtsrelatie. Er wordt verondersteld dat bedreiging van de machtsrelatie op twee
manieren kan plaatsvinden. Het eerste type bedreiging van de machtsrelatie is
Bedreiging van de Machtsbalans. Bedreiging van de Machtsbalans wordt
verondersteld plaats te vinden wanneer de outgroup een norm schendt die
betrekking heeft op een belangrijke dimensie in de machtsrelatie. Het tweede type
bedreiging van de machtsrelatie is Bedreiging van Ingroups-macht. Dit type
bedreiging wordt verondersteld plaats te vinden wanneer de outgroup een norm
schendt die betrekking heeft op een dimensie in de machtsrelatie waarop de
ingroup meer macht heeft dan de outgroup.

In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de theoretische achtergrond van het onderzoek
beschreven. Ten eerste wordt er aandacht besteed aan de rol van macht in Norm
Violation Theory (DeRidder, Schruijer ác Tripathi, 1992). Volgens DeRidder,
Schruijer en Tripathi is het noodzakelijk dat de ingroup een bepaalde hoeveelheid
macht heeft om negatief te reageren op een outgroup. Een escalatie van negatief
gedrag tussen groepen kan alleen plaatsvinden wanneer beide groepen voldoende
macht hebben om elkaar te vergelden. In het onderzoek in dit proefschrift wordt
ervan uitgegaan dat de rol van macht in negatief intergroepsgedrag complexer is.
Naast de rol van macht als een factor die de mogelijkheid biedt om de outgroup
te vergelden, kan een normschending tot negatief gedrag leiden wanneer deze
wordt waargenomen als een bedreiging van de machtsrelatie. Om tot een goede
conceptualisering van bedreiging van de machtsrelatie te komen, worden in
Hoofdstuk 1 de begrippen groep, intergroepsgedrag, normen, normschending en
macht gespecificeerd. Verschillende opvattingen over deze begrippen worden
besproken. Er wordt voor gekozen om normschending te operationaliseren als een
schending van een expliciet gedefinieerde regel. Macht wordt geoperationaliseerd
als `de waargenomen mogelijkheid van de groepen in een relatie om elkaar te
beïnvloeden op dimensies die de relatie karakteriseren'. De dimensies in een
relatie verschillen in belang en de groepen verschillen in de mate waarin ze
invloed op elkaar kunnen uitoefenen op de verschillende machtsdimensies. Na een
beschrijving van de relatie tussen macht en normen wordt een model
gepresenteerd waarin de invloed van macht op negatieve reacties op
normschending door een outgroup wordt weergegeven. Daarna wordt bedreiging
van de machtsrelatie onderscheiden van processen die gelijkenis vertonen met
deze benadering, zoals Reactantie (Brehm, 1966); `Power Restoration' (Fagenson
8L Cooper, 1987; Worchel, Arnold 8i Harrison, 1978; Horwitz, 1958); Bedreiging
van Sociale Identiteit (Ng, 1982; Van Knippenberg, 1984); en de Machtsafstand-
theorie van Mulder (1982). Aan het eind van Hoofdstuk 1 worden de proposities
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gepresenteerd die de basis vormen voor het onderzoek dat in de daaropvolgende
hoofdstukken wordt beschreven. Deze proposities zijn de volgende:

I. Op normschending door leden van de outgroup zal negatief worden
gereageerd wanneer deze wordt waargenomen als een Bedreiging van de
Machtsbalans. Bedreiging van de Machtsbalans is afhankelijk van het belang van
de dimensie waarop de normschending plaatsvindt voor de relatie.

2. Op normschending door leden van de outgroup zal negatief worden
gereageerd wanneer deze wordt waargenomen als een Bedreiging van de Ingroups-
macht. Bedreiging van de Ingroups-macht is afhankelijk van de hoeveelheid macht
van de ingroup op de dimensie waarop de normschending plaatsvindt.

3. Als er een algeheel machtsverschil bestaat tussen twee groepen, zullen leden
van de meer-machtige groep negatiever reageren op een normschending door
leden van de minder-machtige groep dan vice versa.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een experiment gepresenteerd dat is uitgevoerd met het
zogenaamde `Holiday Park Paradigm'. Er werd onderzocht of deelnemers
negatiever reageerden op Normschending dan op Norm Respect; of deelnemers
negatiever reageerden op een normschending op een belangrijke dimensie dan op
een normschending op een minder belangrijke dimensie (Bedreiging van de
Machtsbalans); ofdeelnemers negatiever reageerden op een normschending op een
dimensie waarop de ingroup meer macht had dan de outgroup dan op een
normschending op een dimensie waarop de ingroup minder macht had dan de
outgroup (Bedreiging van de Ingroups-macht); en of leden van een meer-machtige
groep negatiever reageerden dan leden van een minder-machtige groep (Algehele
Vergeldingsmacht). De voorwaarden waaraan een experimenteel paradigma moet
voldoen om deze hypothesen te toetsen worden besproken en bestaande
paradigma's worden geëvalueerd aan de hand van deze voorwaarden. Aangezien
geen van de geëvalueerde paradigma's aan alle voorwaarden voldeed is het
Holiday Park Paradigm ontwikkeld: een experimenteel paradigma waarin twee
groepen van drie personen - Grondbezitters en het Uitzendbureau - samenwerkten
aan de ontwikkeling van een bungalowpark. De bouw van het bungalowpark vond
plaats door vier opeenvolgende opdrachten uit te voeren: de bouw van bungalows;
een restaurant; een winkel; en een zwembad. De machtsrelatie werd
gekarakteriseerd door twee dimensies: zeggenschap over Land en zeggenschap
over Arbeidskrachten. Grondbezitters hadden meer macht op de dimensie Land;
het Uitzendbureau had meer macht op de dimensie Arbeidskrachten. Er werd
verwacht dat Land belangrijker gevonden zou worden dan Arbeidskrachten. De
outgroup, waarvan het gedrag in werkelijkheid werd gemanipuleerd door de
proefleider, respecteerde de normen; schond een norm die betrekking had op de
Arbeidskrachten; of schond een norm die betrekking had op het Land.
Groepsleden konden negatief reageren door de outgroup bloot te stellen aan een
vervelend geluid (een luide pieptoon). Na het experiment vulden zij een
vragenlijst in. De vragenlijst bevatte vragen over de evaluatie van het geluid, de
taak, de ingroup, de outgroup, de waargenomen machtsrelatie tussen de groepen
en het gedrag van de outgroup.
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Groepsleden bleken, zoals verwacht, negatiever te reageren op Normschending
dan op Norm Respect. In tegenstelling tot de verwachting werd Land niet
belangrijker gevonden dan Arbeidskrachten. Hoewel Land belangrijker was voor
de waargenomen machtsverdeling tussen de groepen - Grondbezitters werden als
machtiger waargenomen dan het Uitzendbureau - werden de Arbeidskrachten
belangrijker gevonden voor het uitvoeren van de taak. Met andere woorden, het
instrumenteel belang van Arbeidskrachten was hoger dan het instrumenteel belang
van Land. Er werd gedeeltelijke bevestiging gevonden voor het voorspelde effect
van Bedreiging van de Machtsbalans op negatieve reacties: groepsleden
reageerden het negatiefst wanneer de outgroup een norm schond die betrekking
had op een dimensie met hoog instrumenteel belang. Het was dus niet het belang
van een dimensie op zich dat negatief gedrag beïnvloedde, maar het instrumenteel
belang voor de gemeenschappelijke taak. De andere twee hypothesen werden niet
bevestigd.

Negatief gedrag jegens de outgroup correleerde negatief inet waargenomen
invloed van de ingroup op de outgroup. De mogelijkheid wordt geopperd dat
ingroupsleden negatief reageerden, omdat de waargenomen invloed van de
ingroup op de outgroup werd verminderd door het non-coáperatieve gedrag van
de outgroup. Aangezien waargenomen invloed alleen aan het eind van het
experiment werd gemeten, was het niet mogelijk om vast te stellen of
waargenomen invloed inderdaad afnam naarmate de ingroup meer werd
geconfronteerd met een non-coóperatieve outgroup.

De interpretatie van de resultaten werd bemoeilijkt door de volgende factoren:
de dimensies die de machtsrelatie karakteriseerden werden beide belangrijk
gevonden (ze verschilden wel in soort belang); het waargenomen belang van de
dimensies bleek niet onafhankelijk te zijn van de machtsverdeling op de
dimensies; dezelfde situatie werd niet door alle groepen op dezelfde manier
waargenomen.

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een studie beschreven die is uitgevoerd om een
duidelijker beeld te krijgen van hoe deelnemers in het Holiday Park Paradigm de
experimentele situatie waarnemen. Daartoe keken respondenten naar een video van
een groep van drie personen (acteurs) die deelnam aan een experiment met het
Holiday Park Paradigm. De groepsleden op de video waren Grondbezitters of
leden van het Uitzendbureau en zij werden, net als de groepsleden in het
oorspronkelijk Holiday Park Paradigm, geconfronteerd met een outgroup die de
normen respecteerde; een outgroup die een norm schond die betrekking had op
de Arbeidskrachten; of een outgroup die een norm schond die betrekking had op
het Land. De groepen op de video voerden alleen de eerst twee opdrachten uit (de
bouw van bungalows en een restaurant). Er waren ook twee Norm Respect
Condities waarin de groepsleden op de video (Grondbezitters of Uitzendbureau)
alleen de eerste opdracht uitvoerden, waarin de outgroup nog co~peratief was.
Aan de respondenten werd gevraagd zich te identificeren met de groep die ze op
de video zagen. Na het bekijken van de video vulden zij een vragenlijst in. Deze
bevatte vragen over de waarneming van de experimentele situatie, de machtsrelatie
tussen de groepen en reactiesjegens de outgroup.
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De resultaten toonden aan dat voor leden van de meer-machtige groep (de
Grondbezitters) de waargenomen invloed van de ingroup op de outgroup kleiner
was nadat ze waren geconfronteerd met een non-coáperatieve outgroup dan
wanneer ze alleen waren geconfronteerd met een outgroup die coóperatief was.
De waargenomen invloed van het Uitzendbureau was aan het begin van het
experiment kleiner dan die van de Grondbezitters en de duur van het experiment
was waarschijnlijk te kort voor leden van het Uitzendbureau om een vermindering
van hun macht waar te nemen.

Ook in de studie in Hoofdstuk 3 werden een effect van Normschending en een
effect van Bedreiging van de Machtsbalans gevonden. Respondenten gaven in de
vragenlijst aan dat ze geneigd waren om negatiever te reageren op Normschending
dan op Norm Respect en ze waren meer geneigd om negatief te reageren wanneer
er een norm werd geschonden op een dimensie met hoog instrumenteel belang dan
in de andere condities.

In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een experiment beschreven waarin gebruik is gemaakt
van een gewijzigde versie van het Holiday Park Paradigm. De belangrijkste
wijzigingen in vergelijking met het oorspronkelijke paradigma waren de volgende:
het instrumenteel belang van de dimensie waarop de outgroup een norm schond,
werd kwantitatief gemanipuleerd; de normschending door de outgroup was in alle
condities dezelfde; en de relatieve hoeveelheid macht van de ingroup werd slechts
op één dimensie gevarieerd: beide groepen waren bouwbedrijven die verschilden
in de hoeveelheid arbeidskrachten die ze konden inzetten. Ook in dit experiment
is weer onderzocht of er effecten van Normschending; Bedreiging van de
Machtsbalans en Bedreiging van de Ingroups-macht waren op negatief gedrag
jegens de outgroup. Bovendien werd onderaocht of Bedreiging van de Ingroups-
macht alleen tot negatief gedrag zou leiden wanneer de Ingroups-macht eerst
expliciet door de outgroup werd erkend en daarna bedreigd door een
normschending. Net als in het oorspronkelijke Holiday Park Paradigm konden
groepsleden negatief reageren door de outgroup bloot te stellen aan een vervelend
geluid.

Op Normschending werd weer negatiever gereageerd dan op Norm Respect. De
resultaten waren ook in overeenstemming met de hypothese over de Bedreiging
van de Machtsbalans: negatief gedrag jegens de outgroup correleerde met het
waargenomen belang van de dimensie waarop de outgroup een norm schond. De
meest negatieve reacties vonden plaats wanneer het instrumenteel belang van de
dimensie waarop de outgroup een norm schond, was benadrukt door expliciete
erkenning van de Ingroups-macht door de outgroup op die dimensie, hetgeen
wordt geïnterpreteerd als bevestiging voor een effect van Bedreiging van de
Machtsbalans. Ook in dit experiment werd geen bevestiging gevonden voor een
effect van Bedreiging van de Ingroups-macht.

In de gewijzigde versie van het Holiday Park Paradigm was een extra conditie
opgenomen waarin de ingroup macht had over de outgroup op grond van het bezit
van het gebied waarop werd gebouwd. Het bleek dat mannelijke groepen die een
gebied bezaten zeer negatieve reacties vertoonden. De mogelijkheid wordt
geopperd dat mannen die lid zijn van een groep die een temtorium bezit, in
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vergelijking tot vrouwen, eerder geneigd zijn tot negatief gedrag wanneer er een
normschending plaatsvindt op dat territorium. Deze mogelijkheid werd nader
onderzocht in de scenario-studie die in Hoofdstuk 5 wordt beschreven.

De intergroepsrelatie in de studie in Hoofdstuk 5 was niet gebaseerd op het
samenwerken aan een gemeenschappelijke taak, maar op de afi~ankelijkheid van
een groep van de andere groep voor het gebruik van een ruimte. Respondenten
lazen een scenario waarin de relatie tussen twee studie-verenigingen werd
beschreven. Een van de verenigingen had een kamer op de universiteit en de
andere vereniging mocht deze kamer gebruiken. De outgroup schond een norm
door gebruik te maken van de ruimte op een dag waarop, volgens een afspraak
tussen de groepen, de ingroup de ruimte zou mogen gebruiken. Er werd aan de
respondenten gevraagd om zich voor te stellen dat ze lid waren van de groep die
de ruimte had. Gevarieerd werden het belang van de ruimte voor de ingroup en
de mate waarin de outgroup de macht van de ingroup erkende of ontkende. Deze
laatste variabele had drie niveaus, namelijk Erkenning van de Ingroups-macht,
Impliciete Ontkenning van de Ingroups-macht en Expliciete Ontkenning van de
Ingroups-macht. Er waren ook twee condities waarin aan de respondenten werd
gevraagd om zich voor te stellen dat ze lid waren van de groep die afhankelijk
was van de outgroup voor het gebruik van de ruimte; zij werden geconfronteerd
met een outgroup die de Ingroups-macht expliciet ontkende. Na het lezen van het
scenario vulden de respondenten een vragenlijst in, met vragen over reacties
jegens de outgroup en waargenomen bedreiging van de machtsrelatie tussen de
groepen.

Belang van de ruimte voor de ingroup en groepslidmaatschap hadden geen
effect op negatieve reacties jegens de outgroup. Ontkenning van de Ingroups-
macht had een effect op waargenomen bedreiging van de machtsrelatie en op
negatieve reacties door vrouwelijke respondenten: vrouwen namen een grotere
bedreiging van de machtsrelatie waar en zij gaven aan meer geneigd te zijn om
negatief te reageren na Ontkenning dan na Erkenning van de Ingroups-macht.
Mannelijke respondenten namen altijd een bedreiging van de machtsrelatie waar
en waren altijd geneigd om negatief te reageren, ongeacht Erkenning of
Ontkenning van de Ingroups-macht door de outgroup. Er wordt geopperd dat
genetische en sociaal-culturele factoren kunnen leiden tot verschillen in reacties
tussen mannen en vrouwen die lid zijn van een groep die een territorium bezit,
wanneer er een normschending op dat territorium plaatsvindt.

In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt besproken wat de voor- en nadelen van het
Holiday Park Paradigm zijn en hoe tekortkomingen in het oorspronkelijke
paradigma waren verbeterd in de gewijzigde versie. Ook wordt er aandacht
besteed aan methodologische aspecten van de scenario-studie en worden enkele
algemene methodologische punten besproken. Daarna wordt er geëvalueerd in
welke mate er bevestiging is gevonden voor effecten van bedreiging van de
machtsrelatie op negatief gedrag jegens de outgroup. Er wordt geconcludeerd dat
negatieve reacties door groepsleden afhankelijk zijn van de mate waarin de
outgroup de Machtsbalans bedreigt door een norm te schenden op een dimensie
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die belangrijk is voor het doel van de relatie. De hoeveelheid Ingroups-macht
heeft geen effect op negatief gedrag.

De mogelijke rol van biologische en sociaal-culturele factoren in verschillen in
reacties op normschending tussen mannen en vrouwen die lid zijn van een groep
die een territorium bezit, wordt in een volgende paragraaf besproken. Daarna
worden enkele praktische implicaties besproken van het huidige onderzoek voor
conflicten tussen groepen die zich in het dagelijks leven voordoen. Tenslotte
worden er suggesties gedaan voor verder onderzoek naar Bedreiging van de
Machtsbalans met het Holiday Park Paradigm.
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Appendix A: Instructions of Experiment 1

GESPROKEN INSTRUCTIES IN DE WERKRUIMTE

Jullie zijn gevraagd om mee te doen aan een experiment naar "Planning en het
nemen van beslissingen in groepen". Ik doe dit onderzoek, omdat ik meer te
weten wil komen over hoe de uitvoering van projecten waarbij meerdere groepen
betrokken zijn in zijn werk gaat. Bij veel grote projecten, zoals de bouw van
kantorencomplexen of bungalowparken, is het zo dat er meerdere partijen bij
betrokken zijn. Die partijen hebben meestal niet de kans om uitvoerig te
overleggen over welke lijn er gevolgd moet worden. Ze hebben geen direct
contact met elkaar, maar zien alleen het resultaat van het werk van de andere
groep.
Jullie krijgen de opdracht om samen met een andere groep een florerend
bungalowpark te bouwen, met dit materiaal op dit gebied. Jullie groep heet "de
Grondbezitters"~"het Uitzendbureau", de andere groep het "het Uitzendbureau"~"de
Grondbezitters". De leden van de andere groep zitten op dit moment in een ruimte
hiernaast waar ze uitleg krijgen en instructies lezen.
Jullie krijgen vier opdrachten, bijvoorbeeld "bouw tien bungalows". Je moet steeds
proberen om het zo winstgevend mogelijk te maken. Daarbij moet je letten op
drie dingen. Ten eerste op de plaats waar je de gebouwen neerzet: een
aantrekkelijke plaats betekent meer opbrengsten. Ten tweede moet je letten op
hoeveel arbeiders je inzet: meer arbeiders betekent sneller klaar, dus meer
opbrengsten, aan de andere kant kan het gebeuren dat veel arbeiders elkaar in de
weg lopen en dat het daarom verlies gaat lijden. Ten derde moet je letten op de
grootte van het onderdeel van het bungalowpark; een supermarkt kan bijvoorbeeld
meer opleveren dan een kruidenier, maar daarvoor moeten er wel voldoende
klanten zijn. De gemaakte opstelling wordt na iedere opdracht aan de hand van
vastgestelde criteria beoordeeld en de opbrengst wordt zo berekend. Ik geef jullie
die criteria niet, omdat bij echte projecten ook niet duidelijk is wat winstgevend
zal zijn en wat niet.
De twee groepen werken steeds om de beurt in deze ruimte. Om de opdracht uit
te voeren maak je steeds een opstelling op dit gebied. Het is belangrijk om zo snel
mogelijk in je opstelling aan te geven wat je belangrijk vindt, want als je een
opstelling maakt waar je zelf nog niet tevreden over bent kan de andere groep al
instemmen. Je hebt steeds twee minuten de tijd om aan een opstelling te werken.
Daarna komt de andere groep die kijkt naar jullie opstelling en deze eventueel
verandert. Na twee minuten komen jullie weer en kijken weer naar de gemaakte
opstelling van de andere groep en veranderen die eventueel. Dit gaat net zolang
door tot een van de groepen de opstelling van de andere groep ziet en ermee
akkoord gaat. Jullie kunnen de opstelling dus zolang wijzigen als er nog geen
overeenstemming bereikt is. Als er binnen twaalfminuten geen akkoord is bereikt
wordt er over gegaan naar de volgende ronde zonder dat de opdracht uitgevoerd
is.
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Dadelijk laat ik jullie zien wat jullie gedurende de twee minuten doen waarin de
andere groep hier aan het werk is. Lees nu maar eerst de instructie.

GESPROKEN INSTRUCTIES IN DE CABINES

Hier zijn drie afzonderlijke ruimtes waar jullie steeds naartoe gaan nadat jullie
twee minuten aan de opdracht gewerkt hebben. Hier blijven jullie totdat jullie
weer aan de beurt zijn. Dan kom ik jullie weer ophalen. Gedurende de hele 2
minuten dat een groep aan een opdracht werkt kan er geluid klinken in de
gemeenschappelijke ruimte. De andere groep bepaalt de soort (muziek of een
pieptoon) en de duur van dat geluid. Op deze manier kan ieder groepslid
afzonderlijk laten blijken wat hij of zij van de opstelling van de andere groep
vindt. Steeds nadat jullie twee minuten aan het bungalowpark gewerkt hebben
komt ieder van jullie in dit kamertje. In deze ruimtes kunnen jullie het geluid
bepalen dat in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte klinkt waar de andere groep aan het
werk is. Jullie kunnen kiezen uit twee soorten geluid. Als je op de groene knop
drukt (zie Figuur A1) gaat er in de andere ruimte muzak klinken; dat is muziek
die vaak gebruikt wordt in fabrieken en bedrijven, uit onderzoek is gebleken dat
de sfeer en produktiviteit erdoor verbeterd wordt. Als je iets positiefs wilt
overbrengen aan de andere groep druk je dus op de groene knop. Alsje op de
rode knop drukt gaat in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte een storende pieptoon
klinken. Als je iets negatiefs wilt overbrengen druk je dus op de rode knop. Je
moet steeds uit een van deze knoppen kiezen en daarna uit een van deze grijze.
Deze knoppen bepalen de duur van het gekozen geluid. Ieder van jullie bepaalt
voor eenderde van de tijd dat de andere groep aan het werk is het geluid. Als je
de eerste knop indrukt duurt het geluid 4 seconden, als je tweede indrukt duurt
het geluid 8 seconden, als je de tiende knop indrukt duurt het geluid 40 seconden.
Stel je voor dat jullie allemaal 40 seconden muziek of 40 seconden pieptoon
zouden kiezen, dan zou er de hele tijd dat de andere groep aan het werk is muziek
of een pieptoon klinken. Je moet steeds meteen in het begin als het lampje gaat
branden op de knoppen drukken. Het lampje gaat uit als je je keuze gemaakt hebt.
Druk goed! Je kunt steeds maar één keer kiezen.

Ik heb net al verteld dat steeds als een opdracht afgelopen is de opbrengst wordt
berekend. Die opbrengst geeft weer hoe het bungalowpark op dat moment ervoor
staat. Jullie krijgen dan meteen de opbrengst op dit schermpje te zien. De
opbrengst kan positief of negatief zijn. Als deze negatief is staat er een minnetje
voor. Steeds als jullie deze opbrengst zien moeten jullie op dit formulier aangeven
hoe jullie vinden dat de opbrengst verdeeld zou moeten worden over de twee
groepen. Het gaat erom dat je kijkt naar hoeveel beide groepen verdiend hebben.
Geef het ingevulde formulier steeds aan mij. Kijk goed op het kastje om te zien
wanneer de opbrengst verschijnt; als de andere groep al meteen in het begin
instemt met een verdeling van jullie betekent dat dat de opbrengst meteen
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berekend en aan jullie doorgegeven wordt. Is dit duidelijk? Hier ligt nog een korte
beschrijving van wat je in dit kamertje moet doen.

Zullen we dan maar beginnen?

lichlsignaal

opbrengst

Muziek Pieptoon

~ - - - - - - - - -
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

seconden

Figuur A1. Kastje om het geluid te bepalen en de opbrengst te tonen
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GESCHREVEN INSTRUCTIES VOOR DE GRONDBEZITTERS IN DE
WERKRUIMTE

Doel van de taak:
Het doel is om samen met een andere groep (het Uitzendbureau) een
winstgevend bungalowpark te bouwen op Gebied G(de groene tafel). Gebied G
is eigendom van jullie groep, de Grondbezitters.
Of het bungalowpark winstgevend is hangt af van de opbrengst van het park, en
die is weer afhankelijk van de aantrekkelijkheid van het bungalowpark. Het is dus
belangrijk om het bungalowpark zo aantrekkelijk mogelijk te maken.

Grond, arbeidskrachten en materiaal:
De Grondbezitters: Jullie bezitten gebied G. Dit betekent dat jullie bepalen

waar op gebied G het bungalowpark gebouwd gaat
worden. Jullie hebben voor de bouw van het
bungalowpark 15 bouwvakkers in dienst. Dit zijn de
blauwe poppetjes met een G erop.

Het Uitzendbureau: heeft 35 bouwvakkers en 35 man dienstverlenend
personeel: de blauwe (bouwvakkers) en witte (personeel)
poppetj es.

Het materiaal: bestaat uit bungalows en andere gebouwen (zoals een
restaurant en een winkel). Ieder gebouw staat op een
plaatje, waarop de arbeidskrachten geplaatst moeten
worden. Op het blauwe gedeelte worden bouwvakkers
geplaatst; op het witte gedeelte wordt het dienstverlenend
personeel geplaatst.

De taak: Eerst moeten jullie een gedeelte van gebied G uitkiezen
waarop het park gebouwd gaat worden.
Dan plaatsen jullie de gebouwen waar jullie ze willen
bouwen.
Tenslotte plaatsen jullie op de plaatjes onder de
gebouwen de arbeidskrachten die nodig zijn voor de
bouw en voor de dienstverlening (bijvoorbeeld het koken
en de bediening in het restaurant).

Procedure:
1 Gebied G is opgedeeld in twee stukken land.

2 Voordat jullie met de taak beginnen geven jullie, de Grondbezitters, aan op
welk stuk land van gebied G het bungalowpark gebouwd gaat worden. Doe dit
door de twee bungalows die nu in het midden van gebied G staan op het
gekozen gebied te zetten en het nummer van het gekozen gebied op te
schrijven in het logboek. De andere helft van gebied G blijft voorlopig onbe-
bouwd. Later kan het bungalowpark nog uitgebreid worden of kunnen jullie
daar andere dingen plannen.
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3 De taak bestaat uit vier opdrachten. Aan het begin van elke opdracht wordt er
eerst meegedeeld wat je moet doen (bijvoorbeeld: "bouw 10 bungalows"). Er
is steeds maar één groep aanwezig in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte. Na twee
minuten gaat een bel en is de andere groep aan de beurt. Die andere groep kan
de gemaakte opstelling veranderen.

4 Een opdracht is afgelopen wanneer beide groepen het eens zijn over de
opstelling of wanneer de maximaal beschikbare tijd is verstreken. Per opdracht
hebben jullie maximaal 12 minuten. Dit betekent dat iedere groep maximaal 3
keer aan de opdracht kan werken (2 groepen x 2 minuten per beurt x 3 keer
per groep - 12 minuten). Wanneer beide groepen het na twaalf minuten niet
eens zijn wordt er overgegaan naar de volgende ronde, zonder de gegeven
opdracht uit te voeren. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat het betreffende project geen
inkomsten op zal leveren. Wel moeten de kosten van het werk aan de opdracht
betaald worden.

Contact tussen de groepen
Omdat de groepen steeds om de beurt aan het bungalowpark werken kunnen ze
niet direct met elkaar communiceren. Ze geven door middel van het opzetten en
het wijzigen van de opstelling van het bungalowpark aan elkaar aan hoe zij vinden
dat het bungalowpark eruit zou moeten zien.
Daarnaast kunnen de groepen met elkaar communiceren door middel van
boodschappen in het logboek. Het logboek ligt in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte.
Bij binnenkomst in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte is het dus belangrijk om steeds
eerst in het logboek te kijken of de andere groep er wat in geschreven heeft.

Regels:
Bij de bouw van het bungalowpark moet iedereen zich aan de volgende regels
houden:
1. De bungalows en de voorzieningen mogen alleen op het daarvoor door de

Grondbezitters aangewezen gebied gebouwd worden.
2. De bouwvakkers mogen alleen in de bouw werken. Het dienstverlenend

personeel mag alleen in de voorzieningen werken, bijvoorbeeld in het restaurant
of in de winkel. Bouwvakkers worden alleen op de blauwe gedeeltes neergezet,
dienstverlenend personeel alleen op de witte gedeeltes.

3. Als de bouw van een bepaald project afgerond is (aan het einde van een
opdracht) kunnen bouwvakkers weer ingezet worden in een nieuw project.
Dienstverlenend personeel blijft als vaste krachten werken.

4. Er mag alleen gebruik gemaakt worden van het materiaal dat in de gegeven
opdracht beschreven wordt.
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GESCHREVEN INSTRUCTIES VOOR DE GRONDBEZITTERS IN DE
CABINES

Wat moet je doen?

1 Druk steeds meteen als het lampje gaat branden eerst de rode of de groene
knop in en daarna een van de grijze knoppen. Gedurende de hele 2 minuten dat
een groep aan een opdracht werkt kan er geluid klinken in de
gemeenschappelijke ruimte. De andere groep bepaalt de soort (muziek of een
pieptoon) en de duur van dat geluid. Steeds nadat jullie twee minuten aan het
bungalowpark gewerkt hebben komt ieder van jullie in dit kamertje. Hier
bepalen jullie de soort en de duur van het geluid dat er klinkt terwijl het
Uitzendbureau aan het werk is. Ieder van jullie bepaalt voor een derde van de
tijd (40 seconden) de soort en de duur van het geluid dat de leden van het
Uitzendbureau horen.

2 Na afloop van iedere ronde (dus: na 12 minuten bf wanneer de groepen
akkoord zijn) verschijnt in ieder kamertje op het schermpje in het kastje de
opbrengst van die ronde. De opbrengst is niet altijd positief; wanneer het
bungalowpark, of één of enkele onderdelen ervan niet erg aantrekkelijk is kan
het gebeuren dat het bungalowpark verlies leidt.

3 De leden van beide groepen geven, na het zien van de (positieve of negatieve)
opbrengst, op een formulier aan hoe volgens hen de inkomsten of de verliezen
verdeeld moeten worden. Door alle verdelingen te combineren wordt per ronde
bepaald hoeveel iedere groep krijgt of betaalt. Aan het eind van de taak worden
al deze bedragen opgeteld en bekend gemaakt aan beide groepen.
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GESCHREVEN INSTRUCTIES VOOR HET UITZENDBUREAU IN DE
WERKRUIMTE

Doel van de taak:
Het doel is om samen met een andere groep (de Grondbezitters) een winstgevend
bungalowpark te bouwen op Gebied G(de groene tafel). Gebied G is eigendom
van de Grondbezitters.
Of het bungalowpark winstgevend is hangt af van de opbrengst van het park, en
die is weer afhankelijk van de aantrekkelijkheid van het bungalowpark. Het is dus
belangrijk om het bungalowpark zo aantrekkelijk mogelijk te maken.

Grond, arbeidskrachten en materiaal:
De Grondbezitters: bezitten gebied G. Dit betekent dat zij bepalen waar op

gebied G het bungalowpark gebouwd gaat worden. Zij
hebben voor de bouw van het bungalowpark 15
bouwvakkers in dienst. Dit zijn de blauwe poppetjes met
een G erop.

Het Uitzendbureau: Jullie hebben 35 bouwvakkers en 35 man dienstverlenend
personeel: de blauwe (bouwvakkers) en witte (personeel)
poppetjes.

Het materiaal: bestaat uit bungalows en andere gebouwen (zoals een
restaurant en een winkel). Ieder gebouw staat op een
plaatje, waarop de arbeidskrachten geplaatst moeten
worden. Op het blauwe gedeelte worden bouwvakkers
geplaatst; op het witte gedeelte wordt het dienstverlenend
personeel geplaatst.

De taak: Eerst moeten de Grondbezitters een gedeelte van gebied
G uitkiezen waarop het park gebouwd gaat worden.
Dan zijn jullie aan de beurt en plaatsen de gebouwen
waar jullie ze willen bouwen.
Tenslotte plaatsen jullie op de plaatjes onder de
gebouwen de arbeidskrachten die nodig zijn voor de
bouw en voor de dienstverlening (bijvoorbeeld het koken
en de bediening in het restaurant).

Procedure:
1 Gebied G is opgedeeld in twee stukken land.

2 Voordat jullie met de taak beginnen geven de Grondbezitters aan op welk
stuk land van gebied G het bungalowpark gebouwd gaat worden. Zij doen dit
door de twee bungalows die nu in het midden van gebied G staan op het
gekozen gebied te zetten en het nummer van het gekozen gebied op te
schrijven in het logboek. De andere helft van gebied G blijft voorlopig onbe-
bouwd. Later kan het bungalowpark nog uitgebreid worden of kunnen de
Grondbezitters daar andere dingen plannen.
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3 De taak bestaat uit vier opdrachten. Aan het begin van elke opdracht wordt er
een opdracht gegeven (bijvoorbeeld: "bouw 10 bungalows"). Er is steeds maar
één groep aanwezig in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte. Na twee minuten gaat
een bel en is de andere groep aan de beurt. Die andere groep kan de gemaakte
opstelling veranderen.

4 Een opdracht is afgelopen wanneer beide groepen het eens zijn over de
opstelling of wanneer de maximaal beschikbare tijd is verstreken. Per opdracht
hebben jullie maximaal 12 minuten. Dit betekent dat iedere groep maximaal 3
keer aan de opdracht kan werken (2 groepen x 2 minuten per beurt x 3 keer
per groep - 12 minuten). Wanneer beide groepen het na twaalf minuten niet
eens zijn wordt er overgegaan naar de volgende ronde, zonder de gegeven
opdracht uit te voeren. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat het betreffende project geen
inkomsten op zal leveren. Wel moeten de kosten van het werk aan de opdracht
betaald worden.

Contact tussen de groepen
Omdat de groepen steeds om de beurt aan het bungalowpark werken kunnen ze
niet direct met elkaar communiceren. Ze geven door middel van het opzetten en
het wijzigen van de opstelling van het bungalowpark aan elkaar aan hoe zij vinden
dat het bungalowpark eruit zou moeten zien.
Daarnaast kunnen de groepen met elkaar communiceren door middel van
boodschappen in het logboek. Het logboek ligt in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte.
Bij binnenkomst in de gemeenschappelijke ruimte is het dus belangrijk om steeds
eerst in het logboek te kijken of de andere groep er wat in geschreven heeft.

Regels:
Bij de bouw van het bungalowpark moet iedereen zich aan de volgende regels
houden:
1. De bungalows en de voorzieningen mogen alleen op het daarvoor door de

Grondbezitters aangewezen gebied gebouwd worden.
2. De bouwvakkers mogen alleen in de bouw werken. Het dienstverlenend

personeel mag alleen in de voorzieningen werken, bijvoorbeeld in het restaurant
of in de winkel. Bouwvakkers worden alleen op de blauwe gedeeltes neergezet,
dienstverlenend personeel alleen op de witte gedeeltes.

3. Als de bouw van een bepaald project afgerond is (aan het einde van een
opdracht) kunnen bouwvakkers weer ingezet worden in een nieuw project.
Dienstverlenend personeel blijft als vaste krachten werken.

4. Er mag alleen gebruik gemaakt worden van het materiaal dat in de gegeven
opdracht beschreven wordt.
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GESCHREVEN INSTRUCTIES VOOR HET UITZENDBUREAU IN DE
CABINES

Wat moet je doen?

1 Druk steeds meteen als het lampje gaat branden eerst de rode of de groene
knop in en daarna een van de grijze knoppen. Gedurende de hele 2 minuten dat
een groep aan een opdracht werkt kan er geluid klinken in de
gemeenschappelijke ruimte. De andere groep bepaalt de soort (muziek of een
pieptoon) en de duur van dat geluid. Steeds nadat jullie twee minuten aan het
bungalowpark gewerkt hebben komt ieder van jullie in dit kamertje. Hier
bepalen jullie de soort en de duur van het geluid dat er klinkt terwijl de
Grondbezitters aan het werk zijn. Ieder van jullie bepaalt voor een derde van
de tijd (40 seconden) de soort en de duur van het geluid dat de Grondbezitters
horen.

2 Na afloop van iedere ronde (dus: na 12 minuten óf wanneer de groepen
akkoord zijn) verschijnt in ieder kamertje op het schermpje in het kastje de
opbrengst van die ronde. De opbrengst is niet altijd positief; wanneer het
bungalowpark, of één of enkele onderdelen ervan niet erg aantrekkelijk is kan
het gebeuren dat het bungalowpark verlies leidt.

3 De leden van beide groepen geven, na het zien van de (positieve of negatieve)
opbrengst, op een formulier aan hoe volgens hen de inkomsten of de verliezen
verdeeld moeten worden. Door alle verdelingen te combineren wordt per ronde
bepaald hoeveel iedere groep krijgt of betaalt. Aan het eind van de taak worden
al deze bedragen opgeteld en bekend gemaakt aan beide groepen.
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DE OPDRACHTEN

Opdracht 1: Bouw 10 bungalows.

De eerste stap in het bouwen van het bungalowpark bestaat uit het bouwen van
10 bungalows. Bij de opzet van het bungalowpark moet er op de volgende punten
gelet worden:
1. Bepaal waar de bungalows gebouwd moeten worden

Bij het bepalen van de plaats van de bungalows moet met het volgende
rekening gehouden worden:
De voorzieningen die later bijgebouwd gaan worden moeten bereikbaar zijn
voor alle bezoekers.
De bungalows moeten op plaatsen gebouwd worden die voor de bezoekers
aantrekkelijk zijn.
De bungalows moeten niet te dicht bij elkaar staan, omdat de bezoekers dan
geen privacy hebben.
De bungalows moeten niet te ver uit elkaar staan, omdat eventuele uitbrei-
dingsmogelijkheden dan beperkt worden.

2. Bepaal hoeveel arbeidskrachten van de Grondbezitters en van het
Uitzendbureau ingezet moeten worden
Iedere bungalow kan in principe gebouwd worden met 3 bouwvakkers.
Wanneer er echter 5 bouwvakkers per bungalow ingezet worden zullen ze een
ronde eerder klaar zijn en dus eerder geld op gaan brengen. Daar staat wel
tegenover dat elke bouwvakker betaald moet worden. De lonen van de
arbeidskrachten worden van de opbrengst van de bungalows betaald.

Opdracht 2: Bouw een restaurant

Het blijkt dat bij de bezoekers van het bungalowpark de wens bestaat om de
gelegenheid te hebben om in het bungalowpark te eten. Voor de bouw van het
restaurant (dit is het oranje gebouw) en voor het koken en de bediening zijn
arbeidskrachten nodig. Bij de bouw van het restaurant moet er op de volgende
punten gelet worden:
1. Bepaal waar het restaurant gebouwd moet worden

Het restaurant moet bereikbaar zijn voor de bezoekers en voor leveranciers van
levensmiddelen.
Het restaurant moet de mogelijkheid hebben om er een terras aan te bouwen.
De mensen in de bungalows moeten geen last hebben van de geur van het
voedsel dat in het restaurant gekookt wordt.

2. Bepaal hoeveel arbeidskrachten van de Grondbezitters en van het
Uitzendbureau ingezet moeten worden
Voor de bouw van het restaurant zijn tenminste 10 arbeidskrachten nodig. Ook
nu weer bestaat de mogelijkheid om meer arbeidskrachten in te zetten om de
bouw te versnellen. Bij een te grote hoeveelheid arbeidskrachten bestaat echter
de kans dat de kosten van de lonen hoger uitvallen dan de winst door de snelle
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bouw.
Voor het restaurant zijn tussen de vijf en de tien personeelsleden (afhankelijk
van het aantal klanten) nodig. Zet voldoende arbeiders (vaste krachten) in om
het restaurant draaiende te houden, maar zorg ervoor dat er geen overschot aan
personeel is.

Opdracht 3: Bouw een winkel

Veel bezoekers van het bungalowpark gaan op vakantie om tot rust te komen.
Daarom lijkt het verstandig om een winkel op het terrein te bouwen, zodat de
vakantiegangers, als ze willen, gedurende hun hele vakantie in het bungalowpark
kunnen blijven en niet naar het centrum van de stad hoeven om boodschappen te
doen. Op de volgende punten moet gelet worden:
1. Bepaal waar de winkel gebouwd moet worden

De winkel moet centraal liggen, zodat hij voor alle vakantiegangers goed
bereikbaar is.
De winkel moet bereikbaar zijn voor leveranciers van de produkten.

2. Bepaal wat voor een winkel het moet z~n en hoeveel arbeidskrachten van de
Grondbezitters en van het Uitzendbureau ingezet moeten worden
Jullie hebben de mogelijkheid om een kruidenier (dit is het gele gebouw) te
bouwen of een supermarkt (dit is het rode gebouw). In een supermarkt kan
meer omgezet worden, maar deze kan verliesgevend zijn als er niet voldoende
klanten komen. Voor de kruidenier zijn er 10 bouwvakkers en 5
arbeidskrachten als winkelpersoneel nodig. Voor de supermarkt zijn er 15
bouwvakkers en 12 arbeidskrachten als winkelpersoneel nodig.

Opdracht 4: Leg een zwembad aan

Om het bungalowpark nog aantrekkelijker te maken kunnen jullie een zwembad
aanleggen. Jullie moeten een keuze maken tussen een golfslagbad (dit is het
groene gebouw met het schuine dak) en een gewoon zwembad (dit is het groene
gebouw met het rechte dak). Een gewoon zwembad wordt in het algemeen
aantrekkelijker gevonden door mensen met kleine kinderen en door ouderen. Een
golfslagbad wordt in het algemeen aantrekkelijker gevonden door jongere
bezoekers. Het zal in beide gevallen overdekt zijn, omdat het dan vaker te
gebruiken is.
1. Bepaal waar het zwembad aangelegd moet worden

Het zwembad moet goed bereikbaar zijn voor alle bezoekers.
De vakantiegangers moeten in hun bungalows geen last hebben van het lawaai
van de mensen in het zwembad.

2. Bepaal wat voor soort zwembad het moet worden
Voor een gewoon zwembad zijn 15 bouwvakkers nodig en 2 personeelsleden.
Voor een golfslagbad zijn 25 bouwvakkers nodig en 4 personeelsleden.



Appendix B: The questionnaire of Experiment 1

Persoonlijke gegevens

Voornaam : ...............................

Leeftijd : ............. jaar

Geslacht man ~ vrouw
(Omcirkel wat van toepassing is)

Studierichting : ......................... .................
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Je hebt net gewerkt aan bet maken van een bungalowpark. Daarover volgen nu
enkele vrageu. Ten eerste wordt er een aantal vragen gesteld over de groep waar
je lid van was.'
1. Van welke groep was je lid?

2. Wat vond je van je groep?

Geef bij de volgende vragen door middel van een kruisje aan in hoeverre de vragen
jouw mening weergeven

3. Vond je het plezierig om bij je groep te horen?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

4. Passen de groepsleden vanje groep goed bij elkaar?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

5. Zou je lid willen zijn van de andere groep?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

6. Zou je, als het spel door zou gaan, met je eigen groep samen willen blijven
werken?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

7. Werkten de leden van jouw groep goed met elkaar samen?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

8. HeeR jouw groep goede prestaties geleverd?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

9. Stond jouw groep vijandig ten opzichte van de andere groep?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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10. Stond jouw groep open voor de voorstellen van de andere groep?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

11. Was jouw groep bekwaam?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

12. Hielden de andere leden van je groep rekening met jouw ideeën?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

13. Heb je het gevoel dat de andere leden van je groep je onder druk gezet hebben?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

Jullie groep werkte met de Grondbezitters aan de bouw van het bungalowpark. Nu
volgt er een aantal vragen over jullie relatie met de Grondbezitters.

14. Hebben de Grondbezitters goede prestaties geleverd?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

15. Stonden de Grondbezitters vijandig ten opzichte van jouw groep?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

16. Stonden de Grondbezitters open voor de voorstellen van jouw groep?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

17. Waren de Grondbezitters bekwaam?

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

18. Kon jullie groep invloed uitoefenen op de Grondbezitters?

Ja een beetje Nee
O O O
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Zo ja, waarom?

Zo nee, waarom niet?

19. Konden de Grondbezitters invloed uitoefenen op jullie groep?

Ja een beetje Nee
O O O

Zo ja, waarom?

Zo nee, waarom niet?

20. Welke van de twee groepen kon het meeste invloed uitoefenen op de andere
groep?

Waarom?

Geef bij de volgende vragen door middel van een cirkel aan in hoeverre de vragen
jouw mening weergeven.

21. In hoeverre waren jullie voor de uitvoering van de opdrachten afhankelijk van
de Grondbezitters?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

22. In hoeverre waren de Grondbezitters voor de uitvoering van de opdrachten
afhankelijk van jullie?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

23. Hoe belangrijk was gebied G voor de uitvoering van de opdrachten?

niet een beetje erg heel erg
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24. In hoeverre konden de Grondbezitters invloed uitoefenen op jullie door bezit van
gebied G?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

25. Hoe belangrijk waren de bouwvakkers voor de uitvoering van de opdrachten?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

26. Hoe belangrijk was het dienstverlenend personeel voor de uitvoering van de
opdrachten?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

27. In hoeverre konden de Grondbezitters invloed uitoefenen op jullie door het bezit
van bouwvakkers?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

28. In hoeverre konden jullie invloed uitoefenen op de Grondbezitters door het bezit
van dienstverlenend personeel?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

29. In hoeverre konden jullie invloed uitoefenen op de Grondbezitters door het bezit
van bouwvakkers?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

30. Waren er nog andere dingen waarvoor jullie afhankelijk wazen van de
Grondbezitters?

Zo ja, welke?

31. Waren er nog andere dingen waarvoor de Grondbezitters afhankelijk waren van
jullie?

Zo ja, welke?
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Geef bij de volgende vragen door middel van een kruisje aan wat je van het gedrag
van de andere groep vond.

32. Wat vond je van het gedrag van de Grondbezitters in ronde 1(bungalows)?

volledig correct, niets op
aan te merken

~- nog net acceptabel

ongepas[

zeer onbehoorlijk

absoluut ontcelaatbaar

33. Wat vond je van het gedrag van de Grondbezitters in ronde 2(restaurant)?

volledig correc[, niets op
aan te merken

~- nog net acceptabel

ongepast

zeer onbehoorlijk

absoluut ontcelaatbaar

34. Wat vond je van het gedrag van de Grondbezitters in ronde 3 (winkel)?

~ volledig correct, niets op
aan te merken

- nog net acceptabel
ongepast

zeer onbehoorlijk

absoluut ontcelaatbaar
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35. Wat vond je van het gedrag van de Grondbezitters in ronde 4(zwembad)?

volledig correct, niets op
aan te merken

~- nog ne[ accep[abel

ongepast

zeer onbehoorlijk

absoluut ontcelaatbaar

Geef bij de volgende vragen met een cirkel aan in hoeverre de vragen jouw gevoel
weergeven.

36. Had je het gevoel dat jullie groep in ronde 1(bouw bungalows) invloed op de
Grondbezitters verloor?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

37. Had je het gevoel dat jullie groep in ronde 2(bouw restaurant) invloed op de
Grondbezitters verloor?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

38. Had je het gevoel dat jullie groep in ronde 3(bouw een winkel) invloed op de
Grondbezitters verloor?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

39. Had je het gevoel dat jullie groep in ronde 4( leg een zwembad aan) invloed op
de Grondbezitters verloor?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

Nu volgt er een aantal vragen over je gevoelens tijdens het uitvoeren van de
opdrachten.

40. Beschrijf in drie woorden hoe je je voelde tijdens het werken aan het
bungalowpazk.
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41. Geef bij de volgende woorden door middel van een cirkel aan hoe goed ze van
toepassing zijn op hoe je je voelde tijdens het werken aan het bungalowpark.

kwaad

machteloos

verdrietig

agressief

afhankelijk

zenuwachtig

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal 1 tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig I helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

Geef bij de volgende vragen steeds door middel van een cirkel aan hoe goed de
woorden jouw mening weergeven.

42. Hoe vond je het werken aan de bouw van het bungalowpazk?

interessant

leuk

vervelend

saai

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

43. Lijkt de opdracht om het bungalowpazk te ontwikkelen op een situatie die zich
in het dagelijks leven ook voor kan doen?

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet
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44. Wat vond je van de pieptoon?

prettig

aangenaam

vervelend

storend

183

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig I helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

45. Wat vond je van de muziek?

prettig

aangenaam

vervelend

storend

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig ~ helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig

helemaal tamelijk weinig

46. Heb je opmerkingen of suggesties over het experiment?

Note

helemaal niet

helemaal niet

1. Deze vragenlijst werd door leden van het Uitzendbureau ingevuld. In de
vragenlijst voor Grondbezitters was `de Grondbezitters' vervangen door `het
Uitzendbureau'.
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Appendix C: The intragroup discussion

In order to ascertain what processes went on within the groups during the task,
we recorded the participants on video while they were working on the
assignments. Three independent observers assigned the remarks made during the
task to one of the eight following categories: remarks relevant to the location of
the buildings; remarks pertaining to the employees; remarks in which participants
tried to give a reason for the outgroup behaviour; remarks in which participants
asked themselves or the other group members why the outgroup behaved the way
it did; remarks pertaining to the unacceptability of the outgroup behaviour;
remarks in which participants suggested that the outgroup behaviour might be
legitimate; remarks made by the experimenter which pointed out that the rules
should be followed; and remarks which were not classifiable in one of the
aforementioned categories. As with the messages written in the logbook, we used
frequency data in our analyses. For the three observers, Cronbach's alpha was .93,
.97, .47, .89, .88, .93, .98 and .93 for the eight categories, respectively. In Table
C1, two examples of remarks in each of the categories are given.

Table C 1
Examples of remarks made during the task in the eight categories

Category Examples

Location This is the best location for the shop
If the restaurant is built here, people will be bothered by the
smell of the food

Employees Ten service employees will be fine
I think that more blue employees are needed

Giving a Maybe they want to expand the holiday park
Reason They intend to accelerate the building of the holiday park

Asking Reasons Why do they do this?
Why don't they give any arguments?

Unacceptability What they are doing is not allowed
Construction workers may not work in the services

Acceptability Maybe they are allowed to do this
Are you sure that this ís against the rules?

Rules Don't forget to pay attention to the rules
If you are not sure, you can read the rules again

Non-classifiable They are beeping again
I would love to go on holiday in this holiday park
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We divided the remarks made during the task into two phases: the phase before
the first norm violation took place and the phase after the first norm violation
took place (at least in the Norm Violation conditions). In Figures C 1 to Figure
C8, the frequency of remarks made in Phase 2 of the experiment for the three
levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in each category is depicted. These
figures show that group members talked a lot about the location of the buildings
and about the employees. We assume that the number of remarks made about a
certain topic may be an indication of how important group members considered
this topic. In fact, there was a significant correlation between the frequency of
remarks pertaining to the employees and the aggregation to the group level of the
individual data on perceived importance of construction workers (r -.41, p ~
.O1). The large number of remarks about the location of the buildings and the
employees furthermore indicate that participants were involved in the task: they
talked about topics which were important for fulfilling the task.

A 2(Landowners, Temp agency) X 3(Land Norm Violation, Employees Norm
Violation, Norm Respect) X 2(Males, Females) X 2(Phase 1, Phase 2)
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was conducted on the frequency
of remarks in each of the categories with phase as a within-subjects variable. We
did not analyze the frequency of remarks in which participants tried to give a
reason for the outgroup behaviour, since the three observers did not agree on
which remarks were to be assigned to this category. For remarks pertaining to the
unacceptability of the outgroup's behaviour, remarks in which participants
mentioned that the outgroup behaviour might be legitimate, and remarks made by
the experimenter pertaining to the rules, Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour had
only two levels, because in the Norm Respect condition no such remarks were
made. Moreover, for these categories there was only one phase (Phase 2), since
no such remarks were made before the first Norm Violation.

In Table C2, the frequency of remarks pertaining to employees made by
Landowners and members of the Temp Agency in Phase 1 and Phase 2 is
depicted for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour.
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Table C2
Frequency of remarks pertaining to employees in Phase 1 and Phase 2 by
Landowners and members ofthe Temp Agency for the three levels ofNorm-related
Outgroup Behaviour

Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour

Phase Power Land Norm Employees Norm Norm
Distribution Violation Violation Respect

Phase 1 Landowners 12.22 10.48 7.39

Temp Agency 8.83 8.38 10.43

M Phase 1 10.53 9.35 9.03

Phase 2 Landowners 17.72 33.61 15.28

Temp Agency 12.61 30.29 35.57

M Phase 2 15.17 31.82 26.21

There was a significant main effect for Phase on the frequency of remarks
pertaining to the employees (F(1,26) - 72.05, p ~.001). In Phase 1, participants
talked less about the employees (M - 9.61) than in Phase 2 (M - 24.64). There
was a significant interaction effect between Phase and Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour (F(2,26) - 9.86, p ~.O1): in Phase 2, members of groups in the Land
Norm Violation condition made fewer remarks pertaining to the employees than
members of groups in the Employees Norm Violation condition and groups in the
Norm Respect condition together (t(35) - 2.96, p ~.01; the level adjusted by the
Bonferroni procedure -.025). The difference between the Norm Respect
condition and the Employees Norm Violation condition was not significant. It
seems that a Norm Violation pertaining to Land by the outgroup diminishes talk
about employees. Thus, Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour affects the intragroup
discussion.

For the frequency of remarks about employees, there was a significant effect
for the interaction between Power Distribution and Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour (F(2,26) - 3.90, p ~.OS) and a trend for the interaction between Power
Distribution, Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour and Phase (F(2,26) - 3.14, p ~
.06). Planned contrasts show that in the Norm Respect condition in Phase 2,
members of the Temp Agency talked more about employees than Landowners
(t(32) --2.96 p ~.007; the level adjusted by the Bonferroni procedure -.013).
Thus, when the outgroup does not violate a norm, members of the Temp Agency
talk more about Employees than Landowners. Members of a group with more
power on a certain dimension may be more inclined to talk about that dimension
than members of a group with less power.

Since we were interested in studying reactions to norm violation, it was
important that participants perceived the outgroup behaviour as such. Figure CS
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shows that this was indeed the case: participants in the Land Norm Violation
condition and participants in the Employees Norm Violation condition talked
about the fact that the outgroup did something which was against the rules.
Although they were apparently more occupied with choosing the best location for
the buildings and hiring the most profitable number of employees than with
evaluating the outgroup behaviour, the remarks about the unacceptability of the
outgroup behaviour show that norm violation by the outgroup did not pass
unnoticed.

Figure C6 shows that members of groups in the Land Norm Violation condition
brought up more often that the outgroup behaviour might be legitimate (M - 1.72)
than members of groups in the Employees Norm Violation condition (M -.08)
(F(1,17) - 19.09,p ~.O1). For this category, Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour
had only two levels because in the Norm Respect condition the outgroup
behaviour was never considered unacceptable. There was also a significant main
effect for Sex (F(1,17) - 8.34, p ~.O1) and an interaction effect between Norm-
related Outgroup Behaviour and Sex (F(1,17) - 5.97, p ~.OS). Males more often
indicated that the outgroup behaviour might be legitimate than did females (M -
1.44 and M-.33 respectively), but only in the Land Norm Violation condition
(M - 2.72 and M - .72 respectively). These results indicate that the norm
violation pertaining to the land might not always have been perceived as a norm
violation, which renders the interpretation of the data in this condition very
difficult. We believe that participants who had doubts about the unacceptability
of the outgroup behaviour were convinced during the experiment by other group
members or by the experimenter. In fact, the number of remarks in which
participants mentioned that the outgroup behaviour might be legitimate correlated
significantly with the number of remarks in which participants said that the
outgroup's behaviour was unacceptable (r - .50, p ~ .O1) and with the number of
comments by the experimenter which pointed to the rules (r - .50, p ~ .O1).
When a participant brought up that the behaviour by the outgroup might not be
unacceptable, other group members or the experimenter pointed out to him or her
that the outgroup behaviour was against the rules. This may explain why the
number of comments in which participants mentioned that the outgroup behaviour
might be acceptable did not have a significant negative correlation with the
aggregation to the group level of negative reactions towards the outgroup and why
male groups in the Land Norm Violation condition wrote relatively many
messages pertaining to the unacceptability of the outgroup behaviour in the
logbook. Although all participants may, in the course of the experiment, have
become convinced that Land Norm Violation was unacceptable, we believe that
one should be cautious in drawing conclusions from the data in this condition
because Land Norm Violation was not always perceived as such.

There was a significant effect for the interaction between Phase, Power
Distribution, and Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour on the frequency of remarks
in which participants asked themselves or the other ingroup members why the
outgroup behaved the way it did (F(2,26) - 4.53, p ~.OS). In Phase 2,
Landowners in the Employees Norm Violation condition asked themselves more
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often why the outgroup behaved as it did (M - 2.11) than participants in the other
conditions together (M - .56, M- .87, M-.19, M- 44, M- .67 for Landowners
in the Norm Respect condition, members of the Temp Agency in the Norm
Respect condition, members of the Temp Agency in the Employees Norm
Violation condition, Landowners in the Land Norm Violation condition, and
members ofthe Temp Agency in the Land Norm Violation condition respectively)
(t(32) --3.32, p ~.O1). Although, unlike Land Nonm Violation, there was no
doubt about the unacceptability of the outgroup behaviour when an Employees
Norm Violation took place, these violations were not interpreted in the same way
by all group members. The large number of remarks by Landowners in which
they wondered why the outgroup behaved as it did, indicates that the meaning of
this Norm Violation may not have been the same for Landowners and the Temp
Agency. Whereas members of the Temp Agency could interpret this norm
violation as an attempt by the Landowners to use more of their own employees,
Landowners could not interpret it in the same way when it was committed by the
Temp Agency; since only the Temp Agency had service personnel, replacing these
employees with its own construction workers would not change the number of
their own employees with an occupation.

To conclude, the examination of the intragroup discussion adds to our insight
into how participants perceived the experimental situation and which aspects were
important to them. Group members interacted constantly with each other while
they were working on the task. It is therefore not surprising that group effects
occurred at the end of the experiment, especially since members could react to the
arrangement made by the outgroup only after having worked together with their
own group for two minutes. The analysis of the intragroup discussion further
indicates that we should be cautious in drawing conclusions from the results
described in the main text: since not all groups perceived the same outgroup
behaviour in the same way, there may have been other variables, besides the ones
we manipulated, which affected reactions to the outgroup. From the intragroup
discussion, it also appears that we were successful in creating an engaging
experimental intergroup situation. Participants felt involved in the development
of a holiday park, in which the location of buildings and hiring employees were
important. Group members realized that they had to cooperate with an outgroup
whose behaviour affected their reactions and their discussion with the other
members of their own group.
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Figure Cl. Frequency of remarks relevant to the location of the buildings for the
three levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in Phase 2.

Figure C2. Frequency of remarks pertaining to the employees for the three levels
of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in Phase 2.
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Figure C3. Frequency of remarks in which participants tried to give a reason for
the outgroup behaviour for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour
in Phase 2.

Figure C4. Frequency of remarks in which participants wondered why the
outgroup behaved the way it did for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour in Phase 2.
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Figure CS. Frequency of remarks in which the unacceptability of the outgroup
behaviour was pointed out for two levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in
Phase 2.

Figure C6. Frequency of remarks in which participants mentioned that the
outgroup behaviour might be acceptable for two levels of Norm-related Outgroup
Behaviour in Phase 2.
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Figure C7. Frequency of comments by the experimenter which pointed out that
the rules should be followed for two levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour
in Phase 2.

Figure C8. Frequency of remarks which were not classifiable in one of the other
categories for the three levels of Norm-related Outgroup Behaviour in Phase 2.
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Appendix D: The questionnaire of Study 2

Persoonlijke gegevens

Leeftijd : ............. jaar

Geslacht man i vrouw
(Omcirkel wat van toepassing is)

Studierichting : ..........................................
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Je gaat dadelijk kijken naar een korte film. In deze film krijgt een groep van drie
personen de taak om een florerend bungalowpazk te bouwen. Deze taak omvat een aantal
opdrachten.

Stel je voor dat je zelf een van de leden bent van de groep die je zo dadelijk te
zien krijgt.

Fragment
Bij einde fragment ga naaz volgende pagina
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Geef in de volgende figuren door middel van kruisjes aan welk geluid je kiest voor de
andere groep en hoe lang je het gekozen geluid laat klinken.

Bungalows 1

,

Muzíek

0
4

0
8

0
12

0
16

0 0

~
Pieptoon

0 0 0
20 24 28 32 36 40
seconden

Fragment
Bij einde fragment ga naar volgende pagina
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Bungalows 2

0
4

~
S

Opbrengst Bungalows

Muziek

n
12

De opbrengst van het bungalowpark na de bouw van bungalows is positief I negatief
Het bedrag is Fl. ......

De inkomsten dienen als volgt verdeeld te worden:
de Grondbezitters ...o~o en het Uitzendbureau ...o~o

Fragment
Bij einde fragment ga naar volgende pagina

0
16

Appendi,r D

~

~
Pieptoon

0 O 0
20 24 28 32 36 40
seconden

(~
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Geef in de volgende figuren door middel van kruisjes aan welk geluid je kiest voor de
andere groep en hoe lang je het gekozen geluid laat klinken.

Restaurant 1

~~
Muziek

0
4

0
8

0
12

0
16

0 0

~
Pieptoon

0 0 0
20 24 28 32 36 40
seconden

Fragment
Bij einde fragment ga naar volgende pagina
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Restaurant 2

4
0
S

Muziek

12
0
16

Appendix D

~

O
Pieptoon

0 0 0 ]
20 24 28 32 36 40
seconden

O

Fragment
Bij einde fragment ga naar volgende pagina
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Restaurant 3

0
4

0
8

Opbrengst Restaurant

Muziek

~
12

201

De opbrengst van het bungalowpark na de bouw van het restaurant is positief I negatief
Het bedrag is Fl. ......

De inkomsten dienen als volgt verdeeld te worden:
de Grondbezitters ...o~o en het Uitzendbureau ...a~o

Je kunt nu de rest van de vragenlijst invullen.
Ik spreek je aan alsof je groepslid bent.
Lees de vragen goed!

0
16

0

0
Pieptoon

~ 0 ~
20 24 28 32 36 40
seconden

~
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Je hebt net gewerkt aan de bouw van een bungalowpark.

1. Van welke groep was je lid? (Omcirkel)'

Het Uitzendbureau De Grondbezitters

2. Kon jullie groep invloed uitoefenen op de Grondbezitters? ( Kruis aan)

Helemaal niet O O O O O zeer sterk

Zo ja, op welke manier?

3. Konden de Grondbezitters invloed uitoefenen op jullie groep? (Kruis aan)

Helemaal niet O O O O O zeer sterk

Zo ja, op welke manier?

Omcirkel bij de volgende vragen steeds je antwoord.

4. Welke van de twee groepen kon het meeste invloed uitoefenen op de andere
groep?

De Grondbezitters Het Uitzendbureau Beide

S. Hoe betrokken voelde je je bij de bouw van het bungalowpark?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

6. In hoeverre waren jullie, als Uitzendbureau, voor de uitvoering van de
opdrachten afhankelijk van de Grondbezitters?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

7. In hoeverre waren de Grondbezitters voor de uirioering van de opdrachten
afhankelijk van jullie, het Uitzendbureau?

niet een beetje erg heel erg
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8. Bij de bouw van het bungalowpark hadden jullie verschillende middelen tot jullie
beschikking. Hoe belangrijk waren de volgende middelen voor de realisering
van de opdrachten?

De Bungalows

niet belangrijk een beetje erg heel erg belangrijk

Het restaurant

niet belangrijk een beetje erg heel erg belangrijk

Gebied G

niet belangrijk een beetje erg heel erg belangrijk

De bouwvakkers

niet belangrijk een beetje erg heel erg belangrijk

Het dienstverlenend personeel

niet belangrijk een beetje erg heel erg belangrijk

9. In hoeverre konden jullie, als Uitzendbureau, de volgende middelen gebruiken
om druk uit te oefenen op de Grondbezitters?

De Bungalows

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

Het restaurant

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel
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Gebied G

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

De bouwvakkers

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

Het dienstverlenend personeel

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

10. In hoeverre konden de Grondbezitters de volgende middelen gebruiken om druk
uit te oefenen op jullie, als Uitzendbureau?

De Bungalows

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

Het restaurant

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

Gebied G

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

De bouwvakkers

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

Het dienstverlenend personeel

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel
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11. In hoeverre gaven de volgende middelen je een gevoel van macht?

De Bungalows

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

Het restaurant

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

Gebied G

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

De bouwvakkers

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

Het dienstverlenend personeel

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

12. In hoeverre konden de Grondbezitters invloed uitoefenen op jullie door bezit van
gebied G?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

13. In hoeverre konden de Grondbezitters invloed uitoefenen op jullie door het bezit
van bouwvakkers?

niet een beetje erg heel erg
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14. In hoeverre konden jullie invloed uitoefenen op de Grondbezitters door het bezit
van dienstverlenend personeel?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

15. In hoeverre konden jullie invloed uitoefenen op de Grondbezitters door het bezit
van bouwvakkers?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

Geef bij de volgende vragen door middel van een kruisje aan wat je van bet gedrag
van de andere groep vond.

16. Ik vond het gedrag van de Grondbezitters in opdracht 1(bouw bungalows):

~ volledig correct, niets op
aan te merken

nog net acceptabel
~ ongepast

zeer onbehoorlijk

absoluut ontoelaatbaar

17. Ik vond het gedrag van de Grondbezitters in opdracht 2(bouw een restaurant):

~ volledig correct, niets op
aan te merken

~- nog net acceptabel

ongepast

zeer onbehoorlijk

absoluut ontcelaatbaar
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Omcirkel bij de volgende vragen steeds je antwoord.

18. Had je het gevoel dat jullie groep in opdracht 1(bouw bungalows) invloed op de
Grondbezitters verloor?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

19. Had je het gevoel dat jullie groep in opdracht 2(bouw een restaurant) invloed op
de Grondbezitters verloor?

niet een beetje

20. Wat vond je van de pieptoon?

prettig

aangenaam

vervelend

storend

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig ~ helemaal niet

erg heel erg

21. Wat vond je van de muziek?

prettig

aangenaam

vervelend

storend

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet
~

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet
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Je gaat zo meteen met de Grondbezitters onderhandelen over hoe de bouw van het
bungalowpark verder in zijn werk moet gaan.

De volgende vragen zijn bedoeld om je goed op deze onderhandelingen voor te
bereiden.

Kruis steeds je antwoord aan
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Waarover ga je het hebben?

Ik wil gaan praten over:

22. de plaats van de gebouwen op gebied G

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

23. de arbeidskrachten die ingezet moeten worden

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

24. het te gebruiken materiaal (de gebouwen)

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

25. de verdeling van de opbrengsten of verliezen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

26. het geluid dat wij, als Uitzendbureau, voor de Grondbezitters kiezen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

27. het geluid dat de Grondbezitters voor ons, het Uitzendbureau, kiezen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

28. de relatie tussen het Uitzendbureau en de Grondbezitters

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

Hoe stel je je als lid van het Uitzeudbureau op ten opzicbte van de Grondbezitters?

29. Flexibel O O O O O Vasthoudend

30. Dominant O O O O O Volgzaam

31. Vijandig O O O O O Vriendschappelijk
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32. Zakelijk O O O O O Informeel

33. Eisend O O O O O Meegaand

34. Ik kom alleen op O O O O O Ik kom op voor het
voor het belang belang van beide
van het Uitzendbureau groepen

Hoe ga je proberen je doelen te bereiken?

35. Ik zeg dat wij niet meer met de Grondbezitters willen samenwerken als ze hun
gedrag niet veranderen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

36. Ik zeg dat we vaak de pieptoon zullen laten horen als ze hun gedrag niet
veranderen.

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

37. Ik zeg dat we geen opbrengsten aan de Grondbezitters toewijzen als ze hun
gedrag niet veranderen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

38. Ik beloof dat we een groot deel van de opbrengst aan de Grondbezitters zullen
toewijzen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

39. Ik maak duidelijk dat het gedrag dat zij vertoond hebben niet door de beugel kan

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

40. Ik eis excuses van de Grondbezitters voor het gedrag dat zij vertoond hebben

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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41. Ik haal de proefleider erbij om de zaak recht te zetten

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

42. Ik benadruk dat beide groepen verliezen als we niet samenwerken

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

43. Ik benadruk dat wij afhankelijk van hen zijn

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

44. Ik benadruk dat zij afhankelijk van ons zijn

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

45. Ik maak duidelijk dat wij concessies willen doen, wanneer zij dat ook doen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

46. Ik ga akkoord met hun plannen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

47. Ik doe voorstellen voor de bouw van het bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

48. Ik vraag de Grondbezitters of zij voorstellen hebben voor de bouw van het
bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

49. Ik draag argumenten aan voor onze voorstellen voor de bouw van het
bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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50. Ik vraag de Grondbezitters naar argumenten voor hun voorstellen voor de bouw
van het bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

51. Ik presenteer een uitgewerkt plan voor de uitvoering van de volgende opdrachten
alsof dat de enige mogelijkheid is

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

52. Ik geef aan dat wij, als Uitzendbureau, meer inzicht hebben in hoe een
bungalowpark gebouwd moet worden, en dat ze zich daarom het beste naar onze
voorstellen kunnen richten

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

53. Ik probeer conflicten te vermijden

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

54. Ik probeer een persoonlijk contact met de Grondbezitters op te bouwen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

Note

1. Deze vragenlijst werd door leden van het Uitzendbureau ingevuld. In de
vragenlijst voor Grondbezitters waren `de Grondbezitters' en `het Uitzendbureau'
omgewisseld.
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QUESTIONNAIRE AFTER EACH ASSIGNMENT

Beantwoord, voordat je verder gaat met de volgende opdracht, de volgende
vragen.

Kruis steeds je antwoord aan

1. Wat vond je van het gedrag van Constructo in opdracht 1?

Helemaal niet vervelend O O O O O Zeer vervelend

Volledig onaanvaardbaar O O O O O niets op aan te merken

In dit experiment hebben jullie niet de mogelijkheid om direct met de andere
groep te communiceren.
Stel je voor het beantwoorden van de volgende vragen voor dat je, alvorens met
de volgende opdracht te beginnen, met de leden van Constructo zou kunnen
bespreken hoe de bouw van het bungalowpark verder in zijn werk moet gaan.

2. Hoe stel je je als lid van Interbouw op ten opzichte van Constructo?

Flexibel O O O O O Vasthoudend

Dominant O O O O O Volgzaam

Vijandig O O O O O Vriendschappelijk

Zakelijk O O O O O Informeel

Eisend O O O O O Meegaand

Ik kom alleen op O O O O O Ik kom op voor het
voor het belang belang van beide
van Interbouw groepen

3. In hoeverre verwacht je dat jullie Constructo in de volgende opdracht
zullen kunnen beïnvloeden?

Helemaal niet O O O O O zeer sterk
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FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Persoonlijke gegevens

Leeftijd : ............. jaar

Geslacht man i vrouw
(Omcirkel wat van toepassing is)

Studierichting : . ... .. ... .......... .......... .. .. .... .....
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Je hebt net gewerkt aan de bouw van een bungalowpark.

215

Beantwoord daarover de volgende vragen
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1. Van welke groep was je lid? (Omcirkel)

Interbouw Constructo

2. Kon jullie groep invloed uitoefenen op Constructo? (Kruis aan)

Helemaal niet O O O O O zeer sterk

3. Kon Constructo invloed uitoefenen op jullie groep? (Kruis aan)

Helemaal niet O O O O O zeer sterk

Omcirkel bij de volgende vragen steeds je antwoord.

4. Welke van de twee groepen kon meer invloed uitoefenen op de andere
groep?

Interbouw Constructo Beide evenveel

5. Hoe betrokken voelde je je bij de bouw van het bungalowpark?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

6. In hoeverre waren jullie, als Interbouw, voor de uitvoering van de
opdrachten afhankelijk van Constructo?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

7. In hoeverre was Constructo voor de uitvoering van de opdrachten
afhankelijk van jullie, Interbouw?

niet een beetje erg heel erg
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8. Wat was de belangrijkste doelstelling van de opdrachten die jullie hebben
uitgevoerd? (Kruis aan)

Het bungalowpark moest zo snel mogelijk gebouwd worden

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

Het bungalowpark moest zo duurzaam mogelijk worden

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

Het bungalowpark moest zo winstgevend mogelijk worden

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

Omcirkel bij de volgende vragen steeds je antwoord.

9. Bij de bouw van het bungalowpark hadden jullie verschillende middelen
tot jullie beschikking. Hoe belangrijk waren de volgende factoren voor de
realisering van de opdrachten?

Het gebied waarop gebouwd werd

niet belangrijk een beetje erg h e e 1 e r g
belangrijk

De kwaliteit van het materiaal

niet belangrijk een beetje erg h e e 1 e r g
belangrijk

Het aantal bouwvakkers van Interbouw en Constructo

niet belangrijk een beetje erg h e e 1 e r g
belangrijk
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10. In hoevenre kon de gemeente het bezit van het gebied gebruiken om druk
uit te oefenen op jullie, als Interbouw?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

I 1. In hoeverre konden jullie, als Interbouw, druk uitoefenen op Constructo
door middel van:

De kwaliteit van het materiaal voor de bungalows?

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

De kwaliteit van het materiaal voor het restaurant?

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

Het aantal bouwvakkers dat jullie, als Interbouw, hadden?

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel dnakmiddel

12. In hoeverre kon Constructo druk uitoefenen op jullie, als Interbouw door
middel van:

De kwaliteit van het materiaal voor de bungalows?

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drokmiddel

De kwaliteit van het materiaal voor de winkel?

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel
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Het aantal bouwvakkers dat Constructo had?

niet bruikbaar een beetje erg heel erg bruikbaar als
als drukmiddel drukmiddel

13. In hoeverre had je het gevoel dat de gemeente macht over jullie, als
Interbouw, had op grond van het bezit van het gebied?

niet een beetje erg heel erg

14. In hoeverre gaven de volgende factoren je een gevoel van macht?

De kwaliteit van het materiaal voor de Bungalows

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

De kwaliteit van het materiaal voor het restaurant

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heelsterk gevoel van
van macht macht

Het aantal bouwvakkers dat jullie, als Interbouw, hadden

geen gevoel een beetje sterk een heel sterk gevoel van
van macht macht

Kruis bij de volgende vragen en uitspraken steeds je antwoord aan.

15. Hoe zou, volgens jou, de verhouding tussen de inzet van het materiaal van
Interbouw en de inzet van het materiaal van Constructo moeten zijn?

alleen materiaal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 alleen materiaal
van van
Interbouw 50-50 Constructo
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16. Hoe zou, volgens jou, de verhouding tussen de inzet van bouwvakkers van
Interbouw en de inzet van bouwvakkers van Constructo moeten zijn?

alleen bouwvakkers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 alleen bouw-
van vakkers van
Interbouw 50-50 Constructo

Omcirkel bij de volgende vragen steeds je antwoord.

17. Wat vond je van de pieptoon?

helemaal tamelijk weinig

helemaal tamelijk weinig

helemaal niet

vervelend

storend

helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

18. Wat vond je van de muziek?

prettig

aangenaam

vervelend

storend

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal tamelijk weinig helemaal niet

helemaal i tamelijk weinig helemaal niet
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Stel je voor dat jullie de opdracht krijgen om samen met Constructo het
bungalowpark uit te breiden.

221

Geef voor elk van de volgende reacties door middel van een kruisje aan in
hoeverre je geneigd bent om ze, als lid van Interbouw, te vertonen.
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19. We doen alsof er niets gebeurd is

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

20. We schrijven een boze brief aan Constructo

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

21. We nemen contact op met de gemeente

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

22. We gaan met de leden van Constructo praten

beslist niet O O O 0 O O O beslist wel

23. We beëindigen de samenwerking met Constructo

beslist níet O O O O O O O beslist wel

24. We maken een enorme puinhoop van het bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

25. We zetten alleen nog onze eigen bouwvakkers in

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

26. We gebruiken alleen nog ons eigen materiaal

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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27. We nemen alle opbrengsten voor onszelf

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

28. We wachten de leden van Constructo op om op de vuist te gaan

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

29. We nemen contact op met een ander bedrijf dat bouwvakkers en materiaal
levert

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

30. We schikken ons naar de wensen van Constructo

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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Stel je voor dat je met de leden van Constructo gaat bespreken hoe de uitbreiding
van het bungalowpark in zijn werk moet gaan.

Beantwoord de volgende vragen
Kruis steeds je antwoord aan
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Hoe ga je, samen met de andere leden van Interbouw, proberen om je doelen
te bereiken in het gesprek met de leden van Constructo?

31. We maken duidelijk dat wij niet meer met de leden van Constructo willen
samenwerken als ze hun gedrag niet veranderen

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

32. We maken duidelijk dat het gedrag dat zij vertoond hebben niet door de
beugel kan

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

33. We eisen excuses van de leden van Constructo voor het gedrag dat zij
vertoond hebben

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

34. We benadrukken dat beide groepen er nadeel bij hebben als we niet
samenwerken

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

35. We maken duidelijk dat wij wel bereid zijn om nieuwe afspraken over de
bouwvakkers te maken

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

36. We maken duidelijk dat wij wel bereid zijn om nieuwe afspraken over het
materiaal te maken

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

37. We maken duidelijk dat wij wel bereid zijn om nieuwe afspraken over de
plaats van de gebouwen te maken

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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38. We doen voorstellen voor de bouw van het bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel

39. We vragen de leden van Constructo of zij voorstellen hebben voor de
bouw van het bungalowpark

beslist niet O O O O O O O beslist wel
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Persoonlijke gegevens

Leeftijd : ............. jaar

Geslacht man ~ vrouw
(Omcirkel wat van toepassing is)

Studierichting : ..........................................
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Stel je het volgende voor.

Appendix F

Je bent lid van de studievereniging "OSC"`. Jullie hebben sinds twee maanden een
eigen ruimte op de universiteit. Eigenlijk hebben jullie de ruimte niet nodig. Een
van de leden van OSC heeft namelijk een zeer grote kamer, waarjullie eerst altijd
bijeenkwamen. De ruimte op de universiteit is wel praktischer, omdat jullie,
vanwege de colleges, toch al vaak op de universiteit zijn.2

Een week geleden hebben de leden van een andere studievereniging, "AST", aan
jullie gevraagd ofzij gebruik mogen maken van jullie ruimte. In een gesprek met
hen is besloten dat zij de ruimte 2`~Z dag per week mogen gebruiken: op maandag,
woensdagmiddag en op donderdag. Jullie hebben de ruimte dus de rest van de
week tot jullie beschikking.~ op dinsdag, woensdagochtend en vrijdag.
Jullie hebben voor de leden van AST een sleutel van de ruimte bij laten maken en
een van de kasten in de ruimte leeggemaakt. Die kunnen de leden van AST
gebruiken om hun spullen in te zetten. Jullie hebben met AST de volgende
afspraken gemaakt:
- De ruimte moet steeds netjes worden achtergelaten.
- AST maakt alleen op maandag, woensdagmiddag en donderdag gebruik

van de ruimte, OSC de rest van de week.

Geef, als lid van OSC, je mening over de volgende uitspraken.

1. Het hebben van een eigen ruimte is belangrijk voor ons.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

2. Ik heb een positieve houding ten opzichte van AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

3. Ik ben tevreden over onze afspraken met AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

4. Wij kunnen invloed uitoefenen op AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel
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5. AST kan invloed uitoefenen op ons.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

6. Wij zijn afhankelijk van AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

7. AST is afhankelijk van ons.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

8. AST heeft zeggenschap over de ruimte.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

9. Wij hebben zeggenschap over de ruimte.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

10. Door onze ruimte hebben we macht over AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

11. In vergelijking met AST hebben wij:

veel minder macht O O O O O veel meer macht

12. Ik denk dat de leden van AST erkennen dat wij de meer-machtige partij
zijn.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg
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Drie weken nadat jullie de afspraken met AST hebben gemaakt, gebeurt het
volgende. Je komt met de andere leden van OSC op dinsdag de ruimte binnen.
Daar treffen jullie de leden van AST aan.

Jullie vragen wat ze daar doen, waarop zij zeggen: "We weten dat de ruimte op
dinsdag eigenlijk van jullie is, maar we hebben de ruimte vandaagnodig. Zeggen
jullie maar wat er moet gebeuren: Kunnen we blijven of moeten we vandaag in
een andere ruimte gaan zitten? Een paar kamers verderop is nog wat vrij. "j

Geef aan in hoeverre je geneigd bent om elk van de onderstaande gedragingen,
samen met de andere leden van OSC, te vertonen.

13. We zetten de leden van AST eruit.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

14. We gaan bij de leden van AST in de ruimte zitten.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

15. We vragen vriendelijk of de leden van AST weggaan.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

16. We gaan zeif naar een andere naimte.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

17. We dreigen dat we ervoor zullen zorgen dat de leden van AST helemaal
geen gebruik meer mogen maken van de ruimte als ze nu niet weggaan.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

18. We zeggen tegen de leden van AST dat ze maar een andere ruimte moeten
zoeken voor hun bijeenkomsten.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel
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19. Afhankelijk van hoe belangrijk het gebruik van de ruimte vandaag voor elk
van de partijen is, beslissen we wie de ruimte mag gebruiken.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

20. We maken duidelijk dat het gedrag van AST niet door de beugel kan.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

21. We eisen excuses voor het gedrag dat zij hebben vertoond.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

22. We halen het bestuur van de universiteit erbij om de zaak recht te zetten.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

23. We benadrukken dat de leden van AST afhankelijk van ons zijn.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

24. We maken duidelijk dat wij concessies willen doen, wanneer zij dat ook
doen.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

25. We laten het slot veranderen, zodat de leden van AST niet meer in de
ruimte kunnen.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

26. Voordat zij de ruimte weer gebruiken laten we daar een enorme puinhoop
achter.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel
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27. We houden op maandag een bespreking met OSC en als de leden van AST
binnenkomen zeggen we dat we de ruimte nodig hebben.

beslist niet O O O O O beslist wel

Geef aan hoe je je opstelt ten opzichte van de leden van AST.

28. Flexibel

29. Dominant

O O O O O Vasthoudend

O O O O O Volgzaam

30. Vijandig O O O O O Vriendschappelijk

31. Zakelijk O O O O O Informeel

32. Eisend O O O O O Meegaand

33. Ik kom alleen op O O O O O Ik kom op voor het
voor het belang belang van beide
van OSC groepen

Geef, nu dit voorval gebeurd is, je mening over de volgende uitspraken.

34. Ik heb, als lid van OSC, een positieve houding ten opzichte van AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

35. Ik vind het gedrag van AST:

helemaal niet vervelend O O O O O zeer verve-
lend

volledig onaanvaardbaar O O O O O niets op aan
te merken
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36. Het gedrag van AST vormt een bedreiging van onze zeggenschap over de
ruimte.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

37. Het gedrag van AST vormt een bedreiging van onze relatie met AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

38. Het gedrag van AST vormt een bedreiging van onze macht over AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

39. Wij kunnen invloed uitoefenen op AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

40. AST kan invloed uitoefenen op ons.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

41. Wij zijn afhankelijk van AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

42. AST is afhankelijk van ons.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

43. AST heeft zeggenschap over de ruimte.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

44. Wij hebben zeggenschap over de ruimte.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel
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45. Door onze ruimte hebben we macht over AST.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel veel

46. In vergelijking met AST hebben wij:

veel minder macht O O O O O veel meer
macht

47. Ik denk dat de leden van AST erkennen dat wij de meer-machtige partij
zijn.

helemaal niet O O O O O heel erg

Notes

1. Dit is de versie waarin de ingroup de ruimte heeft. In de versie waarin de
ingroup gebruik mag maken is de ingroup lid van AST. Respondenten
lezen de volgende tekst: Je bent lid van de studievereniging "AST". Een
week geleden hebben jullie gehoord dat jullie gebruik mogen maken van
de ruimte die een anderestudievereniging, "OSC", op de universiteit heeft.
Daarmee is het ruimteprobleem dat jullie hadden, opgelost. Vantevoren
kwamen jullie namelijk steeds bijeen bij een van de leden van AST, die een
zeer grote kamer had. Toen diejongen verhuisde, haddenjullie geen ruimte
meer. De ruimte op de universiteit is ook nog praktischer, omdat jullie,
vanwege de colleges, toch al vaak op de universiteit zijn.
In een gesprek met OSC is besloten datjullie, gedurende dit semester, de
ruimte 2'~2 dagper week mogen gebruiken: op maandag, woensdagmiddag
en op donderdag. Zij hebben de ruimte dus de rest van de week tot hun
beschikking: op dinsdag, woensdagochtend en vrijdag.
De leden van OSC hebben voor jullie een sleutel van de ruimte bij laten
maken en een van de kasten in de ruimte leeggemaakt. Die kunnen jullie
gebruiken om jullie spullen in te zetten. Jullie hebben met OSC de
volgende afspraken gemaakt:
- De ruimte moet steeds netjes worden achtergelaten.
- AST maakt alleen op maandag, woensdagmiddag en donderdag

gebruik van de ruimte, OSC de rest van de week. In de vragenlijst
zijn `OSC' en `AST' omgewisseld.
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2. Dit is de versie waarin het belang van de ruimte laag was. In de versie
waarin het belang van de ruimte hoog was, volgde de tekst: Daarmee is het
ruimte probleem dat jullie hadden, opgelost. Vantevoren kwamen jullie
namelijk steeds bijeen bij een van de leden van OSC, die een zeer grote
kamer had. Toen die jongen verhuisde, hadden jullie geen ruimte meer. De
ruimte op de universiteit is ook nog praktischer, omdat jullie, vanwege de
colleges, toch al vaak op de universiteit zijn.

3. Dit is de versie waarin de outgroup de macht van de ingroup erkent. In de
Impliciete Ontkenningscondities zeggen de outgroupsleden niets. In de
Expliciete Ontkennings-condities zeggen de outgroupsleden: "We weten dat
de ruimte op dinsdag eigenlijk van jullie is, maar we hebben de ruimte nu
nodig. Gaan jullie vandaag maar in een andere ruimte zitten. Een paar
kamers verderop is nog wat vrij. "
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view on the role of power in intergroup conflict and a new paradigm
which can be used to study various aspects of intergroup behaviour.
The central proposition is that group members will react negatively to an
outgroup when they perceive the outgroup's behaviour as a threat to the
power relation.

Three experiments and one scenario study on the role of perceived threat
to the power relation in negative intergroup behaviour are presented.
The experiments were conducted using the Holiday Park Paradigm, in
which two three-person groups work together to develop a holiday park.
In this situation, group members react to a norm violation by the outgroup.

The results suggest that negative reactions by group members are
dependent on the extent to which the outgroup threatens the Power
Balance between the groups by violating a norm on a dimension which is
important to the main goal of the relationship. Negative reactions were not
affected by the amount of ingroup power.

A striking result was that male group members who owned a territory
reacted very negatively to rather mild norm violations. It is suggested that
genetic and socio-cultural factors can lead to differences in reactions
between male and female members of a group owning a territory, when a
norm violation takes place on that territory.

In the final chapter, practical implications of the research for intergroup
conflicts arising in dialy life are discussed and suggestions are made for
further research on threat to the power relation with the Holiday Park
Paradigm.
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